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ABSTRACT 
 Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) is a non-invasive brain stimulation 
therapy that has shown potential in improving motor, physiological and cognitive 
functions in healthy and diseased population. Typical tES procedures involve application 
of weak current (< 2 mA) to the brain via a pair of large electrodes placed on the scalp. 
While the therapeutic benefits of tES are promising, the efficacy of tES treatments is 
limited by the knowledge of how current travels in the brain. It has been assumed that 
the current density and electric fields are the largest, and thus have the most effect, in 
brain structures nearby the electrodes. Recent studies using finite element modeling 
(FEM) have suggested that current patterns in the brain are diffuse and not concentrated 
in any particular brain structure. Although current flow modeling is useful means of 
informing tES target optimization, few studies have validated tES FEM models against 
experimental measurements. MREIT-CDI can be used to recover magnetic flux density 
caused by current flow in a conducting object. This dissertation reports the first 
comparisons between experimental data from in-vivo human MREIT-CDI during tES 
and results from tES FEM using head models derived from the same subjects. First, tES 
FEM pipelines were verified by confirming FEM predictions agreed with analytic results 
at the mesh sizes used and that a sufficiently large head extent was modeled to 
approximate results on human subjects. Second, models were used to predict magnetic 
flux density, and predicted and MREIT-CDI results were compared to validate and refine 
modeling outcomes. Finally, models were used to investigate inter-subject variability and 
biological side effects reported by tES subjects. The study demonstrated good 
agreements in patterns between magnetic flux distributions from experimental and 
simulation data. However, the discrepancy in scales between simulation and 
experimental data suggested that tissue conductivities typically used in tES FEM might 
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be incorrect, and thus performing in-vivo conductivity measurements in humans is 
desirable.  Overall, in-vivo MREIT-CDI in human heads has been established as a 
validation tool for tES predictions and to study the underlying mechanisms of tES 
therapies.  
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
The human nervous system can be divided into the central nervous system (CNS) 
and peripheral nervous system (PNS).  The CNS includes the brain and spinal cord while 
the PNS includes the cranial and spinal nerves, gut and autonomic-parasympathetic 
nerves. Neurons and glial cells are the main cell types found in the human nervous 
system. Neurons are responsible for passing information by conducting impulses and, 
therefore, are often referred to as the fundamental unit of the CNS. On the other hand, 
glial cells help maintain homeostasis by supporting, nourishing and protecting neurons 
[1]. Neuronal excitability is associated with the generation of action potentials – 
extremely rapid changes in trans-membrane electrical potential differences as a response 
to external stimuli. Therefore, the anatomy and physiology of neurons underlie all 
bioelectrical phenomena observed in the human brain.  
1.1 The organization and characteristics of neurons 
1.1.1 Neurophysiology 
A typical neuron may be organized into three parts: a single long nerve fiber 
called the axon, the dendrites and the cell body (soma) as shown in Figure 1.1. A nerve 
cell typically has many short dendritic branches and a single long axon that connects to 
the cell body via the axon hillock. The dendrites receive impulses from other cells and 
transfer them to the cell body. The action potential is generated when the sum of these 
impulses at the axon hillock reaches a certain threshold. The action potential will then 
propagate from the axon hillock down to the long axon structure until it reaches the axon 
terminal. The rate of which action potentials propagate along the axon depends on the 
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types of axon. Myelinated axons are electrically insulated in regions covered by myelin 
sheath, which is regulated by Schwann cells; whereas the small regions in between the 
sheath are called the nodes of Ranvier. In myelinated axons, action potentials travel by 
“jumping” to subsequent nodes of Ranvier and thus conducts faster than in 
unmyelinated axons [2].  
Neurons communicate with each other through synapses. Synapses are junctions 
where the pre-synaptic site (the axon terminal) coincides with the post-synaptic cell (the 
cell body or dendrites) and undergo a chemical exchange. When an action potential 
arrives at the axon terminal, voltage-gated calcium channels open at the pre-synaptic 
site, and the calcium influx triggers neurotransmitter release. Neurotransmitters then 
bind to specific receptor proteins in the post-synaptic terminal. These binding 
interactions determine the opening or closing of ion channels in the cell membrane that 
leads to regulation of action potentials in the post-synaptic cell [3].  
The cell membrane is composed of a fatty acid bilayer and ion transport across 
the cell membrane is limited by the membrane permeability and active transport 
through ion channels. The permeability of sodium and potassium channels regulates the 
passive transport across the cell membrane and is responsible for establishing the resting 
membrane potential. While the membrane is at rest, the concentration of sodium ions 
(Na) outside the cell (extracellular space) is much higher than the concentration of 
potassium ions (K) found inside the cell (intracellular space). Therefore, the resting 
potential across the membrane is typically maintained at a negative value. The 
membrane depolarizes and hyperpolarizes when the resting potential becomes less or 
more negative, respectively.  A large enough membrane depolarization may lead to 
generation of action potentials. 
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Figure 1.1 The organization of a typical neuron. This figure is adapted from Malmivuo 
and Plonsey [2].  
External current injections can cause a localized depolarization and 
hyperpolarization of the cell membrane. Consider each neural cell as an electrical 
conducting object that is divided into multiple compartments with equal potentials 
(Figure 1.2). The rate of change of the charge (Q) in each compartment can be described 
as: 
!"!" =   −I!"#!$ + I!"#$%&'(( +    I!"#$%&$'          (1.1) 
Where, Iionic is the current flow through the ion channels into the compartment, Iintracell is 
the internal cell current influx from neighboring compartments and Iinjected is the 
externally injected currents. The variable Q in (1.1) can be substituted by (1.2) to obtain 
the Hodgkin-Huxley type equation (1.3) such that: 
Q = C!V!           (1.2) 
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C! !!!!" =   − I!"#,! +    G!,! V!"#,! −   V!"# +    I!"#$%&$' − V! + V!"#$ !!!!"   !!   (1.3) 
Here Cm is the membrane capacitance, Iion,k  is the ionic current for type k, and Vm is the 
reduced membrane voltage of the considered cell compartment. Further, Vrest is the 
resting voltage across the membrane, and Vint and Vext are the internal and external 
electrical potential, respectively. Therefore, Vm can be described as Vm = Vint – Vext - Vrest. 
Finally, Ga,i is the electrical conductance of axoplasm between the compartment i and the 
considered compartment. An electrode can be used to deliver an external current (Iinjected) 
that creates a potential gradient across a neuron. This potential gradient alters 
extracellular potentials and thus causes intracellular ionic current flow and changes the 
cell membrane potentials that may result in neural stimulation [4].  
 
Figure 1.2 A bioelectric model of a myelinated axon. A) An equivalent circuit model for a 
myelinated nerve axon stimulated by an external stimulation electrode and B) an 
example of an action potential curve with parameters described in A). This figure is 
adapted from Luan et al. [4]. 
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1.1.2 Neural Plasticity 
The structures and functions of neurons are adaptable and plastic. Any 
observable changes in structures or functions of a single neuron or a group of neurons 
are called neural plasticity [5]. The lasting effect of neural plasticity is often described as 
long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD). During cell 
depolarization, glutamate binds to a receptor called N-methyl D-Aspartate (NMDA) and 
this event triggers opening of calcium ion channels [6]. A large amount of calcium inflow 
activates protein kinases that result in synaptic strengthening (LTP) while a small 
amount of calcium influx activates phosphatases that weaken the synaptic binding (LTD) 
[7]. The effects of brain stimulation therapy have been associated with the 
neuroplasticity change in the cortex as a result of LTP- and LTD- like mechanisms [8, 9]. 
Motor evoked potential (MEP) and resting motor threshold (MT) are often used to 
measure neural plasticity in the motor cortex during brain stimulation therapy such as in 
transcranial magnetic stimulation. MEP size quantifies the general muscle response due 
to external stimuli through an electromyography (EMG) monitoring and MEP signal is 
considered to be similar to LTP. Resting MT is typically used as a baseline measurement 
that indicates the minimum intensity needed to induce MEP signal in contralateral hand 
muscles [5, 10]. 
1.2 Brain Stimulation Therapy 
Brain stimulation therapy originated in the 17th century, at the same time as static 
electricity generation and electrochemical charge storage devices (batteries) were 
invented [11]. In the early 1800s, the effects of electricity on the human body were 
discovered by stimulating the human head to treat a mood disorder called melancholy 
mania [12]. By the 19th century, electricity was more commonly utilized for therapeutic 
purposes, especially in the field of neuropsychiatry, and was used in patients who were 
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undergoing surgery excision of epileptic foci [11]. Electric compulsive therapy (ECT), 
particularly, uses high voltage (90V) DC to an induce epileptic seizure in patients. 
Accornero [13] witnessed the first application of ECT in humans to treat a schizophrenic 
patient in 1938. After nine sessions of ECT, the patient’s psychological functions had 
improved, and thus ECT in humans was assumed beneficial to treat psychiatric disorders 
[13]. Modern ECT has been developed since then to treat major depression and typically 
employs alternating current of varying frequencies [11, 14]. 
Brain activity may be influenced by electrical stimulation without using high 
voltage levels such as in ECT. Neuronal depolarization and hyperpolarization can be 
modulated by weak current stimulation, and these neuronal changes depended on the 
interactions between current flow direction and neuronal geometry [9, 15]. Factors in 
stimulation parameters such as electrode proximity to target brain areas, current 
strengths, and current polarity were assumed responsible in producing these effects. For 
instance, Brocker & Grill [16] claimed that current removal at the cathodic site would 
excite neurons more easily due to the negative potential outside of the cell, and, 
therefore, caused the membrane to depolarize and generate action potentials. This 
mechanism was in fact used in deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrode design. Contrary 
to this, a study by Nitsche and Paulus [9], showed that applying a weak, direct current 
over the scalp at the anodal site could increase cortical excitability while cathodic 
stimulation suppressed cortical excitability. Brain stimulation therapy can be divided 
into invasive and non-invasive as described in the following subsections.  
1.2.1 Invasive Brain Stimulation Techniques 
Invasive brain stimulation was developed in the early 1950s and first introduced 
as epi- and subdural applications [11]. However, issues surrounding the placements of 
the stimulating electrodes on the epi- and subdural prevented the therapy to develop 
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further. For instance, in epidural cortical stimulation (ECS), the applied current was 
shunted through the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) causing less than 50% current delivery to 
the brain [17]. Intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) was then developed to mitigate this 
issue, allowing a deeper penetration of the electrode into the brain tissue. However, 
chronic inflammation and glial scars started formation surrounding the implanted ICMS 
electrodes as deemed this technique less preferable for human use [18]. 
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a breakthrough in invasive brain stimulation 
technique. A stereotactic device developed in 1950s was first used to insert DBS 
electrodes into a deep brain structure [11]. DBS was initially used to treat movement 
disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD), dystonia and essential tremor, and later was 
used to help neurological disorders such as major depression and epilepsy [19]. Common 
targets for DBS are globus pallidus internus (GPi) to treat dystonia, subthalamic nucleus 
of the basal ganglia to treat PD, and other parts of basal ganglia for other psychiatric 
disorders [20]. Typical DBS parameters are stimulus voltage of 1-9V, pulse width of 60-
240 µs and either frequency range of 5-60Hz (low) or 130-180Hz (high) depending on 
the disorder being treated. Conventional DBS electrodes consist of a straight quadripolar 
electrode with multiple contacts depending on the application. The positions of the 
electrode contacts with respect to target cortical area will determine the stimulation 
effects on this region. In order to understand the underlying mechanism of DBS, 
multiple techniques such as functional imaging, electrophysiology and neurotransmitter 
quantification have been explored [19]. The latest development includes designing an 
MR safe electrode and hardware system [11].  
1.2.2 Non-invasive Brain Stimulation Techniques 
Non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) started with the use of ECT to treat 
schizophrenia, mania and severe depression [11]. This method was continuously used in 
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the early to mid 20th century until the electrosleep therapy was introduced to treat 
insomnia. Unlike ECT, electrosleep therapy used short pulses of weak DC that did not 
induce seizure. Therefore, weak current stimulation became an attractive option to 
deliver NIBS. In the early 2000, Nistche and Paulus [9] reported that delivering a low-
intensity current could induce cortical excitability. This method was a variation of 
transcranial electrical stimulation (tES). Specific examples of tES are transcranial direct 
current stimulation (tDCS), transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) and 
transcranial random noise stimulation (tRNS). In addition to using electrical stimuli, 
magnetic coils can be used as NIBS. This technique is called transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (TMS). 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) 
TMS is typically used to measure physiological functions in the primary motor 
cortex and recently has demonstrated therapeutic benefits to treat neuropsychiatric 
disorders [11]. TMS pulses are produced by a charged capacitor and delivered through a 
magnetic stimulating coil that is placed on the surface of the scalp. The generated 
magnetic field from the coil induces a weak eddy current parallel to the coil that 
stimulates the cerebral cortex. A typical figure-8 or butterfly shaped TMS coil can 
generate current with up to 1 cm spatial resolution, and it can penetrate ~2-3 cm deep 
underneath the scalp to reach the outer layer of the cortex. A single pulse TMS is applied 
one at a time and commonly used to map physiological functions related to the cortex. 
For instance, motor functions in the primary motor cortex or flashing light phenomena 
(phosphenes) in the primary visual cortex. A paired pulse TMS is widely used to study 
functional interactions within the brain [21]. Repetitive transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (rTMS) uses either a regularly repeated single pulse (conventional rTMS) or 
train pulses with high frequency short bursts. Typically, rTMS applications with low 
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frequency pulses (1 Hz or less) can inhibit corticospinal excitability while high frequency 
pulses (at least 5 Hz or more) increases neuronal activity [21]. These effects may be 
related to the NMDA receptor-mediated glutamatergic function [21]. 
Transcranial Electrical Stimulation (tES) 
 Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) uses weak current that is injected via a 
pair of electrodes that are placed on the scalp. Applications of tES have gained attention 
due to its low cost compared to TMS since the late 1990s, yet further investigations are 
required to understand its treatment effects to neuronal excitability [22]. Conventional 
tES electrodes typically have a surface area of 25-35 cm2. The electrode materials often 
used in tES are made out of metal or conductive rubber and should not make a direct 
contact with the skin during the stimulation process. A sufficient amount of electrolyte 
needs to be applied between the electrode and skin contact area to prevent chemicals 
form accumulating at the electrode surface and the skin [23]. Therefore, saline soaked 
sponges can be used to encapsulate the electrodes or, a thick film of conducting paste can 
be applied directly on the electrode surface [24]. The use of saline solution can lead to 
over-saturated sponges that may increase the electrode effective area and thus alter the 
input current density. Premature drying of electrodes is also more common with saline 
and can cause pain and skin burning. Therefore, using conducting paste for electrode 
application in tES is recommended [24].  
tDCS 
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) applies a continuous constant low 
non-depolarizing DC with intensity up to 2 mA at the anodic or cathodic site [8]. In 
tDCS, it is believed that the low-intensity current passing through the electrode will alter 
neuronal firing patterns over a period of time and thus does not directly induce activity 
in resting neuronal networks [24]. A typical duration of stimulation period in tDCS lasts 
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between 10 to 20 minutes. However, varying stimulating current intensity and duration 
might control the after-effects of tDCS [9].  
tACS and tRNS 
Other variations of tES deliver weak alternating current (AC) at different levels of 
frequency instead of at DC. During first half of the AC stimulation cycles, one out of the 
electrode pair serves as anode while the other serves as cathode. The roles of the 
electrodes are then reversed during the second half of the cycle, and, therefore, AC 
stimulation primarily works by influencing brain oscillations. Transcranial alternating 
current stimulation (tACS) utilizes a fixed AC frequency that can synchronize with a 
specific cortical rhythm and induce neural firing [25]. The frequency range used in tACS 
is spanned from low frequency (approaching DC), to up to 500 kHz depending on the 
stimulation target. Neural plasticity studies are commonly performed with tACS below 5 
kHz and have been demonstrated to induce neural excitation [26]. High frequency tACS 
at 200 kHz can potentially inhibit treatment-resistant tumor growth with little to no side 
effects [27]. Another form of AC stimulation is transcranial random noise stimulation 
(tRNS) that uses a random noise distribution with frequency range between 0.1 and 640 
Hz [28]. Induced sensations from tRNS were shown to be less than tDCS for the same 
stimulation intensity, and thus the intensity of tRNS should be at least three times as 
high as tDCS [29]. Unlike other tES methods, tRNS can depolarize neurons regardless of 
the current flow direction because of its rapid oscillations [25].  
tES Effects and Safety 
Many studies have been conducted to determine tES effects on motor, 
physiological and cognitive functions in humans [28]. Stimulating the motor cortex 
using tDCS was shown to increase neuronal excitability by up to 40% based on MEP 
measurements using TMS [9]. Other tDCS effects have also been shown clinically to 
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improve cognitive functions in healthy subjects as well as treating neurological 
conditions in patients [30]. Cognitive functions such as learning, working and long-term 
memory, clinical depression have also improved with tDCS [31-33]. While showing 
promising results, previous tES protocols often measure specific hypotheses regarding 
expected outcomes of the study. Therefore, the exact mechanism of how different 
stimulation parameters can affect neuronal excitability is unclear [25]. 
 Applications of tES treatments are considered safe to use in both healthy and 
diseased population of different ages. Out of 33,000 sessions and 1000 subjects with 
single or repeated dose of tDCS, no serious adverse effects related to tDCS have been 
reported. Among the reports are cases that include an individual who has received over 
100 tDCS treatments, and age-driven studies such as 257 young healthy subjects (mean 
age of 22 years old) and nineteen elderly healthy subjects (mean age of 67 years old). 
Interestingly, the elderly subjects reported less discomfort than the young subjects and 
thus the elderly participants were concluded to perceive less sensation than the young 
group [29]. The most severe adverse event that has been reported for tDCS was a seizure 
that occurred during tDCS session in a pediatric patient. However, the patient had 
already suffered from seizure disorders and been given an anti-epileptic drugs, and thus 
it was unclear if the cause of the seizure was caused by tDCS [34]. Mania or hypomania 
was observed in a few patients with clinical depression post tDCS, although these 
psychological changes were difficult to correlate with tDCS alone without the influence 
from pharmacological agents [35]. Clinical studies on tACS are generally fewer than 
tDCS, and thus there are fewer reports on adverse events of tACS. The most adverse 
event found in tACS is phosphene perception [24, 26, 34].  
Side effects from tES are considered as tolerability issues instead of safety. 
Common side effects include itching, tingling, light headache, moderate fatigue, 
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discomfort, mild pain and burning sensation [24, 34, 35]. Skin erythema (redness) was 
also commonly found under the active electrodes versus sham [35]. A few cases of 
persistent skin lesions post stimulation were also reported with tDCS [34]. Many 
cutaneous discomfort cases might be related to incorrect techniques for placing the 
electrodes. For instance, drying electrode from lack of electrolytes can cause skin 
irritation and itching [35]. 
Electrode montage 
Electrode placements in tES are based on previously established methods for 
common localization of electrode position. Examples of these methods are the 10-20 (or 
10-5) EEG electrode placement system, neuronavigation system and physiology-based 
placement for the primary cortex [24]. The anode is usually the first named electrode in 
the pair and the second named is the cathode. For instance, electrode montage M1-
supraorbital (SO) is physiology-based and commonly used to study tDCS effects on the 
primary motor cortex [36-40]. The anode is located on the primary motor cortex area 
(M1), and the cathode is located on the contralateral SO position. The left and right 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is also widely studied in tES by using the 
montage F3-right supraorbital and F4-left supraorbital, respectively [37, 41-44]. These 
naming conventions were following the standard 10-20 EEG system [45-47]. The DLPFC 
area is located in the prefrontal cortex and associated with decision-making and 
cognitive processes, such as learning and working memory. Illustrations of electrode 
montages are shown in Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3 Illustrations of typical montages used in tES. Showing from left to right are 
F3-right supraorbital (RS) and F4-left supra orbital (LS).  
Monitoring tES Effects 
Neurorecording and neuroimaging devices have been used to monitor functional 
and physiological effects of tES. Functional effects such as memory formation and 
retention are measured by performing behavioral and cognitive tasks. TMS is typically 
used to monitor physiological effects such as motor and visual functions. Further, 
electroencephalography (EEG) has an excellent temporal resolution that can identify 
specific brain responses caused by tES. However, spatial resolution in EEG is lacking and 
thus it is difficult to locate the source of recorded surface potentials. Functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) can be used to monitor physiological changes caused by tES 
by measuring blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals related to brain activity. 
Recent developments of MR safe tES device made it possible to perform fMRI study 
before, during and after stimulation while subjects were inside the MR bore and thus 
allowing measurements of neural activity in real time [24].  
1.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an attractive imaging modality option since 
it operates in the radio wave frequency and does not use ionizing radiation such as in x-
ray imaging machine [48]. Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell [49] independently 
discovered the magnetic resonance phenomena and were awarded a Nobel Prize in 1952. 
In 1971, Raymond Damadian [50] showed that there was a difference in nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation time for normal tissue versus tumorous tissue, 
and thus motivated scientists to use NMR for studying diseases. Hounsfield’s 
breakthrough with computed tomography technique in 1973 alongside with Paul 
Lauterbur’s discovery on spatial information encoding principle made it possible to 
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obtain image formation from NMR signals [51]. This discovery led to modern clinical 
MRI machines [52]. MRI is the preferred method to image soft tissues compared to 
other imaging modalities because proton content in soft tissues provides good signal 
contrast in MRI [53].  
The basis of MRI is nuclear spin properties of atoms. In a neutral state i.e., 
without the presence of any magnetic field, nuclear spins are equally distributed between 
two states (up or down) and thus have a net zero magnetization [52]. Spins reorient and 
precess at a characteristic frequency when an external magnetic field (B0) is introduced. 
The spin precession frequency is called the Larmor frequency (ω0) and affected by the 
magnitude of B0 and the gyromagnetic ratio (γ). The relationship between B0, γ and ω0 is 
given in (1.4). The gyromagnetic ratio describes the angular momentum of a spin related 
to its magnetic dipole. A collection of spins precessing at the same resonance frequency 
is referred to as an isochromat. 
ω! =   γ  B!          (1.4) 
In an MRI scanner, the main magnetic field is always ‘on’ and oriented in the 
longitudinal (z) direction. A bulk magnetization M is a sum of all microscopic magnetic 
moments in an object and describes a collective behavior of isochromats. When an object 
is placed inside the MRI scanner, M within the object is at equilibrium (M0) and aligned 
in the same direction as the main magnetic field. Therefore, M is equal to longitudinal 
magnetization (Mz) and has zero transverse magnetization (Mxy) [48, 54]. At the start of 
an MRI scan, a radio frequency (RF) pulse with the same Larmor frequency as the 
isochromats is applied as a local magnetic field (B1) to tip M from the z-axis onto the xy-
plane. When the B1 field is switched off, the isochromats start to relax back to the 
equilibrium. During relaxation, the rate of Mz recovery is called longitudinal relaxation 
and the decay rate of Mxy is called transverse relaxation. Longitudinal and transverse 
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relaxation is characterized by T1 and T2, respectively. These relaxation properties are 
then used to measure generated signals from the object [48]. For instance, in T1-
weighted image of a human head, the difference of signal intensity within the image is 
caused by the difference in T1 properties of different tissues in the head. The relationship 
between the time-dependent behaviors of M in the presence of applied magnetic field B 
is described by The Bloch equation 
 !𝐌!! =   𝛾𝐌  x  𝐁 −   !!!!!!! − !!!!!  !!           (1.5)  
Image formations in MRI are primarily based on the directions and strengths of 
induced magnetic field gradient. Slice selection is accomplished by introducing a linear 
gradient field via a gradient coil along the B0 direction so that different magnetic 
strengths can be obtained in varying locations along z-axis. Slice thickness selection is 
achieved by sending an RF pulse with frequency bandwidth that is the same as Larmor 
frequency in desired location of the imaged object. Larger bandwidth will produce a 
thicker slice. Further, there are other temporarily applied gradients within the selected 
imaging plane that go along either x (frequency encoding) or y (phase encoding) 
direction to collect spatial frequency information in a domain called 𝑘-space [54]. 
Frequency encoding gradient (Gx) is typically used as the readout gradient that collects 
the entire frequency information within the slice. The collected frequencies can be sorted 
out according to its nominal values by performing a Fourier transform. Phase encoding 
gradient (Gy) causes protons to precess at different rates [55]. Therefore, the phase shift 
between the protons after the gradient is turned off can be measured. The spatial 
frequency information in x direction (kx) and y direction (ky) can be described as 
𝑘! =   γ𝐺!𝑡          (1.6) 
𝑘! =   γ𝐺!𝑡!"           (1.7) 
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, t is the acquisition time and tPE is the phase encoding 
interval. The basic 2D imaging reconstruction to obtain desired image function I(x,y) 
from 𝑘-space signals S(kx,ky) is following the two-dimensional Fourier transform 
𝑆 𝑘! , 𝑘! =    𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦   𝑒!!!!(!!!!!!!)!!! 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦      (1.8) 
1.4 Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography 
A technique called MR electrical impedance tomography (MREIT) recovers magnetic 
flux density due to an external current injection in an electrically conducting object. 
Injecting current to an electrically conducting object will produce distributions of current 
density, voltage and magnetic flux density inside the object [56]. Current pathways 
inside the object are distorted due to the conductivity inside the object and affect the 
internal magnetic flux density. MREIT utilizes the main MR magnetic field in z-direction 
to recover internal magnetic flux density in z-direction (Bz) in the imaged object. During 
imaging acquisition, an external current injection is applied with duration Tc and 
synchronized to the MR pulse sequence. Positive and negative current injection is 
performed sequentially to cancel out any systematic phase artifacts from the MR 
scanner. The current injection will induce an internal magnetic flux density and produce 
an extra phase shift in the MR signal. Therefore, any phase accumulation due to current 
injection will be proportional to Bz [56]. The k-space image data containing Bz becomes 
𝑆± 𝑘! , 𝑘! =    𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦   𝑒!"(!,!)𝑒±!"!!(!,!)!!𝑒!!!!(!!!!!!!)!!! 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦   (1.9) 
Taking a 2-D discrete Fourier Transformation (1.9) to obtain the complex-value images 𝑀±(𝑥, 𝑦) described as  
𝑀±(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦   𝑒!"(!,!)𝑒±!"!!(!,!)!!       (1.10) 
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The incremental phase change, 𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦 , then can be computed by dividing the positive 
and negative portion of the complex image such that 
𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦 = arg !!(!,!)!!(!,!) = 2γ𝐵! 𝑥, 𝑦 T!         (1.11) 
Where the operator arg includes any necessary phase unwrapping [56]. Finally, the 
metric Bz can be back solved using 
𝐵! 𝑥, 𝑦 =    !!!!!   arg !!(!,!)!!(!,!)         (1.12) 
1.5 Previous tES Current Flow Modeling  
Computational modeling has become a popular tool to predict possible tES effects 
and mechanisms [36-40, 57]. Finite element modeling (FEM) software has advanced 
greatly in the last decade and has made these simulations more accessible. Segmentation 
tools development allows constructions of more realistic human head models that 
incorporate tissue types beyond the brain. Different combinations of electrode locations 
were modeled based on clinical studies to predict the electrical stimulation effects on 
presumed target brain areas. Study components that are often included in tES FEM are 
discussed in the following subsections. 
1.5.1 Head Model Construction  
Head models used in tES FEM studies started with a simple geometry such as 
concentric spheres and gradually evolved to a more realistic head shape containing many 
tissue types. The first head model was constructed from multiple concentric spheres that 
represented multiple compartments of the brain, skull and scalp [58]. Datta et al. [59] 
performed tDCS computational study using similar sphere based model with an added 
compartment for CSF and two types of electrodes (conventional and circular). A 
segmented 2D human head model comprising eight tissue types was first constructed by 
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Holdefer et al. [60] from a single 6.5 mm thickness MRI coronal slice image. Wagner et 
al. [37] was the first to segment the entire 3D volume of the human head derived from 
MRI dataset. The model consisted of skin, skull, CSF, gray matter and white matter [37]. 
Since then, inclusion of at least seven tissue types or more has become a standard in tES 
FEM studies. Further, white and gray matter tissue anisotropy have been included to 
model the effects of anisotropic conductivity values to current density and electric field 
distributions [39, 61-63]. However, fractional anisotropy for the gray matter was 
generally low and thus the modeled anisotropic conductivity value for the gray matter 
was similar to the isotropic value [39]. The skull compartment is often modeled as a 
three-layer structure consisting cancellous tissue in the middle and cortical tissue in the 
two outer layers [61, 64]. 
1.5.2 Calculated Parameters 
 Current density and electric field in the head model are solved using FEM to 
predict tES effects. Predicted current density distributions in the head have shown a 
widespread and diffuse pattern indicating that delivered current is not concentrated only 
in a single brain structure [65]. Stimulation dose in tES is often referred to as a 
combination of current intensity, electrode surface area and stimulation duration [24]. 
FEM studies have been used to predict whether presumed target structures received a 
sufficient stimulation dose and whether tES electrode placements need to be optimized 
[61, 66]. Current density predictions are also used to assess possible biological effects 
caused by tES. For instance, tACS computational study was performed to investigate 
occurrence of phosphenes by calculating current density values surrounding the eye 
regions [67]. Further, the after effects of tES were directly or indirectly caused by the 
accumulated action of applied electric field over time [68]. Many cortical interneurons 
and axonal projections of pyramidal cells in the gray matter are found to be parallel to 
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the cortical surface [68]. Therefore, calculating the component of the electric field 
tangential to the cortical surface using FEM might be beneficial to predict stimulation 
effects. While computational studies are useful to approximate possible effects of tES, 
results obtained from these studies are largely depended on tissue conductivity values 
used in the model [69].  
1.5.3 Tissue Conductivity 
The tissue conductivity values used in tES FEM were typically taken from 
reported values in the literature. A large portion of these values were experimentally 
measured ex-vivo from excised living or dead human and animal tissues [70-75]. In-vivo 
conductivity measurements in intact human tissues were only possible for skin and 
muscle [76, 77]. Further, these measurements were performed at various temperatures 
(room and body temperature) and frequencies (10 Hz - 20 GHz), and tissue conductivity 
values typically increased with temperature (up to 2%/OC) and frequency [70, 78].  
Therefore, tissue conductivity values used in previous tES FEM studies might not be 
suitable to quantify stimulation effects of tDCS or low frequency tACS in humans. Since 
measuring tissue conductivities in-vivo is difficult to accomplish, conductivity 
reconstructions algorithm derived from in-vivo human imaging data e.g., MREIT might 
be a better solution [79, 80]. However, before modifying any modeled tissue 
conductivities, predicted values obtained from tES FEM studies will need to be validated 
first against experimental measurements to verify modeling results.  
1.6 Significance of This Study and Specific Aims 
1.6.1 Significance 
The ability to image current flow inside the human head will further improve 
neurostimulation therapy such as tES and our understanding of the brain mechanisms 
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due to external electrical stimuli. A significant number of world populations suffer from 
brain injury related illness. Examples of tES benefits include non-invasive neurological 
therapy to improve brain functions and enhance recovery from brain injuries [25]. With 
the knowledge of current flow distribution inside the human head, we will be able to 
steer current direction more effectively into desired target brain areas. We will also be 
able to further determine how cells, pathways and processes are activated due to 
neurostimulation. Therefore, investigating in-vivo current flow imaging in humans can 
ultimately improve neurostimulation therapy outcomes for brain related injuries.  
Knowledge of relative conductivity of head tissues measured in-vivo will be 
invaluable in many fields. However, in-vivo reports of conductivity measurements in 
human heads are limited. Latikka et al. [81] performed in-vivo resistivity measurements 
on CSF, white and gray matter in brain tumor patients by inserting a monopolar needle 
electrode near the brain surgery sites. Tissue resistivity was measured from saline wash 
in patients by using the electrode. Even though it demonstrated in-vivo conductivity 
measurements, brain tumors might affect brain material properties e.g., increasing 
liquid content in tissue due to cysts [81]. Salman et al. [82] performed a combination of 
EIT and EEG methods to estimate conductivity values from recorded scalp potentials. 
However, the inverse problem in source localization and conductivity distributions from 
scalp potentials is ill-posed [56]. This dissertation will discuss and utilize results 
obtained from in-vivo MREIT-current density imaging (CDI) in human tES recipients. 
MREIT-CDI recovers magnetic flux density from current flow in a conducting object. 
Results from MREIT-CDI can be processed into current density and conductivity 
distributions. Therefore, MREIT-CDI has potentials to be used as a validation tool for 
tES FEM pipelines and measure in-vivo conductivity in humans. 
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Innovation 
• Examine the first in-vivo images of magnetic flux density in human heads 
and compare with modeled data. 
• Validate and refine tES FEM predictions against in-vivo MREIT-CDI 
measurements  
• Reconstruct tissue conductivity inside the human head based on in-vivo 
imaging results and evaluate modeled tissue conductivity values 
• Evaluate existing tACS biological effects by comparing phosphene predictions 
and subject’s perception of phosphenes 
1.6.2 Specific Aims  
Even though many sophisticated human head tES simulation studies have been 
published, there have been inconsistencies in head model construction. This raises a 
question of simulation validity and comparability. For instance, head models used in tES 
FEM studies have varied in the axial length such as spanning from the head apex down 
to the neck area or to the jaw area. Reducing the modeled head volume could presumably 
decrease overall simulation time since the model would involve less simulated volume 
and less area to segment. Further, head model meshing techniques can also affect 
modeling outcomes. Converting MRI images directly to a FE model is more efficient, but 
considered less accurate than creating smooth tissue boundaries [83]. To this date, there 
has not yet been a tES FEM study that investigates the effect of reducing modeled head 
volumes to different extents or the effect of smooth mesh on FEM results.  
Results from tES FEM can be compared to in-vivo measurements from MREIT-
CDI. Effects of injected currents are captured in the phase images of MRI as magnetic 
flux density. In-vivo studies using MREIT to image tES-like stimulation have been 
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reported for canine heads [84] and human legs [85] and recently completed for human 
heads [86]. Current injection during MREIT imaging involves current pulse widths of 
about 20 ms, producing conductivity images near DC [84]. Carbon electrodes 
encapsulated in saline soaked sponges allowed current delivery while subject was imaged 
in MRI without metal image artifacts [86]. MRI structural data comprising tES subjects 
head and electrode montage can be segmented to construct tES head models. Finally, 
magnetic flux density can be calculated from predicted current densities using the Biot-
Savart law, allowing a direct comparison to magnetic flux density measured in MREIT-
CDI sessions.  
Phosphenes are common side effects in tACS, yet there has been no FEM study 
comparing tACS subject phosphene perceptions and FEM phosphene predictions using 
head models from the same subjects. Phosphenes are light sensations, and their 
occurrences can be originated in the retina or the visual cortex [87]. Placing an electrode 
near the visual cortex (cortical stimulation) may induce phosphenes caused by either 
cortical activation or current spreading from the visual cortex to the retina [88]. In 
addition, placing electrodes near the eyes (retinal stimulation) can also generate 
phosphenes [67]. Head models and electrodes can be constructed directly from imaging 
data of tACS recipients, allowing more accurate modeling predictions, and used to 
simulate current densities. Then, predicted values from the models can be compared to 
reported current density threshold values of phosphenes [89] and validated against 
subjects’ testimonies. 
In this dissertation, the first data gathered from MREIT-CDI sessions in tES 
recipients are analyzed and compared to modeling predictions of tES. Methods 
describing FEM pipelines to predict tES are described in Chapter 2. Then, modeling 
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pipelines and collected in-vivo data reflecting images of current flow are used to achieve 
the following goals: 
In Specific Aim 1 (SA1) described in Chapter 3, tES finite element modeling 
verification studies are performed by investigating the sufficient extents of head 
models and the appropriate meshing techniques for tES FEM studies. 
In SA2 described in Chapter 4, qualitative comparisons are used to perform modeling 
validation against MREIT-current density imaging in-vivo measurements in 
human heads. Magnetic flux density images computed from the models are compared 
to MREIT measurements and processed to produce projected current density 
distributions. Conductivity reconstruction methods such as CoReHA and direct 
conversions from diffusion tensors are explored. Predicted and MREIT results are then 
used to test model sensitivity, and a regression analysis is used to evaluate inter-subject 
variability in modeling results.  
Finally, in SA3 described in Chapter 5, simulation predictions relating to 
biological effects of tES are explored. The goal of this work is to verify the model 
predictions of phosphenes against published threshold values for phosphenes and 
testimony from tES subjects.  
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CHAPTER 2  
PROBLEM FORMULATIONS AND MODELING PIPELINES TO PREDICT TES 
  
Current flow modeling solves the Laplace equation of a volume conductor model 
to predict transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) effects . The Laplace equation is 
appropriate for modeling tissue behaviors below 100 kHz because the electromagnetic 
waves at this frequency range have much longer wavelengths than the scale of body 
structures [90]. The head model used in tES computational studies is considered as an 
electrically conducting domain (ΩΩ) that satisfies the Laplace equation with two 
electrodes (ε1, ε2) attached on the surface of the head (∂ΩΩ) as illustrated in Figure 2.1 
[56]. Finite element methods are used to approximate solutions to the Laplace equation 
with mixed boundary conditions on the head surface and electrodes. Definitions of the 
Laplace equation, boundary conditions, formulation of finite element methods and 
details of the modeling pipeline used in this dissertation are described in the following 
sections. 
 
Figure 2.1 An illustration of a volume of interest (ΩΩ) with a mixed boundary value 
problem at the surface (∂Ω). The red square region denotes an anode (ε1) and blue 
square region denotes a cathode (ε2). The variable I+/- and  I-/+ denote current injection or 
removal. 
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2.1 The Laplace Equation and Boundary Conditions 
Consider a head volume ΩΩ with a scalar conductivity σ. According to Ohm’s law, 
current density J, conductivity σ and electric field E are related as follow: 
𝐉 =   σ  𝐄         (2.1) 
Assuming a quasistatic approximation between the electric field E and voltage gradient ∇ϕ [2] such that: 
𝐄 = −∇ϕ         (2.2) 
Substituting (2.2) into (2.1) gives  
𝐉 = −  σ  ∇ϕ          (2.3) 
The model assumes no internal current source and sink inside ΩΩ, the divergence of (2.3) 
takes the form of the Laplace equation ∇    ∙   𝐉 = 0. Therefore, the voltage distribution (ϕ) 
inside ΩΩ due to an external current injection can be formulated as a forward problem 
and defined as: 
∇    ∙   𝐉 = ∇    ∙    σ  ∇ϕ =   0       (2.4) 
When an external current (Iapp) is applied to one of the electrodes described in Figure 
2.1, the solution to the Laplace equation in (2.4) can be solved with a mixed boundary 
condition on the head surface (∂ΩΩ) and the electrodes (ε1, ε2), such that: 
𝐉 ∙ 𝐧 = 𝟎                                                    on   ∂Ω\ε! ∪ ε!        (2.5) 𝐼𝑑𝑠 = 0, 𝐼𝑑𝑠 = ±𝐼!""!!/!!!           (2.6) 
Here, it is assumed that the normal component of J (i.e., current density perpendicular 
to the head surface) is zero everywhere on the surface except at the electrode-head 
surface interface (2.5). The head surface is insulated, except at electrode location, and 
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the sum of current magnitudes at the head surface is initially zero. Finally, the sum of 
current magnitudes at the selected electrode where current is applied (either ε1 or ε2) is 
equal to the applied current (Iapp). In this dissertation, the boundary conditions at the 
electrodes were defined depending on finite element software being used. Details in 
electrodes and their boundary conditions are described in the following subsections. 
In-house C Code 
Each electrode location on the head surface was defined at the skin-air interface 
as a set of x, y and z range values. Then, a list of patches consisting coordinates and types 
of xy-, yz- and xz-surfaces were generated based on these input range values. Finally, 
1x1x1 mm (1mm3) voxels were added to the patch location representing the electrode as 
shown in the yellow region in Figure 2.2a. This procedure was repeated to generate 
another electrode. The lists from the two electrodes are concatenated with anode 
electrode on top, and cathode electrode on the bottom. The anode electrode is assigned 
positive current while the cathode electrode is assigned negative current as shown in 
Figure 2.2a. A zero voltage reference point was placed around the center of the head 
model. 
COMSOL 
The electrodes were segmented from provided T1-weighted images and combined 
with the head volume prior importing to COMSOL. Boundary conditions were defined in 
the electric current (ec) module within COMSOL by assigning input current density 
value to the anode electrode and setting the voltage at the cathode electrode to zero 
(ground) (Figure 2.2b).  
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Figure 2.2 Electrode definitions for in-house C software and COMSOL. The head volume 
(ΩΩ) and boundary conditions for the anode and cathode electrodes (ε1, ε2) as defined in 
A) in-house C software with positive current at the anode and negative current at the 
cathode, and B) COMSOL with positive current at the anode and zero voltage at the 
cathode. 
Once the boundary conditions at the electrodes were defined, finite element methods 
were employed to solve the system of equations described in (2.4-6) in the head volume. 
Details of the finite element modeling procedure are described in the following section.    
2.2 Finite Element Formulation 
Numerical methods such as finite element modeling are typically used to 
approximate solutions of partial differential equations (PDEs) in an irregularly shaped 
object [91]. Finite element modeling uses discretization methods to covert a continuous 
model to a discrete model, and thus simplifying the PDEs involved in the model [92]. 
The object is divided into many smaller elements, and the PDEs are solved in individual 
elements rather than the entire object. Each element contains a certain number of nodes 
depending on the element types. Field variables are solved at the nodes and the solutions 
from the nodes are interpolated to the element region by using a shape function [91]. 
Geometry and material properties in each element are stored in the stiffness matrix. 
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Local stiffness matrices (k) contain element-wise information and are assembled to form 
a global stiffness matrix (K) to represent entire object. The position of individual k 
matrices inside the global matrix depends on the node numbering convention.  
 Finite element formulation in current flow models solves the Forward problem by 
following the Galerkin formulation [92] that takes the form: 
Ku = F          (2.7) 
Where the K matrix contains a description of the shape of the object and the 
distributions of parameters (conductivity distribution of the head volume and the 
electrodes), the F matrix contains the boundary conditions of the head surface and 
electrode assignments and u contains the voltage values being solved. K matrix is sparse, 
symmetric and singular (non invertible). Therefore, assigning boundary conditions, F, 
will convert K matrix from singular to non-singular, and thus K matrix can be inverted 
to calculate the solution u [92]. The voltage distributions were then used to calculate 
current density and electric field distributions. 
In order to produce a more accurate estimation of tES, the head volume was 
segmented into compartments of tissues according to its anatomical organization. The 
segmentation process would dictate tissue conductivity distributions in the head volume. 
The head volume will then undergo a discretization process called volume meshing for 
finite element calculations. Finite element modeling software was used to solve the 
Laplace equation with mixed boundary conditions. Finally, solutions from the matrix 
equation (2.7) were used to calculate current density. Details of the entire modeling 
pipeline are discussed in the next section. 
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2.3 Modeling Pipeline 
2.3.1 Head model construction 
 Realistic models of the human head were directly constructed from T1-weighted 
images acquired in a 3T MR scanner. The T1-weighted images from the scanner were 
converted from DICOM images into a single NIfTI file by using the command dcm2nii 
in MRIcron software (CRNL, University of South Carolina). The T1 NIfTI file was then 
resampled into 1mm3 isotropic resolution voxel and 256x256x256 matrix size by using 
autorecon1 in FreeSurfer v 5.0 (Cambridge, MA). Resampling T1 images helped 
maintaining consistency across different subjects, while eliminating any MRI 
inhomogeneity effects [61]. Upon resampling, the T1 image was processed following a 
pipeline in Figure 2.3 to produce eleven tissue compartments or masks representing 
white and gray matter, CSF, cancellous and cortical bone, eyes, blood, muscle, fat, skin 
and air. Individual tissue masks were processed separately and combined in the end 
prior to volume meshing.  
 
Figure 2.3 A segmentation pipeline comprises automatic and manual process to 
categorize a single head model into eleven tissue types. 
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Automatic Segmentation 
Five out of eleven tissue types were preprocessed through two automatic 
segmentation software called FreeSurfer and SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for 
Neuroimaging, London, UK). Previously resampled T1 images were imported to 
FreeSurfer and processed by using recon-all. All necessary output files from 
FreeSurfer were converted from “.mgz” to NIfTI by using mri_convert in FreeSurfer. 
The resampled T1 image was separately processed via the Segment module in SPM. All 
NIfTI files were converted to RAW in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). Details for the 
auto-segmented masks are below. 
White and Gray Matter 
The white matter mask was produced by recon-all output and saved as 
“wm_seg.mgz”. The gray matter mask was sourced from recon-all output called 
“aparc+aseg.mgz”.  
Bone, Skin and Air 
A tissue probability map with an extended view to the base of the neck was used as a 
priori information to segment the resampled T1 volume in SPM [93]. The SPM Segment 
module produced six tissue masks, but only three (skin, bone and air) were used.   
Manual segmentation 
Segmentation steps for other tissue types and corrections to automated segmentation 
output were completed in ScanIP. An anatomical atlas was used as a reference to 
approximate tissue location [94]. The resampled T1 volume was always included in 
ScanIP as a template. Rendering masks in the 3D view helped in identifying and deleting 
any unwanted floating pixels. Three views (axial, sagittal and coronal) were used to 
identify any mask that need fixing. Filling in process was completed using paint and 
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deletion process was using unpaint. Details of the manual segmentation steps for each 
mask are described below.  
Whole head  
A whole head model was constructed by thresholding the entire resampled T1 volume 
with a typical values ranging from 10, to a maximum intensity value detected in ScanIP. s 
Flood fill was used to fill in any gaps and holes within the head volume such as air 
cavities, paint was used for the remaining missing areas. 
White Matter 
Thresholding operation (70 to 300) was used to detect “wm_seg”. The optic nerves and 
brainstem regions were added to the white matter mask by using a combination of 
region growing and paint.  
Gray Matter 
Intensity values obtained from legends in Freeview were used as thresholding limit to 
identify deep structures (hippocampus and thalamus), the basal nuclei (amygdala, 
caudate, globus pallidum, nucleis accumbens and putamen), and the cerebral and 
cerebellar cortex from “aparc+aseg” output.  Individual masks from the thresholding 
process were then combined into a single gray matter mask using a Boolean union. 
Bone 
Thresholding operation with values ranging from 0.01 to 1 was used to create masks 
produced by SPM. The bone mask from SPM often included extra pixels inside the skull 
cavity and floating pixels around the superior of the head. After deleting these extra 
pixels, the bone mask was then separated into cancellous and cortical bone by using 
thresholding. Cancellous bone appears bright in the T1 volume because of bone marrow 
and thus can be isolated with higher intensity values (~30-150). The cancellous bone was 
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then subtracted from the overall bone mask by using Boolean subtract to obtain the 
cortical bone.  
Air 
The air volume produced by SPM comprised everything that had the value of zero in the 
resampled T1 volume, representing the internal air cavities and regions outside the head 
volume. To eliminate the outside regions, the initial air mask from SPM was first 
intersected with the whole head mask using Boolean intersection. Any leftover 
noise was manually deleted in multiple slices simultaneously using slice selection. 
Finally, any missing air regions inside the head volume were filled in. 
Blood 
Major blood vessels, such as the carotid and jugular artery, appeared bright in T1-
weighted image. Thus, region growing was used at the base of the neck to cover most of 
the blood vessels area. Finally, any incomplete regions were filled in. 
Skin 
The whole head mask was eroded 1-2 pixels to the size of detected skin regions. Then, the 
eroded head was subtracted from the whole head mask using Boolean union to create 
an outline of the skin mask. The extra skin mask at the base of the neck was then deleted. 
Muscle 
The eroded whole head mask from the skin process was also used to create the muscle 
mask. The skin volume produced by SPM included most regions outside the skull. 
Hence, the SPM skin mask was intersected with the eroded whole head mask by using 
Boolean intersection. Then extra muscle mask inside the esophagus area and 
surrounding the eyes was manually corrected. 
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Fat 
Fat tissue can appear bright in T1-weighted image. If this is the case, a combination of 
region growing and thresholding process were used to isolate large clusters of fat. Then 
incomplete regions, especially surrounding the skull and eyes, were filled in. 
Eyes 
The eye mask comprised the sclera and lens. Individual circles in three sparse axial slices 
(bottom, middle and top of the eye structure) were constructed within the eye region. 
Smaller concentric circle were deleted to create ring shapes outlining the sclera. This 
step was repeated for the coronal and sagittal planes to produce a three-dimensional 
representation of the complete the sclera. The lens was manually painted and combined 
with the sclera. The aqueous vitreous was segmented as part of the cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) mask described next. 
CSF 
CSF mask segmentation was performed last by subtracting the completed ten tissue 
masks from the whole head mask by using Boolean subtract. Any gaps in the 
completed ten masks would cause CSF mask to end up in incorrect location. Therefore, a 
thorough manual check was performed per slice in all three views after the eleven masks 
were combined into a single segmented head volume.  
2.3.2 Volume meshing 
 The head volume was meshed into tetrahedral elements. Isotropic model was 
meshed into linear tetrahedral elements with four nodes per element, while anisotropic 
model was meshed into quadratic tetrahedral elements with ten nodes per element. 
Higher order approximations by increasing the number of nodes would minimize the 
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error of the solution. Prior to meshing, the segmented head volume had tissue priority as 
follows: white matter, gray matter, eyes, blood, air, CSF, fat, bone, muscle and skin 
In-house C Software 
 The segmented volume was discretized based on the voxel resolution of the 
image. Each voxel was then divided into six equally sized tetrahedral elements and 
assigned a unique conductivity value. Therefore, voxel-wise material properties were 
used instead of element-wise. The meshed volume was assembled in a global stiffness 
matrix and exported to MATLAB for further calculation. 
ScanFE  
Segmented tissue masks from ScanIP were added to ‘active model’ in ScanFE 
(Simpleware, Synopsys Inc., Exeter, UK). The model was first binarized in smart mask 
smoothing to preserve mask topology and volume, while improving element quality. 
The setting +FE Free with compound coarseness of -25 was chosen to generate 
tetrahedral elements with a maximum element edge length of 2-5 mm. First, a high-
quality mesh that contained consistent element edge lengths based on the image voxel 
size was generated. Then the surface triangular elements from the high-quality mesh 
were replaced by tetrahedral elements using a combination of Delaunay and Advancing 
front approach. The meshed volume was then exported as a COMSOL model volume 
(.mph).  
2.3.3 Solution methods 
 A voltage distribution was computed by inverting stiffness matrix K in (2.7) using 
preconditioned conjugate gradient method. Calculated voltage distributions were used to 
solve current density values by following equation (2.3). Conjugate gradient is an 
iterative process to approximate solutions by first computing the gradient vector, then 
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calculating the minimum of the vector and finally finding the conjugate of the vector. The 
iterative process started with an initial value and was repeated until the solution to the 
system is converged. The convergence criteria could either be a finite number of 
iterations or specified error values. Conjugate gradient method only works on symmetric 
and positive definite matrices. The following subsections describe solution methods 
using MATLAB and COMSOL. 
MATLAB 
 A large data file containing indices and values from the stiffness matrix were 
imported as four parts and individually converted to sparse matrices using spconvert. 
Individual sparse matrices were combined, and the zero entries in the leading diagonal 
were eliminated to reduce the matrix size. The boundary conditions vector was imported 
and reduced to match the size of the sparse matrix. The pcg command inverted the 
sparse matrix and stored the solution as a vector. The pcg criteria included a maximum 
of 10000 iterations, a tolerance of 1e-6 and a pre-conditioner containing non-zero 
leading diagonals of the stiffness matrix. The solution matrix of a voltage distribution 
was then reduced and resized to match the original head volume matrix size.  
COMSOL 
 Stationary solver was used in COMSOL with the following solver configuration. 
An iterative method was used to calculate a step-wise solution based on decreasing error 
estimate with increasing number of iterations. Preconditioning in the ‘left’ setting was 
used, which was adding a pre-conditioner on the left hand side of the matrix and the 
vector prior to solving.  Convergence criteria of relative tolerance of 1e-6 and a maximum 
number of 10000 iterations were used.  
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2.4 Mesh Refinement Study 
A mesh refinement study was performed on a 10 x 10 x 6 cm box model 
comprising three 8cm3 cubes inside the box and  a pair of 8 x 4 cm electrodes on either 
side of the box, as shown in Figure 2.4. Assuming that a finer mesh size would produce 
more accurate results, the purpose of this study was to determine the acceptable average 
element size for the modeling pipeline without sacrificing simulation time and resources. 
Model geometry was constructed in COMSOL 5.0. The maximum, mean and median 
current density values were computed at the center of the box and at the box-electrode 
interfaces. Simulated current density values were compared to an analytical solution of 
the same problem. 
A total of 1 mA current was applied to the anode electrode. The conductivity value 
of 1 S/m was assigned to the box, cubes and electrodes. The analytical solution for 
averaged current density values in middle xy-slice of the box was approximately 0.167 
A/m2. The box simulation was tested for arbitrary averaged element lengths ranging 
from 0.7 mm to 70 mm.  
Mean, median and maximum current density values are plotted in Figure 2.4A-C. 
Overall, the mean and median current density values in regions nearby the electrodes 
were similar while the maximum values were not (Figure 2.4 A, C). The discrepancy in 
the maximum values was caused by a mismatch meshgrid position between COMSOL 
and MATLAB. A maximum of 1.3%, 10.7% and 7.9% difference in current density values 
between models and the analytical solution were found in the center of the box and 
nearby the anode and cathode electrode, respectively. The maximum percentage 
differences decreased to less than 0.5% and computational time reduced by a factor of 15 
for mesh element sizes between 0.7 mm and 4 mm. Therefore, the average element size 
of 2 mm was chosen as the appropriate element size to model current flow.  
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D 
  3D View                        2D Back View 
  
  
Figure 2.4 Mesh refinement study to determine the average mesh element size (mm) to 
model current flow. Shown here are A-C) calculated maximum, mean and median 
current density values for tested element size inside the color coded cubes within the box 
as described in D).  
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CHAPTER 3  
TES FINITE ELEMENT MODELING VERIFICATION 
 
3.1 Head Model Extension Affects Finite Element Predictions of TES 
3.1.1 Introduction 
While there are many sophisticated human head models to simulate tES, the 
head volumes used in each study have varied. For instance, some simulation studies used 
head models that spanned from the head apex down to the mouth and jaw areas [38], 
while other studies only included the head down to the base of the cerebellum [64, 69]. 
One previous study stated that the skull had a strong shunting effect and thus extending 
the field of view down to neck was important [93]. There are a number of other studies 
where the span of the head models could only be inferred from reported MRI data FOV 
and matrix size values, or figures, without explicitly stating the span of the head models 
being simulated [41, 95, 96]. This raises a question of simulation validity and 
comparability, since there has been no study that has clearly compared the influence of 
the modeled region extent on current flow modeling results.  
Reducing the modeled head volume could presumably decrease overall 
simulation time since the model would involve fewer simulated regions. This would be 
particularly beneficial in decreasing the manual segmentation time component of model 
construction. For instance, a large amount of muscle tissue in the neck area is commonly 
segmented manually. If the neck region was not necessary to the simulation, total model 
construction time could be reduced. Therefore, the aims of this study were to analyze the 
effects of reducing modeled head volume on current density predictions, and to suggest 
an ‘efficient’ head volume i.e., the minimum essential head volume, to use based on these 
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findings. The efficient volumes were selected based on brain target location, electrode 
configuration and specified variability limit of 5 or 10% in current density values. Only 
intra-model comparisons were made in this study to clearly demonstrate the effect of 
changing model extent on results. Since only one head model was used, findings in these 
results were only broadly indicative of the dependence of model extent on simulation 
validity. 
3.1.2 Materials and Methods 
Imaging parameter and tissue segmentation  
T1-weighted and high angular resolution diffusion weighted imaging (HARDI) 
MRI datasets for an individual male subject were obtained using a 3T Achieva Phillips 
MRI system at the McKnight Brain Institute, University of Florida. T1-weighted data 
were acquired with a 3D fast field (in plane matrix size 256 x 256, 160 axial slices) and 
the T2-weighted data were acquired with a 3D turbo spin echo pulse sequence (in plane 
matrix size 240 x 240, 160 axial slices) with TE = 3.69 ms, TR = 8.057 ms and voxel 
dimension of 0.9375 x 0.9375 x 1 mm. HARDI data were collected in 70 gradient 
directions (6 directions were acquired at b = 100 s/mm2 and 64 directions were acquired 
at b = 1000 s/mm2) using a 2D multislice spin echo sequence (matrix size 112 x 112, 70 
slices of 2 mm thickness) with TE = 86.0 ms and TR = 9022.8 ms. Prior to segmentation, 
the MRI dataset was resampled using FreeSurfer v5.0 (Cambridge, MA) to have voxel 
dimensions of 1 x 1 x 1 mm3, 256x256 in plane resolution and a total of 216 transverse 
slices. These 216 slices spanned from the head apex to the C3 vertebral level. The head 
volume was segmented from the T1-weighted dataset into eleven tissue types following 
methods described in Section 2.3.  
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Conductivity and tissue anisotropy assignment 
Tissue types σ (S/m) Reference 
Air 0 - 
Blood 6.7x10-1 Geddes and Baker (1967) 
Cancellous bone 21.4x10-3 Akhtari et al. (2002) 
Cortical bone 5.52x10-3 Akhtari et al. (2002) 
Cerebrospinal 
fluid 1.8 Baumann et al. (1997) 
Fat 2.5x10-2 Gabriel et al. (1996) 
Gray matter 1.0x10-1 Gabriel et al. (1996) 
Muscle 1.6x10-1 Geddes and Baker (1967) 
Sclera, lens 5.0x10-1 Gabriel et al. (1996) 
Skin 4.3x10-1 Holdefer et al. (2006) 
White matter 1.2x10
-1(trans.) 
1.2 (long.) 
Geddes and Baker 
(1967) 
 
Table 3.1 Eleven tissue types and their assigned conductivities obtained from low 
frequency (<1kHz) data in literatures [61]. The isotropic conductivity in white matter was 
obtained using the formula σ=σl ·  σt where σl is longitudinal and σt is transverse 
conductivity value. 
Literature sourced conductivity values used for each tissue type are shown in 
Table 3.1. One conductivity value was assigned to one MRI voxel resolution of 1 mm3 
consisted of six tetrahedral elements. The values chosen were empirical data measured 
in tissues at frequencies less than 1 kHz . This frequency level was selected because these 
simulations were performed as part of a study designed to compare these simulations 
with low frequency current flow imaging measured via MREIT [56]. Average 
conductivity values were used if multiple tissue conductivity values less than 1 kHz were 
reported. 
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The principal direction of anisotropy was calculated based on diffusion tensor 
image (DTI) data that was reconstructed from the HARDI image set. Each of the white 
matter voxel within the conductivity tensor Dw was re-oriented following the calculated 
DTI principal eigenvector components (V1x, V1y,V1z) such that 
 𝐃∗! =   𝐀𝐃!𝐀!                                                             (3.1) 
where 
𝐃! =    𝐷!! 𝐷!" 𝐷!"𝐷!" 𝐷!! 𝐷!"𝐷!" 𝐷!" 𝐷!!    ;           (3.2) 
𝐷!! = σ!   longitudinal ;       𝐷!! = 𝐷!! = σ!  (transverse); Dxy = Dyx, Dyz = Dzy, Dxz =Dzx 
𝐀 =   𝐑𝐳𝐑𝐲𝐑𝐱                                                                                          (3.3) 
In case of isotropic tissue, Dw was a diagonal matrix with all entries equal to tissue 
isotropic conductivity values. Rx, Ry, Rz were the rotation matrices about z, y and x axes, 
respectively. For anisotropic white matter conductivity, the tensor Dw was rotated into 
the direction of the eigenvectors such that 
𝐑𝐱 α = 1 0 00 cosα −sinα0 sinα cosα ,𝐑𝐲 β = cosβ 0 sinβ0 1 0−sinβ 0 cosβ ,𝐑𝐳(γ) = cosγ −sinγ 0sinγ cosγ 00 0 1     (3.4) 
α = tan-­‐! !! ,         β =    tan!! !"!!"!!!!"!!,    γ = tan!! !"!!"!                          (3.5) 
where V1x ̅, V1y ̅ and V1z ̅  are the normalized values of V1x, V1y and V1z respectively. The 
eigenvectors corresponding to x, y and z values along with fractional anisotropy (FA) 
information were calculated from raw DWI, b-values and b-vectors by using the FSL 
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FDT module [97]. We found that fractional anisotropies in white matter compartments 
were 0.5 and greater.  
Reduced model definitions 
The head volume was further categorized into nine head extension models. An 
‘100%’ head model with the axial slices spanning from the head apex down to the C3 
vertebra, a distance of 212 mm; followed by: 95% model (to just below C2, 201 mm), 
90% model (to C2, 191 mm), 85% model (to just below C1, 180 mm), 80% model (to C1, 
170 mm), 75% model (to just below the inferior skull, 159 mm), 70% model (to under the 
pons, inferior skull open, 148 mm), 65% model (half cerebellum truncated, 138 mm), 
and 60% model (to the superior cerebellum, not including the pons, 127 mm), as shown 
in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 An illustration of head model extension. Showing here are head models (from 
left to right) of: 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60% volume. Region of interest (ROI) 
denotes the tissue regions within each model extent were compared. The images in this 
figure only include gray matter, bone and skin for five out of nine head extents for ease of 
visualization. 
In order to demonstrate the contribution to segmentation burden in the regions 
outside the ROI, that is between the 100% reference and 60% models, the volume of each 
tissue type in this region are tabulated with their conductivity values (σ) in Figure 3.2 
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below. Note that the largest volumetric contribution to this region is skeletal muscle and 
bone. 
 
Figure 3.2 Volumes of tissue between 60% and 100% models shown in (left) sagittal and 
(right) axial views. The eight tissues are differentiated by color, with skin being semi-
transparent. The view at right shows the most inferior slice of the 60% model 
Electrode configuration 
Three electrode montages, labeled following the standard 10-20 EEG electrode 
system, were placed in turn on each model. The three configurations were: Cz and Oz 
position (Cz-Oz), F3 and a right supraorbital (RS) position (F3-RS), and left (T7) and 
right (T8) posterior temporal cortex positions (T7-T8), as shown in Figure 3.3. Each 
rectangular electrode was approximately 1 mm in thickness and had an area of about 35 
cm2.  
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Figure 3.3 Electrode placement on head models showing, from left to right: T7-T8, F3-
RS and Cz-Oz montages.  Electrodes were labeled using the 10-20 EEG system 
Finite element modeling 
All current flows were calculated using both isotropic and anisotropic white 
matter conditions. Head models were meshed into linear tetrahedral elements for 
isotropic simulations, and quadratic tetrahedral elements for anisotropic simulations. 
The total number of elements in each head model is shown in Table 3.2. 
Conductivity 
volume (%) 
Num. of 
elements 
(millions) 
Simulation 
time (hours) 
Segmentation 
time (days) 
100 24 6.0 6 
90 22.2 4.8 5 
80 19.8 3.5 4 
70 17.4 3.0 4 
60 14.4 2.6 3 
 
Table 3.2 Numbers of elements (millions), simulation time (hours) and segmentation 
time (days) in each of the head volumes considered. 
Boundary Conditions and Model Solution 
A total of 1 mA current flow was simulated in all nine models. Current was 
injected into the first named electrode (anode site), and removed from the second 
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electrode. The finite element simulation solved a mixed boundary value problem 
described in Section 2.1. Stiffness and boundary condition matrices were formulated 
using the Galerkin equations [92]  and assembled in C. Solutions to the system of matrix 
equations were solved in MATLAB (Mathworks, MA) by using the preconditioned 
conjugate gradient (pcg) method as described in Section 2.3. Local voltage gradients ∇ϕ 
at each node were obtained from the finite element solution, and the current density J in 
each voxel j was calculated such that 
𝐉! =   −𝐃𝐰,!  ∇ϕ                                                 (3.6) 
where Dw was a conductivity tensor with the diagonal entries equal to conductivity 
values defined in (3.1) and (3.2).  
Current density magnitudes J were calculated as  
J =    J!! + J!! + J!!                                      (3.7) 
Data calculation and model comparisons 
Each of the reduced head volume results, for both isotropic and anisotropic cases, 
was compared against the 100% head model reference calculations. Since the current 
distributions were approximately log-normal [61] a decimal logarithm of current density 
values was used for comparison. A relative difference measure (RDM) was applied to 
quantify the difference in all nine head volumes such that 
RDM = !!!!! !!!!! !! !!!!!                                               (3.8) 
where Xi is the parameter under investigation (60%-95%), Xr is the reference parameter 
and N is the number of measurements points [98]. In using an RDM to calculate current 
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density differences in the upper 60% regions (ROI) of all nine head volumes we therefore 
calculated 
RDM = !"#!"( !!!"!)! !"#!"( !!!"!) !!!!! !"#!"( !!!"!) !!!!!                                                   (3.9) 
Here, dR is the resistance drop across the electrodes in the investigated volume. The 
subscript ‘i’ indicates the investigated volume and ‘r’ is the reference (100%) volume. 
RDM compares current density values between models within the upper 60% region 
only. Current density, J, was adjusted by the resistance, R, in each volume because 
reduction of model volume alters the resistance drop across the electrodes. This 
adjustment was necessary to make appropriate comparisons between Js within the top 
60% volume in each model extent. N is the number of nodes within the ROI of all 
models, starting at the apex of the head. Differential RDM (DiffRDM) values, that is, 
differences between RDMRDMs as model volume decreased, were calculated for each 
model step, such that 
Diff!"# =   RDM! −   RDM!                                                       (3.10) 
where the model volume in 2 was larger than for case 1.  
Selected structure analyses 
Five arbitrary brain structures, shown in Figure 3.4, were selected to further 
analyze the effects of varying model extent. The precentral gyrus was chosen to represent 
a cortical structure, while the hippocampus and occipital lobe were chosen to represent 
limbic and posterior brain structures respectively. The inferior frontal gyrus, anterior 
superior temporal gyrus and occipital lobe were chosen as representative tissue targets 
for F3-RS, T7-T8 and Cz-Oz electrode configurations, respectively [61, 64, 99, 100]. 
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Median current density was calculated in each of the five selected structures for all head 
models to determine the effects of model truncation. 
 
Figure 3.4 Illustrations of the five structures analyzed: a) the inferior frontal gyrus b) the 
anterior superior temporal gyrus c) the hippocampus d) the precentral gyrus and e) the 
occipital lobe. 
Efficient Head Volume 
 A minimum essential head model span was determined based on median current 
density values in the five selected structures. Percentage differences were calculated 
between median current densities in each volume and the 100% reference volume. A 
head volume was considered efficient if there was only a 5% difference between the 
median value in a reduced volume and the reference volume. A 10% threshold was also 
considered for efficiency. 
3.1.3 Results 
RDM values were calculated in all nine head models for each of the three 
electrode configurations, under both isotropic and anisotropic white matter 
assumptions. Both anisotropic and isotropic simulation time was shorter by up to 50% as 
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the head model was reduced from 100 to 60% axial extent. As expected, RDM increased 
as model extent was reduced from 95% to 60%. RDM values found comparing 
anisotropic cases were overall larger by up to 7% than RDM values in matching isotropic 
cases. There was no clear relationship in median current density changes between 
electrode configurations and their respective presumed tissue targets in all head models. 
Among the five specific structures analyzed using anisotropic simulations, the median 
current density in the precentral gyrus was found to be the least affected by model 
volume reduction, while the median current density in the anterior superior temporal 
gyrus was the most affected by reducing head volume. The inferior frontal gyrus was the 
structure least affected by the model volume reduction for isotropic simulations. Each 
analysis is explained in detail in the following subsections. 
Calculated RDM in all tissue 
The RDM and differential RDM values for each head volume and electrode 
montage, for both anisotropic and isotropic cases are shown in Figure 3.5. RDM 
increased as head volume was reduced from 95% to 60% volume, regardless of whether 
the model was assumed isotropic or anisotropic. Comparing different montages as model 
extent was reduced, values for T7-T8 simulations had the smallest RDM values, while 
Cz-Oz had the largest overall RDM values. For instance, the RDM value for Cz-Oz at 65% 
model extent was approximately 3.30 while the RDM value for T7-T8 at 65% was 
approximately 2.00. The overall anisotropic RDM values were up to 7% greater than 
isotropic RDM values in matched extent models. The largest difference between 
anisotropic and isotropic RDM was found in the 70% volume model with the T7-T8 
configuration. Anisotropic RDM values were the least and most different compared to 
their isotropic RDM counterparts for Cz-Oz and T7-T8 montages, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5 RDM results and differential RDM (black lines) for all tissues for Anisotropic 
(left) and Isotropic (right) cases in three electrode configurations T7-T8 (blue), F3-RS 
(green) and Cz-Oz (purple). The horizontal axis represents head volume models and the 
vertical axis represents RDM values. 
Calculated RDM values in white and gray matter 
In order to further compare the effect of head model reduction on simulated 
current densities in anisotropic models, RDM measures were calculated separately for 
white and gray matter compartments, as shown in Figure 3.6.  The differences between 
RDM values calculated for anisotropic and isotropic cases in gray matter were not as 
apparent as in those in white matter for the T7-T8 and Cz-Oz configurations. RDM in 
anisotropic cases for all three montages were overall larger than in isotropic cases by 14-
97% for white matter and 0-5% for gray matter.  
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Figure 3.6 RDM results for white matter (top) and gray matter (bottom) for Anisotropic 
(left) and Isotropic (right) cases in three electrode configurations T7-T8 (blue), F3-RS 
(green) and Cz-Oz (purple). The horizontal axis represents head volume model and the 
vertical axis represents RDM values 
Selected structure analyses 
Table 3.3 tabulates median current density percentage differences between each 
of the reduced volumes (60-95%) and reference volume (100%) models in the five focus 
structures. The percentage differences for the different electrode configurations and their 
presumed tissue targets are shaded in Table 3.3. Absolute median current densities for 
the reference model in each structure are also shown in this table. A graphical 
representation of this summary is shown in Figure 3.7. Negative values exemplified 
larger median current densities in the target of the reference volume than in the 
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corresponding structure in reduced volumes. The smallest percentage differences for 
each volume were found in the precentral gyrus for each electrode configuration, 
regardless of whether anisotropy or isotropy was used. The largest percentage 
differences across all structures and electrode configurations were found in the anterior 
superior temporal gyrus in the anisotropic models.  
ANISOTROPIC 
%Vol/ 100 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 
Config. |Jmedian| (A/m2) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
Precentral gyrus 
T7T8 0.018 0 -0.3 -0.7 1.2 -0.1 2.3 1.2 1.6 
F3RS 0.011 0 3.7 3.4 2.8 5.8 4.9 7.3 9 
CzOz 0.013 3 3 2.7 2.1 4.5 2.6 1.7 -4.3 
Inferior frontal gyrus 
T7T8 0.012 3.4 3.1 2.8 2.4 4.5 5.8 8.9 8.2 
F3RS 0.021 0 0 1.6 1 2.3 3.2 3.9 3.9 
CzOz 0.012 0 0 -0.3 -0.9 -1.5 -3.2 -10 -15.3 
Anterior superior temporal gyrus 
T7T8 0.018 2.3 1.9 3.9 8 11.1 15.5 20.4 24.2 
F3RS 0.016 0 0 2.3 4.2 6.1 10.2 16.4 21.7 
CzOz 0.01 0 0 -0.3 -0.9 -5.4 -7.1 -14.3 -22.8 
Hippocampus 
T7T8 0.017 0 2 1.7 3.6 6.8 9.3 10.2 14.6 
F3RS 0.012 0 0 3.1 2.5 5.3 11.2 13.2 17.9 
CzOz 0.011 0 0 3.4 2.8 5.8 3.9 -3.4 -12.3 
Occipital lobe 
T7T8 0.016 2.6 2.2 1.9 4.1 7.8 8.2 12 19.5 
F3RS 0.005 0 0 -0.3 -0.9 6.1 5.2 11.4 24.2 
CzOz 0.018 0 0 1.9 3.4 4.9 9.4 11.4 14.4 
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ISOTROPIC 
              
%Vol./ 100 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 
Config. |Jmedian| (A/m2) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
(% 
diff) 
Precentral gyrus 
T7T8 0.012 0 0.3 0.3 1.3 2 2.9 3.5 3.1 
F3RS 0.01 0 3.5 3.5 2.9 6.1 5.1 7.6 9.4 
CzOz 0.014 0 0 -0.3 -0.9 1.3 -0.5 -1.5 -7.3 
Inferior frontal gyrus 
T7T8 0.011 -0.3 -0.3 -0.7 2.7 1.3 2.9 3.4 6.6 
F3RS 0.02 0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.9 0.4 1.5 2.2 2.3 
CzOz 0.011 0 0 3.4 2.8 2.1 0.3 -6.8 -12.3 
Anterior superior temporal gyrus 
T7T8 0.016 -0.3 -0.3 1.7 3.8 9.6 14.5 18 22.8 
F3RS 0.014 0 2.6 2.6 4.9 7.2 12 16.4 22.7 
CzOz 0.009 0 0 -0.3 -0.9 -1.5 -7.5 -14.9 -23.7 
Hippocampus 
T7T8 0.018 -0.3 1.9 1.6 3.5 6.6 8.8 10 14.4 
F3RS 0.011 0 3.3 3.3 6.2 9.1 11.6 13.7 18.5 
CzOz 0.01 0 -0.3 3.4 2.7 5.8 3.9 -6.9 -15.7 
Occipital lobe 
T7T8 0.015 -0.3 2.4 2 4.3 5.6 8.7 10.6 19.1 
F3RS 0.003 0 -0.3 4.2 8.1 7.5 15.4 14 29.3 
CzOz 0.017 0 2.3 2 3.7 5.4 10.3 12.7 16.3 
  
Table 3.3 Absolute median current density in 100% head volume and percentage 
differences in median current density with respect to the reference (100%) head volume 
for precentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, anterior superior temporal gyrus, 
hippocampus and occipital lobe in Anisotropic (top) and Isotropic (bottom) cases for 
three electrode configurations (color coded). Dark shaded text denotes values in the 
presumed tissue target for each electrode configuration T7-T8 (blue), F3-RS (green), Cz-
Oz (purple). Negative values indicate the reference median current density was larger 
than reduced volume median current density 
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Figure 3.7 A series of plots representation of percentage differences in median current 
density in Anisotropic (left) and Isotropic (right) cases. Each plot corresponds to the five 
structures: precentral gyrus (PRC), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), anterior superior 
temporal gyrus (ASTG), hippocampus (HIP) and occipital lobe (OCC). Light blue, green 
and purple shaded regions are referring to T7-T8, F3-RS and Cz-Oz electrode 
configurations, respectively. Red plots denote dependencies within target areas for each 
electrode montage. Blue solid line regions represent 5 percent error bounds and blue 
dashed line regions represent 10 percent error bounds. 
Percent error 
(ANISOTROPIC) 10% 5% 
Electrode/Structure T7-T8 F3-RS Cz-Oz T7-T8 F3-RS Cz-Oz 
Hippocampus 70% vol 75% vol 65% vol 80% vol 80% vol 80% vol 
Precentral gyrus 60% vol 60% vol 60% vol 60% vol 80% vol 60% vol 
Occipital lobe 70% vol 70% vol 70% vol 80% vol 80% vol 75% vol 
Inferior frontal gyrus 60% vol 60% vol 65% vol 75% vol 60% vol 70% vol 
Anterior superior 
temporal gyrus 80% vol 75% vol 70% vol 85% vol 80% vol 80% vol 
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Percent error 
(ISOTROPIC) 10% 5% 
Electrode/Structure T7-T8 F3-RS Cz-Oz T7-T8 F3-RS Cz-Oz 
Hippocampus 65% vol 75% vol 65% vol 80% vol 85% vol 80% vol 
Precentral gyrus 60% vol 60% vol 60% vol 60% vol 80% vol 65% vol 
Occipital lobe 70% vol 75% vol 75% vol 80% vol 85% vol 80% vol 
Inferior frontal gyrus 60% vol 60% vol 65% vol 65% vol 60% vol 70% vol 
Anterior superior 
temporal gyrus 75% vol 75% vol 70% vol 80% vol 80% vol 75% vol 
 
Table 3.4 Efficient volume choices for 10 and 5 percent differences based on median 
current density comparisons to 100% models for Anisotropic (top) and Isotropic 
(bottom) cases volume for three electrode configurations T7-T8 (blue), F3-RS (green), 
and Cz-Oz (purple). Dark shaded values correspond to presumed tissue targets for each 
electrode configuration. 
Recall that the efficient reduced volume was defined as an acceptable limit of 
head volume reduction. Based on the results presented in Table 3.3, the efficient reduced 
volume for each of the five structures were further categorized at 5% and 10% differences 
in J values based on the median current density values. Efficient reduced volume models 
for the different montages, targets and model types are summarized in Table 3.4. Among 
the five structures and three electrodes, an 80% extent model (to C1) produced at most 
5% difference while a 60% model produced about 10% difference in target structure 
current densities. Effects of model truncation were less apparent in the superior and 
frontal structures such as the precentral gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus, than in deeper 
and more inferior structures such as the hippocampus and occipital lobe. 
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3.1.4 Discussion 
Features considered important in realistic head models include high resolution, 
implementation of tissue anisotropy and use of many electrically distinct tissue types. 
However, inclusion of these factors can be computationally expensive. Reducing the 
extent of modeled head volume may increase simulation efficiency by reducing 
segmentation and simulation times. Results from nine head models of different extents, 
using three electrode montages and two tissue anisotropy conditions, a total of 54 unique 
simulations were analyzed. In the sections below, overall RDM results and model validity 
will be discussed below in terms of model construction, tissue anisotropy type and 
electrode montages used.   
Simulation results 
RDM was used as the main measure to quantify the difference between the nine 
reduced volumes to compare current density in each model volume against the 100% 
volume reference. Overall, the RDM analysis clearly showed that head model truncation 
affected current density distributions. The trend in the graphs shown in Figure 3.5 and 
3.6 indicated that a linear relationship existed between RDM and tissue extent as models 
were truncated.  The largest RDM was observed at 60% of the original full volume 
regardless of the electrode montage used and tissue anisotropy. Furthermore, the Cz-Oz 
RDM distribution shown in Figure 3.5 had the largest overall RDM magnitudes for both 
anisotropic and isotropic cases compared to T7-T8 and F3-RS. The Oz electrode was 
placed on the posterior side of the head and the electrode edge was placed close to the 
bottom of the 60% volume, as shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, larger current densities 
would be expected to flow towards the inferior head near the model truncation point. 
This current pattern caused the Cz-Oz RDM to be much more sensitive to model 
truncation than the T7-T8 and F3-RS montages. 
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Anisotropic models showed much larger RDM magnitudes in the white matter 
compartment than for corresponding isotropic models (Figure 3.6) as expected. Overall, 
change in model anisotropy type had the most influence on white matter RDM curves for 
the Cz-Oz electrode pair. The anterior-posterior orientation of the white matter tracts 
lying between the Cz-Oz electrode pair [101] may have affected this large RDM change, 
in addition to the low Oz electrode location. Therefore, current density values calculated 
from the region between the electrodes that contained more longitudinal tract than 
transverse would have shown much larger RDM than the regions with less longitudinal 
tract. 
The differential of RDM was calculated to assess changes in RDM for each 
electrode configuration as model extent was changed. As noted above, the bottom of Oz 
electrode was very close to the cutoff region, and thus the current surrounding the 
electrode was more influenced by changes in head model extent. On the other hand, F3-
RS and T7-T8 electrode placements were near the head apex and further away from the 
cutoff site and, therefore, the current circulation between the electrode pair was less 
affected by the decreasing size at the bottom of the head. Overall, as truncation was 
increased, differential RDMs increased (Figure 3.5) with a clear change in differential at 
the transition from 75-70% models. This finding was likely caused by the large change in 
current shunting patterns around the skull boundary at this transition. At 75% volume 
there was no opening in the inferior skull whereas in the 70% volume the skull was open. 
We speculate that current density distributions in the brain of the 70% model were 
affected by missing highly resistive bone structure in that region and consequent leakage 
of current into brain tissue, and thus caused a considerable increase in calculated RDM 
in the ROI.   
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Selected structure analyses could be useful to measure the effect of head model 
reduction directly on target structures, thus more concisely evaluating the impact of 
model choices. The hippocampus and precentral gyrus are commonly targeted for tES 
therapy to improve cognitive, memory and motor skills [102, 103]. Median current 
density changes in all five structures did not depend predictably on model extent, or 
montage. For instance, median current density calculated in the inferior frontal gyrus 
and the anterior superior temporal gyrus increased as model extent decreased from 80% 
to 65% volume for montages T7-T8 and F3-RS but decreased for the Cz-Oz montage. On 
the other hand, median current density calculated in the occipital lobe decreased as 
model extent decreased from 80% to 60% volume for montages T7-T8 but increased for 
F3-RS and Cz-Oz montages. Even though there was no clear relationship between 
median current density and model extent, the median currents measured in the anterior 
superior temporal gyrus were overall the most affected by the head reduction while those 
in the precentral gyrus were the least affected. The anterior superior temporal gyrus is 
located towards the bottom of the head, and thus was more sensitive to model truncation 
at the inferior edge of the model whereas the precentral gyrus was located near the head 
apex further away from the truncated region. Therefore, current density calculations 
depend on the proximity between the structure locations and the truncation site. 
As expected, less truncated models were required to obtain 5% differences from 
the reference model, regardless of tissue anisotropy state and electrode configuration. 
The modeled volume chosen for a particular montage should be based on the structure of 
interest and acceptable error. For instance, if the inferior frontal gyrus was target 
structure for a F3-RS montage, then a 60% volume model should be sufficient to obtain 
current density values within 5% of those found simulating the entire volume. This 
would cut simulation time by approximately half, as shown in Table 3.2.  
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Model validity 
There are some commonly encountered shortcomings associated with model 
construction and simulation that are not addressed in this study. One important feature 
not considered here is the issue of segmentation accuracy. Segmentation accuracy is 
important since miscategorization of tissues in head model could presumably affect 
calculation outcomes [45]. 
Tissue segmentation errors can arise in both automatic and manual segmentation 
procedures.  Manual segmentation of T1 data is particularly difficult to perform on 
tissues with low contrast such as bone, CSF and air. In addition, the presence of 
susceptibility artifacts nearby air-tissue interfaces in the sinus could also produce 
segmentation errors. In this study, the issue of segmentation error was avoided because 
all data was based on a single segmented head model. However, the issue of 
segmentation type and timing is important when considering the total time needed to 
perform a particular type of simulation. There are many existing automatic methods for 
segmenting brain tissues but fewer methods for segmenting fat, bone or skeletal muscle. 
A need to include tissues well below the skull creates a requirement for a much larger 
burden of manual processing in delineating tissues in the neck – mainly fat, bone and 
muscle. A clear definition of the minimum required model volume would not only save a 
computational time but also segmentation time. A good guideline for minimum required 
model volume would also be useful when defining and standardizing MRI slice packages 
to be used in structural image gathering, if these images are to be used for model 
construction.  This issue is particularly important as increasing computing power makes 
it possible to define individual treatment plans based on a subject’s own data. 
This study included white matter anisotropy. The diffusion tensor data 
registration with the T1-based model could possibly be incorrect. Registration and 
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normalization of DTI data relative to T1 data was performed prior extracting 
eigenvectors and FA information. There have been claims that both skull and gray matter 
should be considered as anisotropic [45, 62], and it is possible that addition of gray 
matter and skull anisotropy would produce different RDM values than demonstrated 
here. However, there has been no empirical data to support skull anisotropy [104]. The 
bone was modeled as three layers tissues instead (cancellous in the center and two 
outside layers of cortical) according to its anatomical organization. In our models, gray 
matter was considered isotropic based on its calculated FA value being less than 0.5. If 
this were incorrect, all models used here would therefore be uniformly incorrect. 
However, considering the volume of gray matter outside the 60% model volume (Figure 
3.1, around 4%) the impact of this consideration on the RDM values would likely be very 
small.  
Another factor that might affect this study’s outcomes could be the effect of 
model resolution. Our models were based on a data set with 1 mm3 resolution. All the 
models used in this project were meshed into tetrahedral elements. However, all six 
tetrahedral elements were assigned to a single conductivity value. This method might be 
considered inaccurate [62] and thus a comparison to a smoothed tetrahedral model 
might be beneficial to assess the effect on model results. Although voxelized models may 
actually provide quite similar results to those generated by tetrahedral elements 
modeling smoothed tissue boundaries, because electrical energy flow is diffuse and not 
particularly sensitive to sharp simulated tissue edges. Additionally, the abstractions 
involved in boundary smoothing may actually reduce correspondence between the model 
and reality.  
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3.2. Comparison of Smoothed and Blocked FEM in TES Modeling  
3.2.1 Introduction 
Tissue structures are usually assumed to be smooth at the scale of the overall 
geometry size, and thus construction of FE models comprised of multiple smoothed 
compartments may be considered more accurate [83, 105]. Therefore, the conversion 
process from voxel based MRI images into hexahedral or tetrahedral elements in 
commercial software requires a series of smoothing operations to render the appearance 
of internal compartments more realistic and avoid meshing complications. Pre-
processing steps also eliminate gaps between elements [106].  
The jagged surface, at the scale of voxel size, encountered in segmented MR 
images could potentially be seen as a less accurate representation of modeled tissues. 
This may be true in some applications, for example, in biomechanics assessments of 
tissue with a particular interest in calculating peak stress values at the edges or 
boundaries of trabecular bone structures [107], or lumbar spines in humans [108]. 
However, many tES FE studies seek to determine distributions of electric field and 
current density, particularly in interiors of tissue compartments [61, 109, 110]. For 
example, electrical field distributions within targeted cortical structures are typically 
used as measures of tES accuracy with respect to electrode placements [36, 46, 109, 111]. 
These FE studies involved measures of central tendency (such as mean and median) 
compared to threshold values rather than peak values. Therefore, it may be the case that 
a need for compartment smoothing is irrelevant to eventual findings, especially if high 
resolution structural MRI datasets (1 mm3 resolution or better) are used for voxel-based 
models. As well as being a longer process, application of smoothing may potentially 
change compartment geometries and diverge from anatomical information captured 
inside original MRI datasets. 
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This study explored comparisons of results from tES FE models created directly 
from MRI structural data voxels (‘block models’), and solved using custom software, 
against models constructed from the same source images but using smoothed 
compartments (‘smooth models’) and COMSOL Multiphysics (Burlington, MA) FE 
software. Since the Laplace equation that describes the distribution found in tES FEM 
studies is intrinsically averaging, results may not be greatly affected using a FE 
formulation that does not involve smoothing internal compartment boundaries. 
Elimination of the need to smooth internal boundaries may result in less processing time 
and potentially reduce errors that may be caused in the smoothing process itself. The 
simplicity of the block modeling pipelines also may allow use of simplified FE 
formulations and solvers, avoiding a need to use commercial modeling platforms. 
Block model results were compared with results from four differently smoothed 
head models for both isotropic and anisotropic conductivity distributions. Different 
levels of smoothing were achieved by applying a recursive Gaussian filter multiple times. 
Three different electrode montages were employed: left frontal-right supraorbital (F3-
RS), left-right temporal cortex (T7-T8) and midline central–midline occipital cortex (Cz-
Oz), with the first named electrodes in each pair selected as the anode. Distributions 
formed using either formulation were compared over all brain structures and within 
target structures. Since this study only investigated head models derived from a single 
subject, the findings from this study are considered as preliminary observations in 
comparing block and smooth model workflows. 
3.2.2 Materials and Methods 
All head models were derived from a single subject T1-weighted MR dataset. 
White matter conductivity tensor information was calculated from DWI data collected 
from the subject in the same imaging session. Imaging parameter and acquisition for T1-
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weighted and DWI data were described in Section 3.1.2. Block models were constructed 
directly from the segmented T1-weighted MRI images. Four degrees of recursive 
Gaussian smoothing were employed in constructing smooth models, and these were 
compared to block model results for the three electrode montages. Details of modeling 
and simulation processes are described in the following subsections.  
Head model, tissue conductivity and montage 
The head model used in this study was constructed following methods described 
in Section 2.3. Instead of eleven tissue types, ten tissue types comprise of white matter, 
gray matter, CSF, bone, muscle, fat, blood, air and skin. Literature sourced conductivity 
values were assigned to these ten tissue types as shown in Table 3.1. Bone tissue 
compartment was assigned an average conductivity value of cancellous and cortical 
tissue (0.0109 S/m). Anisotropic conductivity tensors were assigned to white matter 
compartments following methods described in Section 3.1.2. All model results were 
calculated for three different electrode montages namely F3-RS, T7-T8 and Cz-Oz as 
shown in Figure 3.3. Current was injected at the anode site, which was the first named 
electrode in each montage pair. Each electrode had a standard tDCS electrode size of 35 
cm2 surface area [24] and 1 mm thickness. 
Block Model Construction 
The block model mesh was constructed directly from segmented T1-weighted 
data using in-house C software following Section 2.3.2. Each voxel in block models 
contained six linear or quadratic tetrahedral mesh elements, as shown in Figure 3.8. The 
six tetrahedral elements within each voxel were assigned the same conductivity value. 
The block model had approximately twenty four million tetrahedral elements. Any tissue 
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overlap in the block model was eliminated manually in MATLAB with tissue priority as 
follows: white matter, gray matter, eyes, blood, air, CSF, fat, bone, muscle and skin.  
 
Figure 3.8 A single hexahedral voxel divided into six tetrahedral elements as used in 
block model meshes. A single tetrahedral element is highlighted in blue. 
Smooth Models 
All tissue masks in smooth models were overlapped to prevent gaps in the final 
mesh, a process referred to as mask solidifying. Tissue prioritization was in the same 
order as in the block models. Smooth models were constructed by applying a recursive 
Gaussian smoothing filter to individual tissue compartments. The smoothing filter only 
affected the outside boundary of individual tissue compartments. Additional pre-
processing was performed on white matter masks in smooth models by applying 
morphological close and cavity fill operations in ScanIP prior to smoothing, to preserve 
thin structures [57]. The entire volume of individual smooth models was meshed into 
free-form tetrahedral elements using the Simpleware ScanFE module (Section 2.3.2). 
Smooth model meshes contained approximately twenty seven million tetrahedral 
elements. 
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Levels of Smoothing 
Four levels of smoothing were tested, resulting in four comparisons of block 
versus smooth models. The first smoothed model was constructed by applying the 
ScanIP recursive Gaussian smoothing filter to each of the ten tissue masks over a 1 pixel 
neighborhood in x, y, and z directions, to form model S1. Subsequent smoothed models 
were obtained by applying the same filter multiple times, to form S2, S3 and S10 i.e. the 
second level of smoothing (S2) was achieved by applying the smoothing filter twice, the 
third (S3) by applying the smoothing filter three times, and tenth level (S10) by 
smoothing ten times. Figure 3.9 illustrates effects of applying the recursive smoothing 
filter on cross sections of white matter structures that includes distortion of original 
boundaries. Finally, each smoothed model was exported to COMSOL format. Only 
results from smoothed models S1, S2, S3 and S10 were used in this study. Figure 3.10 
illustrates the different geometric features of block and smooth models (model S1) at the 
white matter surface. 
 
Figure 3.9  Illustrations of differences between block and various smoothed models in 
WM compartment. (A) S1 WM compartment (green) and segmented block (yellow) 
compartments overlaid on one slice of T1 model; (B) Overlay of S2 (purple), S3 (orange) 
and S10 (blue) models of WM compartment on T1-weighted model.  
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Figure 3.10 White matter compartments compared for (A) block and (B1) S1 smooth 
model.  
Finite element modeling 
Finite element (FE) formulations were used to solve the Laplace equation inside 
the head volume with mixed boundary conditions applied on head or electrode surfaces. 
Block models were meshed and simulated using in-house C software and MATLAB, 
while smooth model meshes were exported to COMSOL as quadratic tetrahedral meshes. 
A total of 1 mA current magnitude was injected at each anode site in all models. Block 
and smooth model processing workflows are summarized in Figure 3.11, and are 
described below. 
Block Pipeline FE models 
For block models, the stiffness and boundary condition matrices were formulated 
using the Galerkin equations and assembled in C as described in Section 2.2. For 
anisotropic models, the three components of V1 in DTI data were exported as three 
volumes matched to the segmented volume, and anisotropic conductivity tensors were 
computed as the FE stiffness matrix was assembled. Normal current densities were 
specified at both anode and cathode, and a zero Volt reference node was placed near the 
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model center. Voltage values were extracted from model solution as described in Section 
2.3. Current densities were then calculated from voltage gradients and voxelwise 
conductivity tensors with relationship described in (3.6) 
Smooth Pipeline FE models 
FE simulations for smooth models were performed using the electric current 
module and analyzed using the COMSOL-MATLAB livelink interface (MLI). For 
anisotropic models, the six unique entries in the white matter tensor were exported to 
individual volumes matched to the imported mesh, and white matter compartment 
conductivities in the mesh were specified via an interpolation function based on these 
components. The first-named electrode of each montage had normal current density 
boundary conditions applied, while the second-named electrode was set to ground 
voltage. Voltage and current density results were exported to MATLAB using the 
function mphinterp over a 256 x 256 (in plane) x 216 (slice) volume with 1 mm3 
isotropic resolution.  
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Figure 3.11 Simulation pipelines for block (left) and smooth (right) head model 
construction and finite element computation. Block models were processed using C and 
MATLAB, while smooth models were meshed using ScanFE and solved using the 
COMSOL-MLI. Results from both pipelines were analyzed in MATLAB. 
Model parameter and target cortical structures 
Median current density values within selected cortical structures were compared 
to quantify differences between block and smooth model results. Current density 
distributions were evaluated in five focus structures of different cortical regions. Three 
structures were target structures for each montage, namely the inferior frontal gyrus 
(IFR) for F3-RS, anterior superior temporal gyrus (ASTG) for T7-T8 and occipital lobe 
(OCC) for Cz-Oz configuration. The final two structures: hippocampus (HIP) and pre-
central gyrus (PRC) were selected as representative deep and peripheral cortical 
structures, respectively.  
Model Verifications and Comparisons 
A verification was performed to confirm that block and COMSOL finite element 
calculations produced identical results, and to determine how different block and 
smoothed pipeline results were in a very simple model where the only differences were 
due to surface voxellation. This cross-platform comparison was performed using two 
models. The first confirmatory model (C1) consisted of a 10 x 10 x 10 cm3 box. The 
second model (C2) was based on the first model with a 5-cm-diameter sphere placed at 
its center. In both cases, boundary conditions were applied to opposite faces of the box. 
Both models were initially constructed using the COMSOL drawing interface. Model C1 
had a uniform conductivity of 1.8 S/m. In model C2 the sphere had a conductivity of 0.01 
S/m. A normal current of 1 mA was specified on one face and the voltage on the opposite 
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face was set to zero. Both COMSOL models were meshed to a freeform quadratic 
tetrahedral mesh with approximately 6 million elements.  
The conductivity distribution of both models C1 and C2 was then exported from 
COMSOL into MATLAB on a uniform 1-mm3 grid and used to compute solutions for each 
model using the block pipeline C++ code. The 1-mm stencil produced 6 million 
tetrahedral quadratic elements. A boundary condition specifying 1 mA current flow 
through the electrodes was applied in each case. The voltage drop computed across the 
electrode faces was examined to determine how well calculations agreed between the two 
approaches for each model. COMSOL results for model C1 were calculated using the 
surface average derived value output, while C-code average voltages were obtained by 
averaging voltages computed on electrode nodes on each face. Model C2 results were 
also compared in terms of voltage distributions, current density profiles in a central slice, 
and current density distributions within the sphere and surrounding regions.  
Comparison of block and smoothed pipeline results 
Comparisons of block and smoothed pipeline results for head models were as 
follows. Medians of simulated current density values (Jmedian) were normalized against 
adjusted resistance values (ΔRadj) prior to comparisons and percentage differences (PD) 
between median normalized current density values were computed as 
J!"#$,!"#$%& =    !!"#$%&∆!!"#                                                                             (3.11) 
PD =    !!"#$,!"#$%&!"#$% !!!"#$,!"#$%&!"##$%!!"#$,!"#$%&!"#$% x100%                                        (3.12) 
PDs were calculated within the five investigated cortical volumes to assess differences 
between model results introduced by the different processing pipelines. 
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Electric field calculation 
Tangential electric field components were calculated on the left anterior temporal 
gyrus of both block and smooth models and the isotropic, T7-T8 montage case, following 
[112]. In block models, electric fields E were computed from samples of local voltages, ϕ, 
such that 
E=−∇ϕ                                                       (3.13) 
Eight small regions (patches) with an area of ~50 mm2 each were isolated on the surface 
of the left anterior temporal gyrus and analyzed individually. Normal components of 
these local electric fields, En, were calculated in each patch as a product of E and the 
averaged normal vectors calculated over the patch surface. Finally, the component of the 
electric field tangent to the surface patches, Etan, were computed as 
𝐄𝐭𝐚𝐧 = 𝐄 − 𝐄𝒏          (3.14) 
Median values for Etan magnitudes were calculated in each patch and averaged to obtain 
a single median value for block and smooth models. The averaged median values were 
then compared to similar experimentally measured values reported in the literature [112, 
113].  
In smooth models, electric fields for the entire model were exported on the same 
grid as used for block models using COMSOL-MLI, and the gridded S1 cortical surface 
was manually registered to the block cortical surface in ScanIP. The normal component 
of the electric field in S1 was then calculated on the cortical surface using the same 
method as used for block models, with Etan magnitudes also calculated using equation 
(3.14). Finally, Etan distributions in each patch were translated into histograms for 
comparison between the two pipelines. 
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3.2.3 Results 
Model cross-comparisons 
The simple box test calculation resulted in negligible differences between results 
generated by block and COMSOL workflows. Figure 3.12a shows the voltage 
distributions for model C1, while Figure R1b shows the voltage distribution along a 
central slice of model C2. The color gradients in block models were discrete while in 
smooth models were more continuous, because COMSOL displays were interpolated in 
post-processing steps. The voltage drop across the electrodes in C1 models was found to 
be 5.55 mV for both block and COMSOL versions (values were less than 0.1% different), 
and as predicted by analytic calculations. Therefore, the two computations produced the 
same results to the precision available.  
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Figure 3.12 Cross sections and profiles of voltage distributions in two of confirmatory 
models. Block and COMSOL model voltage results for A) box only model (C1) B) box 
with added sphere (C2), C) Horizontal (left) and Vertical (right) current density profiles 
for model C2 along profile lines marked in B).  
Voltage solutions for the two C2 models were slightly offset due to the differences 
between locations of zero reference points in the two modes (Figure 3.12b). Current 
density norm profiles along vertical and horizontal lines marked on Figure 3.12b are 
shown in in Figure 3.12c. While no polynomial preserving recovery of fields was used in 
data shown in Figure 3.12c, we examined COMSOL estimates of current density using all 
field estimation methods accessible using mphinterp. Current density profiles in the 
COMSOL C2 model were asymmetric in both directions, which likely reflected 
asymmetries in the free tetrahedral mesh. It was evident that the voxellated surface in 
the block C2 model did produce different estimates of electric field and current densities 
at the sphere boundary. Profile differences for each COMSOL field estimate method were 
at maximum 70% for vertical line profiles, and 10% for horizontal line profiles. This 
reflected differences in meshes, sphere voxellation or differences in field estimation 
methods used in COMSOL, as well as possible registration errors between the two 
methods. As expected, measures of central tendency were less different. Mean current 
density norms within the sphere ROI were at most 2% different (medians were at most 
1% different), and at most 0.5% different (medians identical) in the bulk of model C2. 
Tissue volumes and modeling time comparisons 
Percentage differences (PD) in volumes and normalized median current densities 
were calculated between block head models and the four smoothed models (S1, S2, S3 
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and S10), producing a total of 24 comparisons over the three electrode montages and 
white matter anisotropy conditions.  
  Block 
volume 
(cm3) 
S1 volume 
(cm3) 
S2 volume 
(cm3) 
S3 volume 
(cm3) 
S10 
volume 
(cm3) Structure 
WM 512 554 544 536 497 
GM 647 777 786 794 833 
Eyes 12 12 11 11 10 
Air 68 66 63 62 54 
Blood 14 12 11 9 3 
CSF 324 210 210 211 213 
Fat 218 346 328 315 259 
Bone 793 665 654 666 708 
Muscle 888 865 869 873 900 
Skin 635 635 628 629 629 
Total 4111 4140 4105 4106 4105 
 
Table 3.5 Volumes (cm3) of each tissue type within the segmented head model for block, 
S1, S2, S3 and S10 models. Sums of individual tissue volumes are shown in the last row. 
Table 3.5 shows the volumes for each of the ten tissues included in each model. 
Total volumes of block and smooth models differed by a maximum of around 2%. The 
largest difference between focus structure volumes was found to be 22%. The solidifying 
steps involved in constructing smoothed models caused compartments to be differently 
shaped compared to original T1-weighted images. The solidification steps produced large 
increases in fat and gray matter compartment volumes (58% and 20% respectively), and 
decreases in bone and CSF (-16% and -35% respectively). While WM volume did not 
change greatly, the shape of this compartment was markedly different after multiple 
smoothing steps (Figure 3.9). Table 3.6 shows volumes of focus structures as well as 
percentage differences between smoothed and block models. While overall GM volumes 
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were larger in S1 than for the original block model, solidification and meshing for 
COMSOL steps resulted in focus structures being slightly smaller by 10-20%. 
Structure Block (cm3) S1 (cm
3) Difference (%) 
ASTG 7.3 6.2 -15 
HIP 7.7 6.9 -10 
IFR 12.5 10.4 -17 
OCC 41.1 32 -22 
PRC 28.7 23.9 -17 
 
Table 3.6 Focus structure volumes for block and S1 model, including percentage 
differences. 
A summary of modeling time for both block and smooth pipelines is shown in 
Table 3.7, rounded to the nearest minute. Modeling times were the sum of times 
required for post-segmentation model processing, volume meshing and finite element 
solution respectively. The difference in the total modeling time was primarily sourced in 
post-segmentation model processing and volume meshing. The model processing in 
smooth models involved a manual labor while in block models involved a series of 
MATLAB codes. The time it took to mesh smooth models was varied between 120 to 300 
minutes across models while block model meshing time was consistent (isotropic=10 
minutes, anisotropic=60 minutes). Block models were found to require half the time of 
smooth models to solve for anisotropic cases and a third of the time for isotropic cases. 
Modeling time Block (min) Smooth (min) 
Anisotropic 200 400 
Isotropic 40 120 
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Table 3.7 Modeling times for block and smooth (S1) workflows, rounded to the nearest 
minute. The reported total times included post-segmentation model processing, model 
volume meshing and finite element simulation. 
Median Current Density Comparisons 
Normalized median current density PD values between block and S1 models in 
cortical structures for the three electrode montages are summarized in Figure 3.13. PD 
values in comparisons of anisotropic models were generally larger than for isotropic 
cases for T7-T8 and F3-RS montages, and smaller than isotropic cases for the Cz-Oz 
montage. The largest absolute PD values over all three electrode montages and 
structures were found to be 35.2% for anisotropic and 21.1% for isotropic cases. The 
corresponding smallest absolute PD values were 0.8% and 1.1% for anisotropic and 
isotropic cases, respectively. Median current density PD values in structures presumed 
targeted by each montage were at most around 10% (for the IFR structure with F3-RS). 
Effects of Additional smoothing 
The current density PD values in focus structures between block models and all 
smooth models for each montage are illustrated in Figure 3.14. The largest and smallest 
PD absolute values were observed in S1 models, and were 35.2% and 0.8%, respectively. 
Models S2 and S3 showed very similar median current density PD values for almost all 
structures and almost always overlapped. There was no overall clear trend between the 
current density PD values and smoothing level for all electrode montages and tissue 
anisotropy assignments. In some cases, PD values were smaller in focus structures in 
more smoothed models than for S1. As also shown in Figure S2, the largest PD values in 
structures targeted by each montage were typically less than 10%. 
Tangential Electric Fields in Block and Smooth Models 
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Tangential electrical field distributions were calculated on each of the eight 
sample patches on the left anterior temporal gyrus for the T7-T8 montage. Histograms of 
tangential electric field magnitudes are shown in Figure 3.15. Averages of maximum Etan 
magnitude values over all eight patches were 0.18 mV/mm for block and 0.22 mV/mm 
(22% different) for S1 isotropic models. Averaged median tangential electric field 
magnitudes were found to be 0.073 mV/mm and 0.069 mV/mm (-5% different) for 
block and S1 models, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 3.13 Normalized median current density percentage difference (PD) values in five 
focus structures for block and S1 models. Negative values indicated that normalized 
current density values in smooth models were larger than those in block models. 
Presumed target structures for each montage are indicated with asterisks.  
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Figure 3.14 Normalized median current density percentage differences (PD) for block 
and smooth (S1, S2, S3, S10) models. Plots show PD values obtained in A) Cz-Oz B) T7-
T8 and C) F3-RS electrode montages for (left) anisotropic and (right) isotropic cases. 
Negative values indicated that normalized current density values computed in smooth 
models were larger than in block models. 
 
Figure 3.15 Histograms of tangential electric field (Etan) magnitudes of distributions on 
the surface of the left anterior temporal gyrus for isotropic block and S1 models using the 
T7-T8 montage. Locations of the eight surface patches are shown on the isosurface 
model (top right). Plots show Etan magnitude distributions over patches 1-8. Black lines 
denote median Etan magnitude values in each patch for the block model while red lines 
show the same quantity for S1.  
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3.2.4 Discussion 
Summary of Findings  
In this study, structure volumes, current density and electrical field were calculated 
to quantify the difference produced by block and smooth pipelines. Differences between 
different pipeline results could have been caused by any combination of: 
i) Finite element solution differences 
ii) Differences caused by compartment voxellation, or 
iii) Compartment smoothing and solidification steps 
In the sections, a summary of findings for the different model types in terms of structure 
shape and volume, current densities and electric fields is presented for the cross-
platform validation models and then for head models. Any differences of 20% or less 
produced by the two pipelines were assumed to be acceptable. 
Cross-Platform Validation Comparisons 
The first cross-platform validation step (C1) showed that there were very 
minimum differences (<0.1%) between finite element solutions, and both solutions 
agreed with analytical values. In the second validation model (C2) it was found that 
mean and median values were at most 2% or 1% different, respectively, in the internal 
sphere ROI. This indicated that while voxellation of the sphere surface produced some 
differences, their effects to measured mean and median values were small. As expected, 
there were large (up to 70%) differences between current density measures at the sphere 
boundary. COMSOL current density profiles were asymmetric, which was not expected. 
Comparisons were also affected depending on which COMSOL recovery method 
(‘default’, ‘ppr’ or ‘pprint’) was used to compute boundary current density values. 
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Head Model Comparisons 
A total of 24 comparisons of median current density PD values were investigated 
for four levels of tissue smoothing (S1, S2, S3, S10), three electrode configurations (Cz-
Oz, T7-T8, F3-RS), and two types of white matter anisotropy. Relationships between 
model construction and solution times, structure volumes, calculated current densities, 
surface electric fields, and effects of additional smoothing levels are discussed relative to 
electrode placements and tissue anisotropy for both pipelines in the subsections below. 
Overall Model Construction Differences and Times 
Because of the need to perform smoothing and mask solidification for export to 
the COMSOL platform, the smooth model pipeline took much longer to solve. 
Anisotropic smoothed models took three times as long as matching block versions, while 
isotropic smoothed models took twice as long. Block models therefore may have a 
distinct advantage if rapid modeling is required. 
Smoothing Distortion Effects and Cortical Structure Differences 
Overall model volume was preserved after mask solidification and meshing. 
White matter volumes were also preserved upon smoothing. However, the WM 
compartment shape was distorted. Other internal compartments changed volume 
markedly, with volume increases in fat and gray matter being balanced by decreases in 
bone and CSF volumes. This indicated that even though the smoothing neighborhood 
used was minimized, the effect of solidification and smoothing with multiple 
compartments could produce a very different tissue distribution than represented in 
original MRI data. There was no distinct relationship between cortical structure size and 
volumetric changes on processing block models to smooth models. Instead, the 
complexity of individual cortical structures (e.g., folds and ridges on the surface of the 
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cortex) and tissue prioritization choice was most likely the major contributor to 
volumetric differences between the modeling pipelines.  
Current density Distributions with Different Electrode Montages 
Volumes of the five cortical focus structures decreased upon smoothing, by 
between 10 and 20%. While PD values may have been affected by volume changes, 
location of structures relative to electrodes was probably the most important 
determinant of current density PD values. In target structures for each montage, 
normalized median current density PD values were in the range of ±10% for isotropic 
and ±5% for anisotropic cases. This indicated that the two pipelines produced similar 
values for target structures. Comparable observations were obtained for model 
comparisons between block and additional smoothing levels. For instance, OCC was a 
target structure for Cz-Oz configuration. Normalized median current density PD values 
for OCC between block and S10 were 0.8% and -5% for isotropic and anisotropic models, 
respectively. These findings suggest that the brain regions surrounding target structures 
were least affected by meshing choice, most likely due to the higher current densities in 
brain regions nearby electrode locations.  
Effects of Additional Smoothing  
The three additional degrees of smoothing (S2, S3 and S10) did not affect 
changes of normalized median current densities in a predictable manner. For instance, 
normalized median current density PD values mostly increased from S2 to S10 in 
isotropic cases for T7-T8 and F3-RS, but decreased in isotropic cases for Cz-Oz. This was 
most likely because of shape changes produced by each additional smoothing step. 
However, normalized median current density PD values in PRC were about the same 
regardless of smoothing degree and electrode montage. This likely occurred because the 
PRC was approximately equidistant from all three current injection sites (F3, T7 and 
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CZ). Similar current density PD values were observed for S2 and S3 models throughout, 
as expected, because of the similarities in structure volumes (Table 3.5) and shapes 
(Figure 3.9).  
Tissue Anisotropy Effects 
Inclusion of white matter anisotropy altered normalized current density PD 
values for some electrode configurations as shown in Figure 3.13. Overall, tissue 
anisotropy reduced PDs in target structures (from ±10% to ±5%), while increased PDs by 
up to 15% in a few of other focus structures. For instance, OCC current density PD values 
were larger for anisotropic cases than isotropic cases for the T7-T8 montage. This 
suggests that white matter fiber orientations in and or surrounding OCC contributed to 
the current flow patterns from T7 to T8. A similarly large difference was observed for 
median current density PD in PRC for the Cz-Oz montage with PD value larger in the 
anisotropic model than in the isotropic model. OCC and PRC were the largest of the five 
focus structures (Table 3.6). This observation indicated that size factor might also 
contribute to the largest changes in calculated current density PD between anisotropic 
and isotropic cases with respect to electrode placements. Therefore, a combination of 
white matter fiber orientation, smoothed tissue boundary and electrode placements 
affected current density distributions in individual cortical structures and might 
contribute to the 15% differences observed between isotropic and anisotropic cases. 
Electric Field Comparisons 
Averaged maximum and median local electrical field values on the cortical 
surface nearby stimulating electrodes calculated for both block and smooth models were 
within the range of local electric fields observed during tES reported in the literature 
[112], [113]. For instance, in the study reported by Opitz et al. [112] the median calculated 
projected electric field along the brain surface near the anode (T7) ranged between 0.059 
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and 0.098 mV/mm with a maximum value of 0.37 mV/mm. Huang et al. [113] reported a 
maximum projected electric field of 0.19 mV/mm ± 0.06 mV/mm along the brain 
surface for areas under the stimulating electrodes. These reported values were derived 
from electric potentials measured by surface cortical electrode arrays during tES 
injections of 1 mA. Averaged tangential electric field measures were around 5% different 
between block and smoothed models. Averaging therefore reduced the differences 
between voxellated and smoothed results. Therefore, these comparisons served as a 
model validation for both pipelines, and a confirmation that either pipeline was suitable 
to predict tES field quantities, as long as surface measures were averaged.  
3.3 Overall conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter is to verify that modeling pipelines defined in 
Chapter 2 are appropriate to predict tES. Head model truncation was shown to affect 
current density distributions, especially when the inferior portion of the skull was not 
modeled. Reducing head models axially that spanned between the apex and the C3 level, 
to the apex and the superior of the cerebellum was shown to cut simulation time by half. 
Block and smooth workflows produced up to 10% difference in median current density 
values for presumed target brain structures and increased to 35% for brain structures 
further away from the electrode location. Therefore, either pipeline was suitable to 
predict tES in presumed target brain structures. Block pipeline was faster to complete 
than the smooth pipeline. Smooth models are commonly used in published tES FEM 
studies. There was no clear indication which modeling pipeline produced the most 
accurate prediction of tES. Modeling validation against in-vivo measurements of current 
flow in human heads following tES may determine which modeling pipeline produced a 
more accurate result. 
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Current density distributions found in these studies showed a dependency on 
tissue conductivity distributions. For instance, the longitudinal white matter 
conductivities were assigned to be approximately four times as large as the isotropic 
white matter conductivities. Predicted current densities in the head volume were up to 
15% difference between the anisotropic and isotropic models. Tissue conductivity values 
used in this chapter are sourced from published papers and mainly measured in excised 
tissues at different levels of frequencies and temperatures [71, 73, 75, 76]. Conductivity is 
temperature and frequency dependent and thus the literature-sourced values may not be 
suitable for low-frequency tES studies. Performing low-frequency in-vivo tissue 
conductivity measurements in humans is therefore ideal to improve tES FEM studies. 
**Works in this chapter have been adapted from the following original articles: 
In Section 3.1: Indahlastari A, Chauhan M, Schwartz B and Sadleir R J (2016) 
“Changing head model extent affects finite element predictions of transcranial direct 
current stimulation distributions” J Neural Eng 13  
In Section 3.2: Indahlastari A, Chauhan M, and Sadleir R J (under review) 
“Comparison of Smoothed and Block Finite Element Models in Modeling Transcranial 
Electrical Stimulation” J Neural Eng  
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CHAPTER 4  
MODELING VALIDATION AGAINST TES MREIT IN-VIVO MEASUREMENTS 
 
4.1. Magnetic Flux Density and Projected Current Density Comparisons 
Between MREIT and FEM in TACS Recipients 
4.1.1 Introduction 
Finite element modeling (FEM) studies of transcranial electrical stimulation 
(tES) typically use tissue conductivity values measured in bulk excised tissues [114].  
Only a few of these models have been validated against experimental measurements. For 
instance, predicted tES electric fields have been compared with surface field 
measurements made using ECoG arrays [115, 116]. While in-vivo surface field 
measurements during tACS generally confirmed predicted electric field values, 
comparisons were only performed on a portion of the cortical surface instead of 
throughout the entire brain. The ability to image actual current flow in the entire brain 
during tES would aid to a more detailed exploration of tES mechanism. Further, with 
better knowledge of current patterns formed within the brain, the effects of different 
current application protocols, electrode designs, individual neuroanatomy, cerebrospinal 
volume and many other study factors may be resolved. 
Recently developed MR electrical impedance tomography (MREIT) [56] methods 
make it possible to reconstruct current density distributions in subjects using only one 
component of magnetic flux density vectors (Bz) [117]. Functional MRI has been used to 
characterize responses to tES [118] [119, 120] and it has been noted that current 
administration creates artifacts on MR images [121]. One group used fMRI methods to 
identify voxel clusters correlating with current flow [47] and plotted magnetic flux 
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density distributions caused by tDCS during entire MR acquisitions. However, there 
have been no reports of tES current density in-vivo imaging in humans and validation of 
predicted current density in tES finite element modeling studies. 
This study presents comparisons of magnetic flux density and projected current 
density images between experimental data and computational simulation results. These 
comparisons can be used to validate current density predictions in tES FEM. Data was 
gathered from four healthy human subjects undergoing tACS procedures at frequencies 
of 10 Hz and 1.5 mA current intensity. Magnetic flux density (Bz) distributions caused by 
the current flow were recovered using MREIT methods, and reconstructed into in-plane 
current density distributions caused by both trans-temporal (T7-T8) and anterior-
posterior (Fpz-Oz) montages. While AC stimulation was employed, electromagnetic field 
distributions and tissue conductivities at this frequency should be very similar to those 
found in tDCS [78]. Experimental Bz data were compared to predicted Bz in 
computational models constructed using high-resolution T1-weighted MR images of the 
same tACS subjects. Measures of current density distribution (projected current density, 
JP) were computed within a focus plane for each subject from experimental and 
simulated Bz.  
4.1.2 Materials and Methods 
Subject selection 
All procedures were performed according to protocols approved by the University 
of Florida (UF) and Arizona State University Institutional Review Boards. Four healthy 
normal right-handed male volunteers were recruited (mean age 20, range 19-21), 
screened to exclude metallic implants, submitted to informed consent procedures and 
admitted to the study. Subjects completed a mini–mental state examination (MMSE)  
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[122] to rule out dementia and neurological deficits (MMSE scores > 24 were required 
for inclusion) and subject right-handedness was confirmed (Edinburgh Inventory [123] 
scores >+40 were required for inclusion). Subjects completed brief questionnaires before 
and after interventions to assess physical sensations, mood and establish presence and 
severity of tACS-related side effects.  
MR imaging setup 
All data were measured using a Philips 32-channel head coil in a 3T MRI Philips 
Achieva scanner at the AMRIS Facility, UF McKnight Brain Institute. High resolution T1-
weighted and diffusion weighted data were acquired and co-registered from all subjects 
for verification of MREIT data against computational models. MREIT acquisitions 
employed a Philips mffe protocol modified to produce TTL-logic pulses that triggered a 
MR-safe battery-operated constant current source (DC-STIMULATOR MR, neuroConn, 
Ilmenau, Germany). A schematic of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.1. Zero 
signal was obtained with no current, and it was confirmed that expected Bz data were 
recovered from the sequence in an agarose phantom.  
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Figure 4.1 Experimental setup showing the components used for collecting MREIT data. 
The participant was placed inside the MRI room in the bore of a 3T Philips Achieva 
magnet system and data were collected using a SENSE 32 channel head coil. An RF filter 
box was placed in the bore that attached to electrode leads used to deliver stimulation 
using a battery operated constant current stimulator. A custom switch box was used to 
deliver electrical stimulation in synchrony with RF excitation and control the duration of 
stimulation. The TTL trigger and input stimulation waveform were monitored on an 
oscilloscope. 
Subject protocol 
Prior to imaging scans, carbon-rubber electrodes (~ 25 cm2) enclosed in sponges, 
supplied with the neuroConn system, were soaked in aqueous saline (0.9% NaCl) and 
squeezed to remove excess solution. Immediately before electrodes were placed on Fpz, 
Oz, T7 and T8 locations, a 5-ml volume of saline was applied to both sides of each 
sponge. Small amounts (~1 ml) of saline were also applied to the scalp under the hair at 
electrode sites. Electrodes were applied to subjects approximately 30 minutes before 
tACS procedures started. Figure 4.2(i) shows schematic electrode placements for Subject 
A. Electrodes were secured on the head with elastic bandage (Vetrap, 3M). Stimulator 
connections were completed after subjects entered the scanner. Current intensities of 1.5 
mA were employed for all MREIT imaging using T7-T8 and then Fpz-Oz configuration. 
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Figure 4.2 Illustrations of electrode placements on the head and example T1 and MREIT 
magnitude data. Shown from left to right are (i) cartoon of electrode placement on 
Subject A including 5 mm MREIT image slices; (ii) T1-weighted FLASH images of all 
three slices for Subject A. FLASH images were 1mm thick and slices shown correspond to 
the center of MREIT image slice locations; (iii) segmented T1 slice based on (ii); (iv) 
MREIT mffe magnitude image co-registered to the FLASH image shown in (ii); (v) 
resampled segmented volume based on (iv). 
Subjects were requested to report stimulation related side effects while in the 
scanner. Phosphene perceptions were rated on a 1-10 scale, with 1 corresponding to ‘no 
detectable flashing’ and 10 corresponding to ‘white field’. Phosphene fields were 
recorded as either ‘peripheral’ or ‘central’. Subject perceptions of cutaneous stimulation 
were also recorded. 
MR imaging procedures 
High resolution 3D FLASH T1 weighted structural data were acquired first, using 
a 240 mm (FH) x 240 mm (AP) x 160 mm (RL) field-of-view (FOV) and 0.9375 x 0.9375 
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x 1 mm resolution, centered laterally on the mid-brain. The modified Philips mffe 
sequence used for MREIT-CDI is shown in Figure 4.3 below. The in-plane FOV was 224 
mm (RL) x 224 mm (AP). Three slices were acquired (NS = 3), with a total thickness of 
15 mm. MREIT resolution was therefore 2.24 x 2.24 x 5 mm3 (data matrix size 100 x 100 
x 3). MREIT slices were pre-registered to T1 volumes and chosen to include all four 
electrodes (Figure 4.2(i)). MREIT scans were performed for each slice sequentially, and 
comprised 100 phase encode steps for each slice (PE = 100). During each phase encode 
step, ten echoes (NE = 10) were acquired within a TR of 50 ms during current 
application, with current polarity alternated in subsequent TR intervals. This sequence 
was repeated 12 times (NAV = 12) for each PE step. Total times required for each 
MREIT-CDI image were therefore TR x NS x PE x 2 x NAV = 6 minutes. The entire 
procedure was repeated and results were averaged to achieve better signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) and to reduce standard deviations in current induced magnetic fields (Bz) [124]. 
Initial, no current (NC), MREIT scans were performed to verify system stability and 
produce baseline T2* maps. The entire MREIT acquisition, including both Fpz-Oz and 
T7-T8 electrode pairs and NC scans thus involved five runs of the MREIT imaging 
sequence and lasted approximately 30 minutes. The total current injection time (Tc) was 
32 ms in each TR of 50 ms (a current duty cycle of approximately 32ms/50ms=64%). 
Polarity was reversed every 50 ms and thus the stimulation waveform corresponded to a 
sequence of rectangular pulses. Fourier transformation of the current waveforms applied 
to subjects showed maximum power around 10 Hz was effectively applied to subjects. 
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Figure 4.3 2D spoiled multi multigradient echo sequence used for data acquisition. The 
repetition time (TR) was 50 ms. Current was injected after a delay (Td) of 4 ms following 
RF excitation, which allowed time to switch current polarities. The first echo time of the 
sequence (TE1) was 7 ms and subsequent echoes were collected with an echo spacing 
(ESP) of 3 ms. Current amplitudes of 1.5 mA and -1.5 mA were injected for a duration 
(Tc) of 32 ms at each phase encoding step. Tc,j=1,2,..10 represent the current injection times 
for each of the echoes. The bandwidth for data acquisition was 550 Hz/voxel and the 
total time to acquire one slice was 2:00 min. 
Experimental data optimization and processing 
Phase processing 
MREIT: Positive and negative currents, denoted as I+ and I−, respectively, were applied 
to subjects in alternate TRs. The raw k-space data 𝑆!± corresponding to 𝐼± for each echo 
j, can be described by 
𝑆!±(𝑚, 𝑛) = ∬ℳ!(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒!!! !,! 𝑒±!"!! !,! !!,!𝑒! !"!!"!!"!!" 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦   (4.1) 
RF
Gss
Gpe
Gfe
Ic+/-
Signal
Tc
Td
TE1
ESP
TR
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where ℳ! is the MR magnitude image for the jth echo, 𝛿! represents a systematic phase 
artifact, 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen, 𝐵! is induced magnetic flux density and 𝑇!,! is the duration of the applied current at echo j. Complex images for each echo were 
obtained by discrete inverse Fourier transform to obtain 
M!± 𝑥, 𝑦 =ℳ!𝑒!!!(!,!)𝑒±!"!!(!,!)!!,!        (4.2) 
where Mj± corresponded to application of positive or negative currents respectively. Final 
magnetic flux density (𝐵!,!) images were determined by complex dividing data sets for 
positive and negative currents [125] 
𝐵!,! 𝑥, 𝑦 = !!!!!,! arg  !!! !,!!!! !,! .        (4.3) 
Datasets acquired without current injection were used to generate 𝑇!∗ maps of each slice. 
These were used to compute optimal weighting factors (ωj) for each echo [126]. The 
optimized Bz used for each montage was a convex combination of all 𝐵!,! weighted as  
𝐵! = 𝜔!𝐵!,!!"!!! .         (4.4) 
Finally, a ramp-preserving denoising preprocessing step [127] was applied to the 
optimized 𝐵! data to improve overall SNR. 
Phase and Bz Noise Floor Estimations: Underlying phase noise floor levels were 
computed using methods described in [124]. Experimental noise levels for each subject 
were computed inside manually selected white matter regions comprising at least 3000 
voxels (Subject A 3196 voxels, B 3127 voxels, C 3334 voxels, D 3456 voxels). 
Current density calculations  
We used the method of [117] to recover projected current density (JP) maps as 
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𝐽! = 𝐽! + !!! !(!!!!!!)!" ,− !(!!!!!!)!" , 0        (4.5) 
Where 𝜇! = 4π x 10−7 TmA−1, 𝐽! is the current density developed in a uniform 
conductivity model of the imaged head, obtained by solving the Laplace equation subject 
to the same boundary conditions as in the experiment, and 𝐵!! is the z-component of the 
magnetic flux density computed from the uniform conductivity model. 𝐵! data may 
suffer from poor SNR due to low signal caused by short T1 values in regions such as the 
skull, and near air-filled regions. To avoid propagation of noise from these regions, we 
only reconstructed JP distributions within a brain region of interest (ROI) [128].  
Tissue and electrode segmentation 
De-identified T1-weighted axial and sagittal datasets were resampled using 
FreeSurfer (Cambridge, MA) to 1mm3 isotropic resolution and used for segmentation. 
The  resampled sagittal data were used to segment head volumes with ten tissue types 
following steps described in Section 2.3. Cancellous and cortical tissues were combined 
into a single bone mask. Temporal electrodes (T7, T8) were segmented from T1-weighted 
axial images using thresholding. Segmented electrode surface areas were about the same 
size as the electrodes. As a final step, segmented electrodes and tissues were combined 
into a single ScanIP model for each subject.  
Computational modeling procedures 
ScanIP models were meshed and simulated following the smooth models 
workflow as described in Section 3.2. Isotropic conductivity values were assigned to each 
of these tissues using values conventionally used in the tES modeling literature (Table 
3.1). The bone mask was assigned the average value of isotropic cancellous and cortical 
conductivities. Electrode conductivity was assumed to be 1 S/m. Each meshed head 
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model contained approximately 20 million elements. Normal current density 
magnitudes were scaled to be equivalent to current injection of 1.5 mA over the electrode 
contact area at anodes (T7, Fpz) while cathode potentials (T8, Oz) were set to ground, 
with the remainder of the skin surface insulated. The resulting simulated current density 
values, Jx and Jy, were interpolated onto a fine mesh grid with a resolution of 0.25 mm3 
via the MATLAB-COMSOL LiveLink Interface. Bz values at this resolution were then 
computed from interpolated Jx and Jy values using the Biot-Savart law. Fine-mesh Bz 
values were integrated over 5 x 5 x 5 stencils overlaid on the data matrix and divided by 
voxel volume to obtain Bz data at a resolution of 1 mm3. Finally, Bz values were resampled 
to a coarser 2.24 x 2.24 x 5 mm3 resolution to match experimental MREIT Bz data 
resolution. A summary of modeling workflow from segmentation to Bz calculation is 
outlined in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4 Modeling simulation workflow used in this study. Outlined here is the general 
procedure (color-coded) used to process raw T1 datasets (left) into simulated Bz (right). 
Raw T1 datasets were resampled prior to segmentation, and a combination of manual 
and automatic steps were used for the segmentation process. The segmented model was 
meshed in ScanFE, Simpleware. All finite element simulation was performed using MLI 
and simulation results were processed and analyzed in MATLAB. 
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Comparison of simulated and experimental data 
All comparisons between simulated and MREIT results were performed in the 
central slice as indicated by the green arrow in Figure 4.2. Prior to the comparisons, we 
verified the registration of T1 and MREIT magnitude images. Bz and Jp data were 
matched manually such that the brain perimeters agreed in the plane of interest.  
Bz Comparison 
 Simulated and MREIT Bz data were normalized to have a range of values between 
0 and 1. Individual normalized Bz images were divided into 20 regions of interest (ROIs) 
with 49mm2 pixel size in each ROI. A local structural similarity (SSIM) index [129] was 
then calculated in each ROI to quantify differences in Bz patterns between predicted and 
MREIT data. SSIM index compares local patterns of pixel intensities after normalizing 
for luminance and contrast, such that: 
SSIM x, y =    (!!!!!!!")(!!!"!!")!!!!!!!!!" (!!!!!!!!!")        (4.6) 
Where µ is the mean intensity and σ is the standard deviation. C1 and C2 are the 
regularization constants equal to 0.01*L2 and 0.03*L2, respectively, where L is the range 
of values (1). The SSIM index spans from -1 to 1 indicating a dissimilarity to a complete 
agreement, where an index of 1 implies two identical images [129]. The local SSIM 
indices in ROIs were then averaged within each montage to calculate the global SSIM 
indices for individual montages in each subject. 
Jp Comparison 
Simulated Bz values were processed to projected current density using the same 
method used to compute projected Jp from experimental Bz data. Differences between Jp 
values were computed using a relative L2 error measure  
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𝑒𝑟𝑟 𝐽! = !!!!!!!!!!          (4.7) 
where ∙  denotes the L2-norm, JPS is the simulated projected current density and JPE is 
the projected current density calculated from experimental Bz data. Error measures were 
calculated over the entire slice ROI. 
4.1.3 Results 
Shown in Figure 4.2(ii-iii) are T1-weighted axial magnitude images corresponding 
to the center of MREIT-CDI image slices, and tissue segmentations based on these 
images for subject A. Matched MREIT-CDI images and resampled tissue segmentations 
are shown in Figure 4.2(iv-v). Note that there was evidence of signal loss, most likely 
caused by air-related susceptibility artifacts in anterior portions of the upper slice. 
Subject perceptions and experiences 
No adverse events were reported by subjects, either acutely or in follow up 
meetings approximately 24 hours after interventions. All subjects reported phosphenes 
in their peripheral vision in response to injected currents. Phosphene perceptions were 
much larger (mean = 6, range 4-7) for current flow via the anterior-posterior (Fpz-Oz) 
montage than for left-right (T7-T8) current flow (mean =3.5, range 3-4). Subjects B and 
C reported discomfort from phosphenes for the Fpz-Oz montage. There was no evidence 
that electrodes dried noticeably during imaging procedures. 
Experimental Bz data 
Ranges in Bz data for all subjects were approximately 4 nT (±2 nT). Both 
magnitude-based and experimental calculations based on [124] found baseline Bz noise 
levels of the order of 0.2 nT. Qualitative inspection of the data showed that in all cases 
positive Bz values were observed in the anterior cortex when current flow was from left to 
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right (T7-T8). For anterior-posterior current flow (Fpz-Oz) positive Bz was recovered in 
the right hemisphere. Both characteristics were consistent with predictions of the right-
hand rule convention of Ampere’s law, since the magnetic flux density distribution 
created by the current flow should circulate around current streamlines. In several cases 
(subjects B and C, Fpz-Oz montage) the distribution was not symmetric, and positive 
values ‘bled’ into both hemispheres.  
Both experimental and simulated magnetic field maps showed similar ranges, but 
values in the experimental maps were affected by a global offset of 1 nT. This offset was 
also found in experiments in the MREIT literature [130] [56] but was not discussed given 
the high current and magnetic flux density amplitudes used in those studies. Because 
processing of Bz data to current density required differentiation, this offset did not affect 
JP computations.  
Comparison of predicted and measured data 
Comparisons of optimized MREIT Bz and predicted Bz data from isotropic 
simulation in a central MREIT image plane are shown in Figure 4.5. Profile plots 
comparing distributions are shown in Figure 4.5a. Qualitatively, simulated and 
experimental data followed the same patterns. However, ranges observed in 
experimental data were consistently larger than that predicted values. Normalized Bz and 
ROIs used in SSIM analysis are shown in Figure 4.5b. Table 4.1 shows computed SSIM 
indices. Montage T7-T8 had a global SSIM index of 0.53 while Fpz-Oz had a global index 
of 0.33. The largest local index was observed in Subject A with T7-T8 configuration while 
the smallest local index was observed in Subject B with Fpz-Oz montage.  
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Figure 4.5 Comparisons of simulated and experimental magnetic flux density (Bz) slice 
data for each subject and montage. A) Shown from left to right for each montage are (i) 
Magnitude image of focus slice; (ii) simulated Bz pattern within the brain ROI based on 
isotropic conductivity distribution and tissue segmentations from T1-weighted FLASH 
data volume; (iii) experimentally measured Bz distribution within the brain ROI and (iv) 
comparison of Bz values along the profiles plotted as black lines in (ii) and (iii). B) 
Normalized Bz images and their regions of interest (ROIs) used for SSIM index 
computation. Each ROI is chosen within the brain region and listed as 1 to 20. 
  Subject A Subject B Subject C Subject D 
ROI T7T8 FpzOz T7T8 FpzOz T7T8 FpzOz T7T8 FpzOz 
1 0.54 0.30 0.37 0.23 0.46 0.00 0.56 0.46 
2 0.52 0.59 0.55 0.10 0.62 0.27 0.52 0.62 
3 0.41 0.20 0.48 0.25 0.50 0.44 0.48 0.61 
4 0.58 0.55 0.40 0.34 0.58 0.40 0.46 0.65 
5 0.55 0.20 0.50 0.27 0.60 0.52 0.50 0.65 
6 0.63 0.53 0.72 0.32 0.58 -0.05 0.62 0.48 
7 0.42 0.14 0.80 -0.06 0.68 0.07 0.35 0.43 
8 0.47 0.25 0.70 0.00 0.52 0.39 0.57 0.60 
9 0.55 0.37 0.82 0.33 0.63 0.33 0.60 0.58 
10 0.73 0.73 0.49 0.22 0.78 0.60 0.71 0.60 
11 0.72 0.72 0.46 0.29 0.34 0.18 0.49 0.44 
12 0.74 0.24 0.63 0.24 0.58 0.30 0.43 0.31 
13 0.48 -0.09 0.62 0.12 0.15 -0.17 0.50 0.47 
14 0.70 0.23 0.63 0.21 0.39 0.47 0.51 0.51 
15 0.70 0.68 0.40 0.11 0.37 0.58 0.46 0.32 
16 0.62 0.28 0.56 0.32 0.22 0.18 0.38 0.39 
17 0.64 0.49 0.51 0.33 0.24 0.09 0.48 0.43 
18 0.68 0.42 0.52 0.11 0.55 0.38 0.39 0.27 
19 0.54 0.26 0.50 0.08 0.30 0.28 0.44 0.44 
20 0.67 0.29 0.52 0.17 0.30 0.29 0.38 0.18 
Max 0.74 0.73 0.82 0.34 0.78 0.60 0.71 0.65 
Min 0.41 -0.09 0.37 -0.06 0.15 -0.17 0.35 0.18 
Average 0.59 0.37 0.56 0.20 0.47 0.28 0.49 0.47 
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Table 4.1 A Structural Similarity (SSIM) Index in normalized MREIT and predicted Bz 
data. Entries highlighted in green and red are the largest and smallest values, 
respectively. Local SSIM indices are values within individual ROIs while the global 
indices are the average values of all local indices in each montage. 
Projected current density 
Projected current density (JP) distributions measure current flow transverse to 
the main MR field [131]. Because electrode pairs were approximately co-planar and 
transverse to the main field, we expected the majority of current flow to be captured in 
Bz, and that reconstructed JP images would produce a good representation of actual 
current flow. Reconstructed and predicted projected JP images are compared for each 
montage in Figure 4.6. Maximal JP values near electrodes and in CSF compartments for 
both montages were of the order of 0.7 A/m2. This value is below the threshold of 1 A/m2 
to cause direct stimulation in peripheral nerves [90]. Overall, L2 errors between 
reconstructed and predicted JP values were found to be around 30% for all cases, similar 
to those found in animal MREIT-CDI studies [80].  
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of simulated and experimental projected current density JP 
distributions for all subjects and both montages. Shown from left to right for each 
montage are (i) Magnitude image of focus slice; (ii) reconstructed JP distribution within 
brain ROI overlaid on focus slice (60% opacity); (iii) reconstructed JP distribution within 
brain ROI overlaid on focus slice (100% opacity) and (iv) JP distribution computed from 
simulated Bz data within the brain ROI. 
4.1.4 Discussion 
Subject experience 
Subjects were expected to experience phosphenes, because the current waveform 
had an effective frequency of 10 Hz, which was within the frequency range of phosphene 
sensitivity [24]. Phosphenes were most severe for Fpz-Oz montages, probably because 
these electrodes were proximal to occipital cortex and retina, either or both of which may 
have been involved in phosphene origination [89, 132, 133]. 
Bz data comparisons and image artifacts 
The global SSIM index (Table 4.1) indicated that the patterns of experimental and 
simulated magnetic flux density maps were in a better agreement for montage T7-T8 
than Fpz-Oz. Good correspondence between MREIT and predicted Bz, noted by larger 
local indices, were found for regions nearby the electrode areas. For instance, local SSIM 
indices of 0.7 or higher were found for montage T7-T8 in regions nearby the T7 
electrodes (ROI #10).  Less correspondence in Bz patterns were mostly found for brain 
regions nearby the lateral ventricles and regions affected by image artifacts. For instance, 
there were artifacts observed in the posterior region in Subject A (ROI #3) that 
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corresponded with the location of large brain vessels [134]. Therefore, posterior artifacts 
observed here could be related to blood flow in large vessels near the calcarine fissure 
(posterior). These large vessels were not modeled in simulations, and thus similar 
artifacts did not show in predicted Bz. Note that for these artifacts to become apparent, 
there had to be moving blood flow at alternating current polarity. It is, therefore, 
speculated that this artifact was caused by pulsatile blood flow possibly at a frequency 
locked to imaging sequence TR.  
The global SSIM indices for subjects B and C in Fpz-Oz montage were among the 
smallest. This finding may be due to phase image artifacts caused by subject motion 
during electrical stimulation. Subjects B and C reported discomfort during Fpz-Oz 
stimulation, reflected in their high phosphene ratings (6 and 7) for this montage. Subject 
A did not strongly perceive current applied by either electrode pair, but subjects B, C and 
D reported perceiving phosphenes strongly. Subjects B and C described moving their 
head during imaging to reduce discomfort from the electrical stimulation. Motion 
artifacts would easily distort measured MREIT signals. The good comparisons obtained 
for subject D may be due to instructing this participant not to move during imaging and 
rigorously securing that subject in the head coil. Based on results obtained from subjects 
B and C, future experiments should involve appropriate attention to head 
immobilization, particularly if stimulation is likely to cause phosphenes.  
Other than motion artifacts, susceptibility artifacts near the frontal sinus regions 
affected the peripheral anterior regions of some slices observed in MREIT Bz data 
(notably Subject A, see Figure 4.5(iii)). Magnetic flux density results from imaging also 
showed a global offset. Possible offset sources are surface currents on electrode pads or 
magnetic fields generated from lead wire currents.  
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JP characteristics 
Experimental and computed JP values were qualitatively similar to predictions 
for all four subjects. This was because JP calculations involved gradients of experimental 
Bz values computed from predictions derived from a uniform conductivity model of the 
subject head. Therefore, experimental Bz distributions were deemphasized by the JP 
calculation. Interestingly, JP distributions indicated that there may have been some 
extension of electrode areas beyond sponges, most likely because of the saline soaking 
into the elastic bandages used to secure electrodes to the head. This indicates a need for 
precise control of saline volume or using more viscous contact media [24]. 
High current density localization in the ventricles during Fpz-Oz stimulation was 
observed in projected current density maps for subjects A and C. This is expected due to 
the high conductivity of CSF in comparison with other tissues in the head. This high 
current density was not observed in projected current density maps for T7–T8 
stimulation, indicating that current flow in the central sagittal sinus region was large for 
the Fpz-Oz montage. This indicates that depending on electrode position, current may 
potentially penetrate to subcortical regions via the sagittal sinus.  Unexpected high 
values in reconstructed JP maps in posterior artifacts due to large blood vessels described 
in the previous section were also noted (Subject A, Figure 4.6(iii)). 
Model Integrity 
The purpose of this study was to present qualitative comparisons between 
experimental and simulation results to validate tES computational models. Overall, gross 
patterns of Bz and JP distributions calculated from experimental data were in agreement 
with simulation predictions. However, scales of experimental Bz values and 
reconstructed JP values were consistently higher than predicted by models. This 
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observation suggested that model parameters such as the amount of input current 
density dictated by electrode contact area or tissue conductivity values used in 
simulations might not be accurate. Therefore, additional studies were needed to explore 
model parameter sensitivities to simulation results and identify likely sources of model 
error. Further processing of Bz and JP can be used to reconstruct conductivity images. 
4.2 Tissue Conductivity Reconstruction from Magnetic Flux Density 
Calculations 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Accurate knowledge of in-vivo conductivities of brain tissues in humans is 
important in understanding brain function, because conductivity distribution 
determines the passage of both endogenous and external electrical signals through the 
brain. In the field of neuromodulation, information on accurate head tissue conductivity 
values would allow more precise targeting and dosimetry in stimulation [61]. For 
instance, the head tissue conductivities would dictate current patterns inside the head, 
and thus could inform strategic electrode placements that facilitate optimum current 
‘steering’.  
There are currently several techniques that can be used to image electrical 
conductivity distributions or observe changes in conductivities due to physiological 
processes. For instance, electrical impedance tomography (EIT) may be used to 
reconstruct conductivities from measured surface potentials. However, use of EIT to 
measure brain conductivity via electrodes placed on the surface of the head is difficult 
because of the low conductivity of the skull [135]. Another method, electrical properties 
tomography (EPT), may be used to obtain measurements of brain conductivity and 
permittivity distributions based on absorption and transmission of RF energy at the 
Larmor frequency of an MRI system. Conductivities measured using EPT are specific to 
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the Larmor frequency (~128 MHz in a 3T MR scanner) which is much larger than typical 
brain oscillation frequency (~10Hz) [136] and therefore does not represent 
conductivities encountered by endogenous or low-frequency applied currents .  
The magnetic flux densities measured using MREIT can be used to reconstruct 
conductivity.  It is possible to reconstruct isotropic conductivity distributions from 
magnetic flux density (Bz) by using harmonic Bz algorithms developed by Seo et al. [137] 
and implemented in CoReHA, (Conductivity Reconstructor using Harmonic Bz) software 
[79]. An extension to MREIT called DT-MREIT can be used to reconstruct full 
anisotropic conductivities and current density distributions using MREIT and diffusion 
tensor image data gathered from the same subject. DT-MREIT methods have recently 
been demonstrated in canines [138]. This method combines DTI and MREIT and 
assumes a linear relation between the conductivity tensor C and the water diffusion 
tensor D as proposed by Tuch et al. [139]. Water molecules, ions and other charged 
molecules were assumed to move in similar ways because they share the same 
microscopic environment in a biological tissue [139]. Therefore, the relationship between 
C and D is  
C = η D        (4.8) 
where η is a ratio of σe (extracellular conductivity) to de (extracellular diffusivity) defined 
by Tuch et al. [139]. The novel approach of DT-MREIT by Kwon et al. [138] 
reconstructed the η distribution by using magnetic flux density data from two linearly 
independent current injections. In this study, we present a qualitative comparison of 
reconstructed conductivity images from MREIT Bz and those reconstructed using 
simulated Bz. Isotropic conductivity images were reconstructed using CoReHA while 
anisotropic conductivity images were reconstructed using DT-MREIT.  
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4.2.2 Materials and Methods 
Four healthy participants underwent tACS-like stimulation at 1.5 mA intensity 
during MREIT imaging in a 3T MR scanner. T1-weighted, HARDI and MREIT datasets 
were also acquired during this session. Details of electrical current stimulation and 
imaging acquisition parameters for T1-weighted and MREIT sequences are described in 
Section 4.1. Individual human head models were derived from T1-weighted images of 
each tACS recipient. Simulated Bz was calculated in each model using anisotropic and 
isotropic tissue conductivity values found in the literature. Isotropic conductivity images 
of all four subjects were then reconstructed from MREIT Bz and simulated Bz using 
CoReHA. Anisotropic conductivity images were also reconstructed from experimental Bz 
using DT-MREIT in one subject. 
Diffusion imaging acquisition  
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data was acquired using high angular 
resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) protocols at b-values of 100 s/mm2 in 6 directions 
and 1000 s/mm2 in 64 directions. The DWI data had an isotropic resolution of 2 mm 
with matrix size 70 x 112 x 112. Two sets of DWI data were acquired, each having 
opposite phase encoding direction, to eliminate any artifacts caused by magnetic 
inhomogeneity. The two datasets were combined using the command topup in FSL 
[140]. No gradient data (b = 0 s/mm2, S0) and T1-weighted scans were registered and 
resampled to match the MREIT resolution of 100 x 100 x 44 matrix size (2.24 x 2.24 x 5 
mm resolution). Finally, the DWI data were registered to the MREIT data. 
 
 
Segmented volumes and finite element modeling 
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The segmented volumes used in this study were constructed in Section 4.1.2. 
Anisotropic conductivity tensors for the models were computed from HARDI data 
following the calculations described in Section 3.1.2. Approximately in-plane bilateral 
electrodes T7-T8 and anterior-posterior electrodes Fpz-Oz were segmented from the T1 
data. Computational simulations solving the forward model were executed in COMSOL 
following the smooth model workflow described in Section 3.2.2. 
Bz calculation and isotropic conductivity reconstruction 
MREIT magnitude images and experimental Bz distributions recovered from 
MREIT measurements were obtained following methods described in Section 4.1.2. 
Experimental Bz data from both montages were masked to only include the brain regions 
and were imported to CoReHA along with the MREIT magnitude images. Current 
density results from simulation were converted into Bz via an implementation of the Biot-
Savart law, and registered to MREIT resolution following methods described in Section 
4.1.2. Segmented volumes and calculated Bz values resulting from the two independent 
current injections (T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz) were imported into CoReHA for isotropic 
conductivity reconstructions. The central slice of CoReHA reconstruction images of 
experimental and simulated Bz data were chosen for comparisons. 
Anisotropic conductivity tensor image reconstruction 
Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps and full diffusion tensors were obtained from 
the DWI data using the DTI-FIT command in FSL. The extracellular conductivity to 
diffusivity ratio map (η) was then calculated from projected current density (JP) and 
diffusion tensor maps. The diffusion tensor map as shown in (3.2) is symmetric and had 
six unique parameters for each voxel. Reconstructions of JP from MREIT Bz were 
obtained by performing steps in section 4.1.2. The position-dependent η was computed 
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by solving the matrix system involving the inverse of diffusion tensor, D-1,and two 
projected current density JP following methods described by Kwon et al. [138] 
!(𝑫!!!!,!)!" − !(𝑫!!!!,!)!"!(𝑫!!!!,!)!" − !(𝑫!!!!,!)!"   
! !"!!"! !"!!"   ≈    !(𝑫
!!!!,!)!" − !(𝑫!!!!,!)!"!(𝑫!!!!,!)!" − !(𝑫!!!!,!)!"       (4.9) 
where JP,1 and JP,2 are projected current density reconstructed from T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz 
configurations, respectively. A detailed description of the image reconstruction process 
can be found in Kwon et al. [138].  Finally, the anisotropic conductivity tensor Ci,j of the 
brain regions was obtained by performing a voxel wise multiplication for the slice (i, j) 
between calculated η and diffusion tensor D such that 
𝐂!,! =   𝜂!,! 𝐷!! 𝐷!" 𝐷!"𝐷!" 𝐷!! 𝐷!"𝐷!" 𝐷!" 𝐷!! !,! =   
𝐶!! 𝐶!" 𝐶!"𝐶!" 𝐶!! 𝐶!"𝐶!" 𝐶!" 𝐶!! !,!         (4.10) 
Since the conductivity tensor is symmetric, there are six unique parameters and Cxy = Cyx, 
Cyz = Czy, Cxz = Czx.  
4.2.3 Results 
CoReHA reconstruction 
Three sets of reconstructed isotropic conductivity images were obtained from 
CoReHA and are shown in Figure 4.7. Overall, reconstructed conductivity images from 
simulated Bz data showed more tissue features than reconstructed images from MREIT 
Bz. The image contrast found in the reconstructed conductivities for simulated results 
corresponded to the segmented conductivity images for both sets. However, the range in 
these reconstructed images was much smaller (0.04S/m) than the segmented volume (2 
S/m). The ventricle regions and the outline of the brain had the highest intensity value in 
both segmented and reconstructed images. Reconstructed images from simulated Bz 
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using anisotropic models (Figure 4.7b) showed more complex patterns in the white 
matter regions, mimicking the shape found in the fractional anisotropy (FA) map (Figure 
4.8). Reconstruction results for MREIT Bz data did not show any distinction in tissue 
features (Figure 4.7c).  
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Figure 4.7 Isotropic conductivity distributions reconstructed for simulated and 
experimental data. Images in Figure 4.7 show, from left to right, cross-sections of Bz,1 and 
Bz,2 obtained from two independent current injections via T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz montages, 
cross-sections of head volumes and reconstructed isotropic conductivity images from 
CoReHA for A) isotropic and B) anisotropic head models and C) experimental data. 
DT-MREIT reconstruction 
Anisotropic conductivity tensors computed using DT-MREIT are shown in Figure 
4.9. The colors in the FA map (Figure 4.8) showed directions water diffusion within 
brain tissues dictated by the degree of tissue anisotropy i.e., red for left-right, green for 
posterior-anterior and blue for inferior-superior. Only the white matter is visible in the 
FA map because it is the most anisotropic tissue in the brain (FA>0.2). The reference 
data used in DT-MREIT calculation is shown in Figure 4.8. Notice that the calculated η 
map in Figure 4.9b shows a distribution that depends on current density patterns and 
tissue types. The anisotropic conductivity tensor images of the brain obtained by 
multiplying η with the diffusion tensor D are shown in Figure 4.9c. Eigenvalues were 
computed from the diagonal components of the conductivity tensor (Cxx, Cyy, Czz). 
Regions of interest (ROIs) of 45 mm2 pixel sizes were chosen on the conductivity tensor 
images and average local conductivity values for CSF, white and gray matter were 
calculated. The average principal eigenvalue in white matter ROIs was 0.391 S/m, while 
transverse eigenvalues averaged 0.132 S/m. Gray matter and CSF were considered 
isotropic because they have low FA values (FA<0.2). Average pooled gray matter and 
CSF eigenvalues were 0.287 S/m and 1.583 S/m, respectively. A summary of tissue 
conductivity values used in the models and calculated from DT-MREIT results is shown 
in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.8 Image reference data for conductivity reconstruction process. An axial cross-
section of resampled T1-weighted image, fractional anisotropy (FA) map, MREIT 
magnitude image, and brain mask in Subject A. 
 
Figure 4.9 Images obtained during the anisotropic conductivity reconstruction process in 
Subject A. From left to right, images show: A) Bz (top) and JP (bottom) for T7-T8 and 
Fpz-Oz configurations, B) calculated η distribution and C) reconstructed conductivity 
tensors. 
Cond. /      
Tissue                    
Exp (S/m) Sim (S/m) Exp (S/m) Sim (S/m) 
Long. Trans. Long. Trans. Avg. Avg. 
White matter 0.391 0.132 1.2 0.12 0.218 0.383 
Gray matter         0.287 0.1 
CSF         1.583 1.8 
 
Table 4.2 Comparisons of conductivity values measured from experiment and the 
literature values used in simulation.  Experimental values were calculated from the 
conductivity tensors generated by DT-MREIT. Values used in the simulation were 
previously published values and commonly used in tES FEM. 
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4.2.4 Discussion 
Isotropic and anisotropic tissue conductivity reconstructions were performed 
using in-vivo imaging dataset acquired in tACS recipients. CoReHA reconstruction using 
simulated data produced conductivity images with more tissue features than the same 
reconstruction using experimental data. DT-MREIT results presented in this study 
demonstrated that anisotropic in-vivo conductivity reconstruction of the human brain 
was possible.  Details of reconstruction results are discussed in the following subsections. 
Comparisons in CoReHA results 
Simulation and experimental data 
The range of conductivity values found in the reconstructed images corresponded 
well to segmented volumes. For instance, higher intensity values were found in the 
ventricle area and outside perimeter of the brain indicating the location of cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF). CSF was assigned to the highest conductivity value in the head models and 
thus should appear the brightest. However, CoReHA results from experimental data 
showed no distinction between tissue types. There were subtle impressions of CSF but 
the overall images were noisy. This was probably caused by artifacts in MREIT Bz images 
and the low resolution of the MREIT magnitude images. Interestingly, the distinct 
artifacts in Bz caused by flow in large blood vessels in the posterior of the head in Subject 
A also appeared in the reconstructed conductivity images (Figure 4.7c). Therefore, these 
results confirmed that CoReHA reconstruction algorithm relied heavily on the quality of 
imported data in both Bz and magnitude images. If experimental data had better quality 
and resolution, the CoReHA reconstruction on this data might produce more distinct 
tissue conductivity features. 
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Isotropic and anisotropic models 
The image contrast within the reconstructed images produced by CoReHA was 
comparable to segmented volumes in both models, but the intensity values found in 
reconstructed and segmented images were different. For instance, while CSF regions 
appeared bright in both segmented and reconstructed images, measured CSF 
conductivity value in the segmented volume was 1.8 S/m while in the reconstructed 
image was 1.01 S/m. Further, white and gray matter regions were recognizable in both 
conductivity images, although they were more distinct in isotropic models than in 
anisotropic models. Reconstructions from anisotropic models showed noticeable 
additional structure following patterns of longitudinal white matter fibers. Longitudinal 
white matter conductivity in the anisotropic models was assigned ten times larger than 
the transverse as shown in Table 3.1. Therefore, it would be expected that simulated Bz 
from anisotropic models showed prominent longitudinal white matter fibers in the 
reconstructed conductivity images. 
Verification of conductivity tensor values 
Differences in experimental conditions and source of tissue samples were 
expected to cause discrepancies between calculated and literature-sourced conductivity 
values. For instance, the conductivity values used in our models for white matter [71] 
and gray matter [114] have often been used in tES finite element modeling studies. While 
these conductivity values were measured at low frequency (<1kHz) and in body 
temperature (37 oC), the tissue samples were not human. The white matter values 
reported in Geddes and Baker were performed in a sample of cat internal capsule and 
measured in-vitro. The gray matter sample was taken from bovine tissue and also 
measured in-vitro [114]. The CSF value found in DT-MREIT results was 12% lower than 
the value reported by Baumann et al. [75]. In the study conducted by Baumann et al. 
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[75], human CSF samples were collected from neurosurgical patients and stored in a 
refrigerator. Conductivity measurements were then performed after the CSF samples 
were rewarmed to body temperature. These conditions were not the same as our in-vivo 
imaging protocols that we used to derive our calculated conductivity values and thus 
could be the source of discrepancies in Table 4.2.  
The aim of this study was to present conductivity reconstruction as an extension 
of magnetic flux density and projected current density calculation. The main findings 
from this study was that tissue conductivity values reported in the literature might not 
suitable to use for tES modeling, although further DT-MREIT studies are needed to 
better determine the validity of reconstructions. Further model validation using this 
MREIT techniques will need to include sensitivity studies to explore the effects of 
varying tissue conductivity values, particularly skin and bone, since these tissues are 
critical factors of transcranial current delivery to the brain [115]. 
4.3 A Sensitivity Study to Evaluate Simulated Magnetic Flux Density in tACS 
Computational Modeling 
4.3.1 Introduction 
 Recent validations of tES FEM studies have suggested that model parameters 
may need to be systematically adjusted to improve model comparisons to experimental 
results. Huang et al. [113] presented a comparison between projected electric fields from 
implanted ECoG recordings in patients and predicted electric fields using head models 
derived from the same patients. They found that the maximum measured in-vivo electric 
fields were overall smaller than predicted values. Therefore, modifications to their 
modeled tissue conductivities such as higher skin conductivity values were necessary to 
match experimental results [113]. In contrast, Opitz et al. [115] reported that surface 
potentials measurements from s-EEG had a maximum value that was slightly larger than 
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those predicted by current flow studies. Further, previous comparisons in magnetic flux 
density (Bz) between simulation and experiment revealed that the scales for MREIT Bz 
were consistently larger than simulated Bz. These findings suggested that tissue 
conductivities in the head models needed to be modified in such a way that they would 
allow more current flow entering the brain. For instance, bone signals were low in 
MREIT data and thus Bz information in this region could not be recovered. If bone were 
actually less resistive than modeled, the amount of current flow to the brain would be 
larger and thus would explain the larger values that were observed in these in-vivo 
measurements. Therefore, model parameters such as skin and bone conductivities may 
need to be adjusted to improve Bz comparisons between predicted and MREIT results.   
Several factors can contribute to inaccuracies of model parameters used in tES 
computational studies. For example, tissue conductivity values in tES FEM are typically 
taken from the literature, where measurements were performed in-vitro on human or 
animal tissue samples [70, 71]. In addition, measured skin conductivity values reported 
by Gabriel et al. [76] were performed on the outer layer of the skin that neglected other 
inner structures such as blood vessels and sweat glands of the dermis that might exhibit 
higher conductivity values [110, 114]. Therefore, using a weighted average of these 
different structures to obtain overall skin conductivity value may be more appropriate 
[110]. The electrode-scalp contact quality and therefore effective electrode area and 
contact resistance are hard to determine if saline soaked sponges are used to make 
electrical contacts with the scalp. Obstructions between the scalp and electrodes such as 
hair can decrease the overall effective electrode contact area. The electrode-skin 
impedance is uncertain [141]. For example, the electrolytes near the electrode-skin 
interface may increase local skin conductivities directly underneath the electrodes [142]. 
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Skin erythema or redness at the skin-electrode interface has been reported in previous 
tES studies and may change skin conductivity and porosity [143]. 
The goal of this study was to compare effects of changing electrode-scalp contact 
areas, tissue conductivity values and volumes on tES finite element models on resulting 
simulated Bz data. In models, electrodes were constructed with three areas: small, 
medium, and large, each centered on the original electrode size. Three different values of 
tissue conductivity were assigned to the skin compartments. Bone compartments were 
assigned either the average conductivity value of cancellous and cortical tissues, or a 
value typical of cancellous tissue. CSF compartments within the skull region were 
dilated. Outcomes were then compared with in-vivo human MREIT-CDI results to 
determine which results were closest to experimental observations.  
4.3.2 Materials and Methods 
One healthy participant was subjected to transcranial alternating current 
stimulation (tACS) via two electrode montages: T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz. Magnetic resonance 
electrical impedance tomography (MREIT) and T1-weighted imaging data were acquired 
in the same session. Details of the imaging protocol and tACS procedure are described in 
Section 4.1.2. The following subsections outline the modeling workflow, parameter 
adjustments, and model comparisons. 
Head model and simulation workflow 
The head model of Subject A in Section 4.1 was used for the sensitivity study. A 
‘skin patch’ mask delineating the skin region underneath each of the four electrodes (T7, 
T8, Fpz and Oz) was defined in ScanIP by extruding each electrode inward and into the 
adjacent skin mask, as shown in Figure 4.10a. Three electrode compartments, with 
surface areas of 25 cm2 (L), 16 cm2 (M) and 9 cm2 (S) respectively were segmented 
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manually, centered on the original electrode size (L) as shown in Figure 4.10b. The head 
model was re-meshed when different electrode sizes were used. All simulation and 
conductivity adjustments were executed in COMSOL following the smooth modeling 
workflow in Section 3.2.2. Solutions to the models were processed to Bz following steps 
described in Section 4.1.2.  
 
  
 
Figure 4.10 Illustrations of the segmented head volume and electrode sizes. Images 
shown here are A) the segmented head volume containing eleven tissue types; and B) 
three modeled electrode-scalp contact areas of 25cm2 (L), 16cm2 (M) and 9cm2 (S). 
Additional tissue conductivity values and dilated CSF compartment 
Skin (C), bone (B) and skin patch (P) compartments were assigned different 
conductivity values. Skin conductivities were modeled as C1=0.01 S/m [110], C2=0.43 
S/m [60] and C3=0.84 S/m [113]. The bone compartment was assigned an average 
A 
B 
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conductivity of cancellous and cortical bone, B1=10.9e-3 S/m [73], or all cancellous 
bone, B2=21.4e-3 S/m [73]. Finally, the ‘skin patch’ compartment was assigned the same 
values as skin mask which were P1=0.01 S/m [110], P2=0.43 S/m [113], and P3=0.84 
S/m [61]. The baseline models used in this study had large electrodes (L), and C2, B1, 
and P2 conductivities.  
CSF compartments in baseline models were dilated prior to volume meshing. 
Mask dilation process of 1 pixel in x, y, z directions was performed in ScanIP. The CSF 
compartments assigned to the aqueous vitreous regions inside the eyes were excluded 
from the dilation process. The dilated CSF compartments were then combined to the 
aqueous vitreous masks and had a total of CSF volume 30% larger than the original CSF 
volumes in the baseline models.  
Model comparisons 
  A total of 108 comparisons between MREIT and simulated images were analyzed to 
determine model sensitivity. Predicted Bz distributions were registered to MREIT Bz data 
and masked to show values only in the brain regions.  Image comparisons were 
performed in the central axial slice only. Root mean square error (RMSE) values were 
computed in the entire 2D slice (N=100x100 pixels) and used to characterize the Bz 
scales in simulated data, such that 
 RMSE =    (!!,!"#$%  !  !!,!"#)!  !!!! !       (4.10) 
Line profile plots were perpendicular to each electrode pair and drawn using 
improfile in MATLAB (Figure 4.11). A structural similarity (SSIM) index was 
calculated following the methods described in Section 4.1.2 for Bz pattern comparisons. 
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Figure 4.11 Profile plot locations as indicated by black lines in individual electrode 
montages. 
4.3.3 Results 
 Calculated RMSE values, Bz maps, and line profile plots were obtained for 108 
simulation cases containing four combinations of three electrode sizes and eight 
conductivity values (3 electrode sizes x (32 x 2) conductivities x 2 montages = 108 cases). 
The orientation of the axial Bz maps are the same as those shown in Figure 4.11, with the 
posterior head at the top of images. Calculated RMSE values were used to characterize 
changes in simulated Bz images with respect to the baseline models. Overall, changes in 
skin conductivities had the most effect on simulated Bz. Details of each analysis is 
described in the following subsections. 
Bz Maps 
Eight representative Bz maps comparing experimental and simulated data are 
shown in Figure 4.12. Simulated images showed the baseline models (Figure 4.12b) and 
models results illustrating the smallest and highest RMSE values (4.12c-d). All Bz 
patterns agreed with the right-hand rule convention of the Ampere's law for magnetic 
fields generated by current flow. For instance, for current direction from left (T7) to right 
(T8), high Bz values were observed in the anterior and low Bz values were observed in the 
posterior of the head. MREIT Bz images in Figure 4.12a showed more color contrast, that 
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is, larger scale than predicted Bz maps. Figure 4.12b shows baseline models with 
computed global SSIM indices of 0.59 and 0.37 for T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz placement, 
respectively. The Bz scales between MREIT and predicted results were more similar for 
the Fpz-Oz montage than for the T7-T8 montage. Global SSIM indices for models in 
Figure 4.12c were 11% and 30% larger than the baseline models for T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz 
montage, respectively. Models with the largest RMSE values and smallest global SSIM 
indices had the smallest Bz scales and the most different Bz patterns than MREIT data.  
This finding indicated that the factor combinations in Figure 4.12d are not desirable to 
improve Bz comparisons. The percentage difference between models with dilated CSF 
masks and the baseline models were <3% in both RMSE and global SSIM values. 
 
Figure 4.12 Comparisons of Bz distributions obtained from MREIT experiments and FE 
simulations. Bz maps are shown for the T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz montages for A) MREIT 
experiments, B) baseline FE models C) simulation models with lowest RMSE and global 
SSIM values and D) simulation models with the highest RMSE and global SSIM values. 
Figure 4.13 shows Bz maps for baseline models demonstrating the effect of 
varying electrode surface areas. The Bz range of +0.5 nT in this figure was chosen to 
accentuate pattern differences resulting from changing electrode sizes. There was a 
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subtle increase in image contrast as the electrode size was reduced, as expected, with the 
effect being more pronounced in T7-T8 than Fpz-Oz. 
 
Figure 4.13 Bz maps for large, medium and small electrode sizes in baseline models.  
Line profile plots 
Figure 4.14 illustrates profile plots in Bz maps perpendicular to current 
directions. Each plot group contains one MREIT Bz profile and three simulated Bz profile 
plots, with each plot showing results for each electrode size. The plot groups in the first 
column are for the baseline models while the second and the third are for models with 
the smallest and largest RMSE values. Profile plots with the smallest RMSE should 
demonstrate smaller discrepancies between models and MREIT data, while the opposite 
was true for plots with the largest RMSE. These discrepancies were more obvious for 
configuration T7-T8 than Fpz-Oz. 
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Figure 4.14 Line profile plots for MREIT experimental and simulated Bz data. Each plot 
group contains four line profiles (experimental data and data modeled at three different 
electrode areas). Line profile plots were drawn from bottom to top of images for T7-T8 
montage data and left to right for Fpz-Oz montage data. Profiles are shown as black lines 
superimposed over Bz images. 
4.3.4 Discussion 
Four model settings (electrode sizes, and tissue conductivity values of skin, bone 
and skin patches) were varied to test model sensitivity and fits to MREIT data. Effects of 
each factor on model sensitivity are discussed in the following subsections. 
Effects of electrode-scalp contact areas 
Modification of electrode contact area did not produce large changes in Bz 
magnitudes (only ~2%) or profile plots. However, subtle differences in patterns were 
observed, particularly for the T7-T8 montage. A larger electrode surface area might 
provide a wider span of current streamlines, and thus alter the shapes of magnetic fields 
circulating these streamlines. In addition, decreasing electrode contact area while 
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keeping the input current constant should increase the input current density, and 
subsequently increase overall Bz range in the models. As expected, there was an overall 
increase in Bz range in the models with smaller electrode contact areas. However, high Bz 
values were ‘shunted’ around the skin perimeter and thus the Bz range inside the head, 
including the brain, did not increase considerably. This finding demonstrated that 
because the skin compartments were modeled as more conductive than their 
neighboring tissues, the large input current was conducted along the skin instead of into 
the head regions. Therefore, the effects of smaller electrode areas were not seen in the 
brain regions because of the tissue conductivity assignments in the models. This 
hypothesis was later confirmed by models with less conductive skin compartments (C1) 
while keeping the other conductivities the same and had larger Bz scales inside the head 
regions as the electrode size was reduced. 
Effects of tissue compartment modification 
The combination of the lowest skin conductivity value (C1) with the highest bone 
conductivity value (B2) produced the largest Bz range and the most similar Bz pattern 
(Figure 4.12). Interestingly, the combination of the highest skin conductivity value (C3) 
and lowest bone conductivity value (B1) produced the smallest range and the most 
different Bz pattern. This finding suggested that the skin compartment should be 
modeled as being less conductive, while bone should be assumed less resistive. The 
reasons for these changes increasing Bz are discussed in the sections below. 
The bone compartments inside the head model comprised both the skull and 
vertebrae. Bone tissue was assumed to be highly resistive and thus acted as a barrier for 
current to enter the brain [144]. However, the skull contains a considerable amount of 
cancellous tissue, which comprises bone marrow (blood), and thus is more conductive 
than other bone tissue [38]. Therefore, as expected, modeling the bone to have 
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cancellous bone conductivity would attract current to the brain and cause Bz range to 
increase. 
If skin tissue were more conducting than its neighboring tissues, then the applied 
current would be ‘shunted' between electrodes via the skin [43]. Therefore, as expected, 
for models with higher skin conductivity values, less current would enter the brain and 
cause Bz range to decrease as shown in Figure 4.13. Conversely, decreases in skin 
conductivities would allow more current to enter the brain, causing Bz range to increase. 
The same variation of skin conductivity values was applied to the skin patch but did not 
produce the same effect, perhaps because conductivities of the tissues surrounding the 
patch had a larger influence in dictating current pathways to brain regions. The relative 
effect of changing skin patch conductivities was less than 2% in predicted Bz values. 
Dilated CSF compartments inside the skull regions improved the scales and patterns by 
up to 3% compared to the baseline models for both montages. Further study may include 
a coupling between CSF mask dilation and tissue conductivity modification, especially 
for bone and skin compartments, to explore their combined effects on Bz scales. 
Differences between montages 
The scales in Bz images between MREIT and predicted were more similar in Fpz-
Oz montage rather than in T7-T8 (Figure 4.12). This may be related to properties of 
electrode-scalp contact areas. For instance, both T7 and T8 electrodes were placed over 
the subject’s hair, while Fpz was placed directly on the skin (forehead). Therefore, Fpz-
Oz montage provided a ‘fuller’ electrode contact area because one of the electrodes, Fpz, 
was making direct contact with the skin. Patches of hair under the T7 and T8 electrodes 
could also alter the effective electrode shape and area [24]. Any changes to the electrode 
effective area could affect current density magnitudes and consequently Bz scales in the 
head. On the other hand, Bz patterns were more similar in T7-T8 than Fpz-Oz. The Bz 
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patterns in the lateral ventricles were more prominent in Fpz-Oz than T7-T8 as 
previously discussed in Section 4.1.4. Based on the local SSIM values (Figure 4.5b), the 
largest pattern difference for Fpz-Oz montage was located surrounding the lateral 
ventricle regions. These regions had the highest conductivity values in the models and 
thus would have a large impact on Bz patterns. However, MREIT Bz signals in these 
regions were weak because they were located further away from the electrodes. In 
addition, there was an artifact in the posterior of the head caused by large blood vessels 
that could disrupt the patterns surrounding these regions.  
Implications of tES FEM studies 
This study confirmed that tissue conductivity values are crucial to formulating 
accurate tES predictions, and the typical values used in tES FEM studies may need 
adjustment. The effects of various electrode contact areas on Bz scales might not be 
visible inside the head models if modeled skin conductivities were larger than their 
neighboring tissues. Our findings supported the previous hypothesis that skin and bone 
conductivity values were important in dictating current flow to the brain [39, 43, 110, 
116]. The sensitivity analysis presented here showed that decreasing skin conductivity by 
one order of magnitude in combination with increasing bone conductivity by a factor of 
two improved the comparisons between simulation and MREIT results in terms of scales 
and patterns. In addition, other factors outside the analysis of this study such as 
incorrect tissue conductivity assignments in the models might affect predicted Bz values. 
Most bone tissues lack proton signals and thus appear dark in MR images. CSF has long 
T1-relaxation property and thus appears dark in T1-weighted images [52]. While both 
tissues are difficult to distinguish in T1-weighted images, their conductivity values are 
different by approximately a factor of 100. Therefore, incorrect assignments of bone and 
CSF tissues could considerably affect both calculated Bz magnitudes and shapes. 
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A more comprehensive optimization strategy can be employed to find the 
‘optimum’ conductivity values based on error estimates and improve comparisons 
between predicted and MREIT Bz data. For instance, using a feedback loop to calculate Bz 
from a range of physiological-based conductivity values, compute the Bz errors in each 
run and either repeat or terminate the loop based on predetermined criteria such as a 
minimum tolerance. Improving model comparisons will improve tES modeling accuracy 
and in turns can be used to solve issues surrounding tES treatment outcomes such as 
individual treatment response.  
4.4 Effects of Individual Variability on Predicted Current Density in tES 
Recipients 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Individual anatomical and physiological variations between tES recipients raise a 
concern regarding tES efficacy [145]. Previous clinical studies have reported a large 
variability in individual responses to tES, suggesting that administering tES using the 
same nominal electrode placements may not produce the same effects across individuals 
[146]. However, the current dose in the brain needs to be determined before exploring 
possible sources of variability observed in tES studies [147].  Current applications in tES 
are typically controlled by a stimulator output intensity, but the actual current dose in 
individual brain structures could previously not be directly measured. Therefore, current 
flow modeling studies have been employed to predict current dose in the brain [146]. 
Previous modeling studies [148, 149] have suggested that distinctive properties of 
the human head, such as gyrus morphology, influence current distributions in the brain. 
Datta et al. [148] investigated the variability in predicted electric fields on the motor 
cortex and found that the peak values were varied by a factor of 3 across three subjects. It 
has been suggested that these changes might be caused by variations in gyrus 
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morphology, and thus the scaling of current applied to different subjects might be 
required to achieve a specified current dose to targeted brain structures [148]. Laakso et 
al. [46] conducted a group level statistical analysis in 24 head models and concluded that 
the CSF 'thickness', defined as the distance from the investigated cortical surface to the 
inner skull boundary, was the source of inter-subject variability. 
The study presented here analyzed the variability of predicted current densities in 
four tACS subjects. Previously constructed head models from tES recipients (Subject A-
D, Section 4.1.2) were used to obtain current distributions in the anterior superior 
temporal gyrus (ASTG), which was the presumed target brain structure for T7-T8 
montage [64]. Physical features such as head model circumferences, structure volumes, 
and surface areas were used as parameters in a regression model created to explain 
possible sources of variability. 
4.4.2 Methods 
Realistic head models and electrodes were constructed from imaging data of four 
tACS recipients. Details of the imaging procedures, stimulation protocols, and head 
model constructions are contained in Section 4.1.2. The ASTG region of interest was 
segmented from the head volume following the methods outlined in Section 3.1.2. Figure 
4.15 shows an overlay of ASTG and T7-T8 electrodes on a T1 axial slice. Distances 
between the left and right pre-auricular points measured via the posterior of the head 
were measured using ScanIP tools. Estimated pre-auricular distances were verified 
against physical measurements of the same landmarks made on subjects during MREIT 
experimental interventions. Head circumferences, ASTG volumes and surface areas were 
also estimated using ScanIP. Proportions of structure volumes that were used to perform 
regression models in separate regions were obtained from Stata. The current density of 
0.4 A/m2 was applied to the T7 electrode, and the T8 electrode was set as a reference. 
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Simulated current densities were masked to show values only in the ASTG. The left and 
right structures of ASTG were bisected along the longitudinal fissure of the brain.  
 
Figure 4.15 Overlay of ASTG (magenta) and T7-T8 electrodes (cyan) on a 2D slice of the 
T1-weighted image for Subject D. 
Statistical Analysis 
Statistical tests were performed on masked modeled current densities to 
determine inter-subject variability. Histograms and regression analysis were generated 
using Stata 15 (StataCorp. 2017, College Station, TX: StataCorp LLC). The tES current 
distributions in the ASTG ROIs were approximately log-normal [90], and thus decimal 
logarithm current density data (log10J) were used to perform regression analyses. 
Individual ASTG structures were categorized into 'exterior' and 'interior' regions using 
empirical thresholds for each model based on the histograms. The thresholds were 
determined in individual histograms by choosing a single value in the regions between 
two large log10J distributions. Log10J values exceeding the thresholds were categorized as 
exterior regions while values below the thresholds were interior. A linear regression 
model to fit random-effects was generated using the generalized least squares (GLS) 
method in Stata (xtreg). The panel level standard deviation (external error) was 
estimated as sigma_u, while the standard deviation of the internal error was estimated 
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as sigma_e. The mean values predicted by the regression analysis were transformed 
from log10J to J and plotted with the upper and lower bounds of their 95% confidence 
intervals (CI). 
4.4.3 Results 
Head model and structure size 
Table 4.3 compares pre-auricular distances estimated in head models with those 
measured directly on subjects. The maximum percentage difference between estimated 
and measured distances was 5.73%. Head circumferences, ASTG surface areas and 
volumes of each subject are summarized in Table 4.4. Table 4.5 shows volume 
proportions determined to be in exterior and interior regions of left and right ASTG 
structures.   
Subject Pre-auricular Distance ScanIP (cm) 
Pre-auricular 
Distance Exp. (cm) 
Percentage 
Diff. (%) 
A 34.88 37.00 5.73 
B 35.05 35.50 1.27 
C 34.64 35.50 2.41 
D 35.25 35.50 0.70 
Average 34.96 35.88 2.53 
 
Table 4.3 Estimated and measured pre-auricular distances in all subjects. Pre-auricular 
distance refers to the distance between the left and right pre-auricular points via the 
posterior of the head.  
Subject Head Circ.  (cm) Surface Area (mm2) Volume (mm3) 
A 55.97 8,320 13,744 
B 56.95 6,096 8,783 
C 55.63 5,728 9,936 
D 57.88 5,865 10,823 
Average 56.61 6,502 10,822 
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Table 4.4 Head circumferences, ASTG structure surface area and volume for all four 
subjects. Numbers highlighted in red and blue denote largest and smallest values, 
respectively. 
 Total Volume (%) Exterior Volume (%) Interior Volume (%) 
Subject Left Right Left Right Left Right 
A 46.04 53.96 14.71 19.78 31.33 34.18 
B 56.32 43.68 21.25 21.32 35.08 22.35 
C 42.05 57.95 13.64 15.04 28.41 42.91 
D 53.60 46.40 13.38 14.34 40.22 32.06 
 
Table 4.5 Proportions of left and right ASTG volumes (%) obtained from Stata. The 
percentages here are showing the proportions of the left and right structures to the total 
volume, the exterior volume and the interior volume of ASTG in each subject. 
Heat maps and histograms  
 
Figure 4.16 Heat maps of log10J patterns in ASTG. Shown here are the central axial slices 
of ASTG for Subjects A, B, C, and D. 
Figure 4.16 shows the heat maps of log10J in central axial slices in all subjects. 
High log10J values were found around the edges, particularly in the anterior parts of 
ASTG structures. Histograms of log10J values in all subjects showed two distinct groups, 
with a large group containing the majority of log10J values and a small group of high 
log10J values. The red lines in between the two groups in Figure 4.17 indicate the 
empirically determined thresholds delineating interior and exterior regions.  
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Figure 4.17 Histograms of masked log10J values in ASTG structures. Red lines indicate 
the thresholds used to separate the interior and exterior regions. 
Linear regression analysis 
Computed errors from the regression analysis are summarized in Table 4.6. The 
external errors (sigma_u) were approximately half as large as the internal errors 
(sigma_e) in both left and right structures.  Figure 4.18 displays the scatter plots of the 
mean values and their intervals to summarize the variability in ASTG across subjects. 
The exterior regions showed larger CI intervals than the interior regions. Additionally, 
the right structures had larger predicted values than the left structures, especially in the 
exterior ASTG. 
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External Error 
(sigma_u) 
Internal Error 
(sigma_e) 
Left 0.0679 0.1372 
Right 0.0753 0.1688 
 
Table 4.6 Errors calculated from the linear regression analysis for the left and right 
ASTG. 
 
Figure 4.18 Scatter plots of variability analysis using regression model. Predicted values 
from the regression analysis and their 95% confidence intervals are plotted for exterior 
and interior regions in both the left and right ASTG. 
4.4.3 Discussion 
Physical features such as hair might cause the 5% difference between estimated 
and measured pre-auricular distances. The estimated head circumferences were 
measured using the same methods as the estimated pre-auricular distances. Since there 
were no physical measurements available for the head circumferences, the errors 
between the estimated head circumferences and the actual measurements were assumed 
to be approximately the same. There was no clear trend observed between head 
circumferences and structure sizes. For instance, Subject A had the largest structure 
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volume but did not have the biggest head size. This observation implied that brain and 
brain structure size might not be simply proportional to the head size. Therefore, using 
head size to determine appropriate tES current dose would not be recommended. 
Further analysis of current density and variability results are discussed in the following 
subsections. 
Current density distributions 
  The heat maps in Figure 4.16 demonstrate that ASTG morphology is complex and 
diverse across individuals. However, current density distributions in these structures 
exhibited similar trends with high values around the edges and in the anterior parts of 
the structures. Figure 4.15 shows that ASTG is interfacing with the white matter and 
CSF. Tissue conductivity values assigned to CSF were about ten times as large as those in 
the cortex and white matter. Therefore, as expected, high current density values found in 
the heat maps were for the regions nearby the ASTG-CSF interfaces. This anatomical 
landmark was probably the cause of the two distinct groups observed in the histograms. 
Therefore, the exterior regions represented areas near the cortical surface interfacing 
with CSF, while the interior represented areas within the cortical volume and at cortex-
white matter interfaces.  
Sources of variability 
The linear regression analysis showed that the internal errors were approximately 
twice as large as the external errors for both left and right ASTG. This finding indicated 
that the variability in current density distribution within the subjects was larger than the 
variability in between the subjects. Therefore, externally measurable factors such as head 
size might not have a large effect on the current dose. Predicted values from the 
regression models in the scatter plot (Figure 4.18) indicated that the left and right 
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structures exhibited similar trends in both the exterior and interior regions across four 
subjects. 
Study implications on inter-subject variability 
The source of variability in current density distributions was primarily within 
subjects, rather than across subjects. This finding suggested that the structural variations 
across subjects might not be the primary source of variability in tES studies. Further, this 
study also implicated that using the entire current density distributions in the cortex 
instead of only using the values on the cortical surface might be more beneficial to assess 
inter-subject variability. The variability study only explored four subjects and a single 
brain structure, and thus served as a preliminary analysis to determine the source of 
variability in tES. Further assessments incorporating more subjects and brain structures 
are required to confirm these findings, and to determine if individualized tES treatment 
is necessary. 
4.5 Overall conclusion 
In this chapter, modeling predictions of tES were compared against MREIT-
current density imaging (CDI) in-vivo measurements gathered in healthy tES subjects. 
Magnetic flux density (Bz) images obtained from simulation and the MREIT-CDI in-vivo 
study showed expected Bz patterns according to the directions of current injections. 
Qualitative agreements were observed between simulated and MREIT Bz distributions 
with better correspondence found in T7-T8 than Fpz-Oz montage. These agreements 
were also seen for reconstructions of projected current density (JP) distributions using 
Bz.  
Conductivity reconstructions were generated from computed Bz and JP data using 
CoReHA software and DT-MREIT method. CoReHA results for isotropic and anisotropic 
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models showing features of CSF, white and gray matter. However, the same results using 
MREIT Bz showed no distinction in tissue features. DT-MREIT results showed distinct 
CSF, white and gray matter features that had conductivity values that were different 
from literature-sourced values. This discrepancy was probably related to tissue source, 
temperature and frequency conditions of the measurements. These reconstructions, 
while useful, were performed only on a single 5 mm thick slice. Therefore, it would be an 
advantage to measure brain conductivities in more slices by sampling larger portions of 
the brain. For instance, by implementing of faster imaging sequences in MREIT-CDI to 
acquire greater slice coverage.  
A sensitivity analysis indicated that decreasing skin and increasing bone 
conductivities caused an increase in predicted Bz scales and patterns, implying typical 
conductivity values used for skin and bone compartments in tES FEM studies might be 
inaccurate. Previous modeling studies have suggested that individual physical features 
such as gyrus morphology can cause individual variations in dose response of tES. 
Variability study comparing current dose in ASTG was performed in four subjects using 
regression models. Preliminary results indicated that primary source of variability might 
originate from within subjects, rather than structural variations across individuals. 
Further studies involving more subjects and brain structures are critical to confirm these 
initial findings. 
The findings from this chapter establish MREIT-CDI in-vivo measurements in 
human heads as a validation tool for tES FEM studies. The ability to acquire more slices 
and sample greater portions of the brain in MREIT-CDI experiments will provide more 
detailed Bz images, and subsequently improve projected current density and 
reconstructed conductivity images. Higher quality of MREIT data will also refine tES 
FEM predictions by providing better estimates of in-vivo tissue conductivities. Finally, 
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no adverse events were reported from administering tACS during MREIT-CDI study. All 
subjects reported phosphenes and provided ratings for each electrode montage. FEM can 
be employed to predict phosphenes and verified modeling results against subject ratings. 
**Works in this chapter have been adapted from the following original articles: 
In Section 4.1: Kasinadhuni A K, Indahlastari A, Chauhan M, Schar M, Mareci T H 
and Sadleir R J (2017) “Imaging of current flow in the human head during transcranial 
electrical therapy” Brain Stimul 10 764-72 
In this study, I constructed all head models, performed simulations, produced predicted 
Bz data, and performed quantitative analysis of Bz image comparisons.  
In Section 4.2: Chauhan M, Indahlastari A, Kasinadhuni A K, Schar M, Mareci T H 
and Sadleir R J (under review) “Low-Frequency Conductivity Tensor Imaging of the 
Human Head in-vivo using DT-MREIT: First Study” IEEE Trans on Med Imaging  
In this study, I constructed all head models, performed isotropic and anisotropic 
simulations, reconstructed conductivities using CoReHa software, and compared tissue 
conductivity values between DT-MREIT results and the literature-sourced values used 
in models. 
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CHAPTER 5  
SIMULATION PREDICTIONS RELATING TO BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TES 
 
5.1 Comparisons of Predicted and Observed Phosphene Experience in tACS 
Subjects 
5.1.1 Introduction 
Phosphenes are light sensations that occur in the eyes that can be induced by 
external electrical stimuli [150]. Previous studies have suggested that phosphene 
generation often occurs in subjects undergoing transcranial alternating current 
stimulation (tACS) [29]. However, different tACS frequencies can elicit different 
phosphene intensity levels [26]. Stimulation frequencies beyond 8 Hz produced 
increased phosphene intensity, with the most intense level observed at 20 Hz [151]. 
Several papers have suggested that there are two possible origins of phosphenes caused 
by tACS: the visual cortex or the retina [67, 132, 133, 152-154]. The underlying 
mechanism of tACS is believed to be that application of external oscillating current in a 
specific frequency range to the cortex can induce neural entrainment at this frequency 
[26, 132]. Helfrich et al. [155] were the first to confirm tACS-induced neural entrainment 
in humans by showing tACS-related increases of alpha EEG activity in the posterior 
cortex associated with enhanced visual target detection. Radman et al. [156] reported 
that the minimum electric fields to depolarize the pyramidal cells were 0.28 – 0.79 V/m 
from in-vitro whole-cell recordings in rat brain slices. These pyramidal neurons were 
inactive during the measurements and thus the threshold to depolarize active pyramidal 
cells in-vivo might be lower [87]. In the case of visual cortex stimulation, the estimated 
threshold for neuronal activation in the cortex was reduced to 0.2 V/m [132]. 
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Paulus at al. [132] claimed that a local and ‘purely’ cortical TMS application over 
the visual cortex could induce phosphenes and that the TMS intensity thresholds of 
phosphenes were used to measure the effects of tDCS on visual cortex excitability. Kanai 
et al. [157] performed tACS over the visual cortex using Oz (occiput) - Cz (vertex) 
montage and observed phosphene events when subjects were stimulated at 20 Hz in 
bright conditions and 10 Hz in dark conditions. Corresponding frequency bands were 
found in EEG beta (12-30 Hz) and alpha (8-12 Hz) waves that were often correlated to 
cortical activity [158]. Therefore, tACS was assumed to be capable of exhibiting 
frequency-dependent effects that interacted with ongoing cortical activity in the visual 
cortex and thus could elicit cortical phosphenes [157]. Further, tACS at 20 Hz with Oz-Cz 
montage was found to lower the TMS phosphene-induced thresholds that did not occur 
in stimulation with Fpz (nasion) – Cz montage [153], implying electrodes further away 
from the occipital lobe increased the thresholds to generate cortical phosphenes. 
The ability of the retina to elicit phosphenes was first introduced by Brindley 
[159] where retinal stimulation was performed exclusively by using conjunctival 
electrodes. Other reports have suggested that phosphenes associated with visual cortex 
stimulation may actually be generated in the retina. The study performed by Kanai et al. 
[157] was later challenged by Schwiedrzik [158] claiming that the frequency-dependent 
effects in bright and dark conditions were controlled by dark adaptation of the retina 
instead of neural activation in the cortex. Kar et al. [154] supported this claim by 
showing the neuronal activity in the retinal ganglion cells were peaking at 20 Hz in light 
condition and 10 Hz in dark condition. Several studies have suggested that current 
spreading from the visual cortex stimulation can cause retinal phosphenes. Increasing 
voltage values were recorded near the eyes during occipital stimulation using Oz-Cz and 
Fpz-Cz montages, suggesting that stimulating current had traveled to the eye regions and 
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caused retinal phosphenes [132, 133]. Further, Kar et al. [154] showed that a single 1 mA 
pulse applied over the visual cortex could elicit phosphenes and thus ongoing oscillations 
in the cortex were not necessary to evoke phosphenes. Laakso et al. [67] also performed a 
computational study to confirm that current density magnitudes found in the eyes as a 
result of visual cortex stimulation were large enough to elicit phosphenes [67]. Lastly, 
Schutter et al. [133] reported that subjects perceived more intense phosphene 
perceptions when the electrodes were placed in Fpz-Cz arrangement, compared to Oz-Cz. 
Therefore, stimulation near the eyes was assumed to induce a more intense phosphene 
experience caused by the current ‘leakage’ from the scalp to the retina [133]. 
To date, there has been no finite element modeling (FEM) study that investigates 
phosphene perception by directly comparing tACS subject testimony and modeling 
prediction using MR data of the same subject and electrode placement. Such a study 
would be particularly useful, since the exact electrode location and subject-specific head 
geometry are modeled, thus producing more precise predictions of current flow and 
therefore likely phosphene experience. In this study, predicted current density 
distributions in the eyes and the occipital lobe were calculated using head models 
derived from eleven tACS recipients. Predicted values were then compared to previously 
published values for the minimum current density thresholds to generate phosphenes 
[67, 154, 160] and verified against subject testimonies of phosphenes. 
5.1.2 Methods 
Eleven healthy participants received tACS-like treatment and were questioned 
about their phosphene experience during the stimulation process. T1-weighted and 
diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data were acquired for each subject. Details on the 
imaging procedure and stimulation protocols are described in Section 4.1.2. The head 
models were constructed from subject T1-weighted images following Section 2.3 and co-
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registered with DWI data. The eyes and the occipital lobe were defined as regions of 
interest (ROIs).  
Electrode placements  
Four electrode placements were used following the standard EEG 10-20 electrode 
systems namely F3-right supraorbital (RS), F4-left supraorbital (LS), T7-T8, and Fpz-Oz 
as shown in Figure 5.1. Carbon core electrodes (neuroConn, Ilmenau, Germany) with 
~25cm2 encapsulated in saline soaked sponges were secured on participants’ heads by 
using either a rubber strap (neuroConn, Ilmenau, Germany) for Subject 1-3 and 5, or an 
elastic bandage (Vetrap, 3M) for Subject 4 and 6-11. The summary of electrode 
configurations for each subject is shown in Table 5.1.  
tACS procedures and subjects testimonies 
Current applications were performed following the MREIT-current density 
imaging (CDI) procedures described in Section 4.1.2. The MREIT-CDI sequence was 
employed to apply either unipolar pulses with current intensity of 1 mA (Subject 1 and 2), 
or alternating bipolar pulses with amplitudes of 1.5 mA (Subject 3 to 11). Unipolar pulses 
were applied as a sequence of 20 Hz positive rectangular pulses followed by a sequence 
of 20 Hz negative rectangular pulses, while bipolar pulses were alternating positive and 
negative rectangular waves at 10 Hz (Figure 5.2).  
Verbal testimonies of subject phosphene perceptions were recorded during 
MREIT imaging procedures, while the subjects were still inside the MR scanner.  Seven 
out of eleven participants (Subject 4, 6-11) were asked to rate the intensity levels of 
phosphenes in a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being no phosphenes and 10 being a white 
field. Averaged ratings were used if subjects underwent multiple stimulation procedures 
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using the same montage. Other participants (Subject 1-3, 5) were asked to report for 
either a presence or an absence of phosphenes.  
 
Figure 5.1 Electrode configurations placed on tACS recipients. Montage names are A) F3-
right supraorbital (RS) B) F4-left supraorbital (LS) C) T7-T8 and D) Fpz-Oz. First named 
electrodes are anodes (red) and second named electrodes are cathodes (blue). 
  F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz 
Subject 1 X X     
Subject 2 X X     
Subject 3 X X     
Subject 4 X X     
Subject 5   X     
Subject 6     X X 
Subject 7     X X 
Subject 8     X X 
Subject 9     X X 
Subject 10     X X 
Subject 11     X X 
 
Table 5.1 Electrode configurations for each subject. Subject 5 received stimulation only 
via the F4-LS montage. The ‘X’ entries correspond to electrode montages assigned to 
subjects, while other electrode montages are greyed out. 
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Figure 5.2 Applied current waveforms and their corresponding frequencies. Two current 
waveforms used in this study are A) unipolar (20 Hz) and B) bipolar (10 Hz) pulses. 
Head model construction and ROI segmentation 
A realistic head model with ten tissue compartments was constructed for each 
participant. Details of the segmentation process are described in Section 2.3. The eye 
ROI included the sclera, lens and the aqueous vitreous of both the left and right eyes. 
The aqueous vitreous was modeled as having the same conductivity as CSF. The occipital 
cortex ROI (OCC) was automatically segmented in FreeSurfer and manually corrected in 
ScanIP (Simpleware, Synopsys Inc., Exeter, UK) using a human atlas as a reference 
[161]. 
Finite element simulation 
Segmented head volumes were processed following the smooth modeling 
workflow as described in Section 3.2.2. Input current was applied at the anodes while the 
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cathodes were set to ground. Literature-referenced isotropic tissue conductivity values of 
typical frequencies less than 1kHz were assigned to the head volume (Table 3.1). White 
matter anisotropy was also included in the model. The anisotropic conductivity tensor 
was calculated following methods described in Section 3.1.2. There was no available DWI 
dataset for Subject 1, and thus white matter anisotropy was not modeled for this subject. 
Predicted current density distributions were masked to the eye and OCC ROIs. Median 
current densities in ROIs were computed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and 
compared to literature-sourced values for the minimum thresholds to induce 
phosphenes [67, 160]. To clearly compare the effects of each electrode montage on 
current density distributions in ROIs, percentages of median current density (%J) were 
calculated as the ratio of median current density (Jmed) and the input current density 
(Jinput) in each simulation case and correlated to subject ratings, such that 
%  J =    !!"#,!!"#$%   x  100%           (5.1) 
Scatter plots were generated to assess correspondence between %Js and subject ratings. 
The coefficients of determination (R2 values) were calculated using a MATLAB command 
fitlm based on a linear model fit. Finally, predicted electric field magnitudes (EF) were 
computed from the median current densities in OCC. The electric fields were compared 
against the literature-sourced values of the minimum electric field thresholds to 
depolarize neuronal cells in the cortex [132, 156]. 
5.1.3 Results 
Heat maps of predicted current density distributions in ROIs and calculated 
median current densities for each ROI are displayed in Figure 5.3 and 5.4. Table 5.3 and 
5.4 shows median current density percentages in all ROIs and computed EFs in OCC. 
The discrepancies in median current densities between anisotropic and isotropic models 
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were +17% in the eyes and +30% in OCC. Configuration Fpz-Oz produced the largest 
median current density in both ROIs. Montage T7-T8 and F3-LS produced the smallest 
median current density values in the eyes and OCC respectively. F3-RS and F4-LS 
montage produced similar median current densities (<5%) in all ROIs. Details of study 
results are explained in the following subsections. 
Subject testimony of phosphenes 
Table 5.2 summarizes subject phosphene ratings. All subjects reported 
experiencing phosphenes during tACS procedure. Stimulation using montage Fpz-Oz 
received the highest rating while montage T7-T8 received the lowest rating. The average 
rating for Fpz-Oz almost twice as large as the ratings in other three montages. Subject 7 
gave a much higher rating than average for T7-T8. Only one subject provided ratings for 
F3-RS and F4-LS stimulations while the rest answered yes on presence of phosphenes. 
  F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz 
Subject 1 Yes Yes     
Subject 2 Yes Yes     
Subject 3 Yes Yes     
Subject 4 3 3.5     
Subject 5   Yes     
Subject 6     2 5 
Subject 7     5 7 
Subject 8     3.5 4 
Subject 9     3 7 
Subject 10     3.5 6 
Subject 11     4 7 
Average 3 3.5 3.5 6 
 
Table 5.2 Verbal testimony of phosphene perceptions from each subject. Seven out of 
eleven subjects were asked to rate their phosphene perceptions from 1 to 10 with 1 being 
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‘no phosphenes’ and 10 being a completely white field. The rest of the subjects were only 
asked whether they perceived phosphenes (‘yes’ or ‘no’). 
Heat maps of current density distributions in ROIs 
Figure 5.3 shows predicted current density distributions in the central axial slices 
of both ROIs. As expected, current density scales in both ROIs were larger for subjects 
stimulated with current intensity of 1.5 mA than 1 mA. Current density distributions in 
ROIs demonstrated similar patterns for isotropic and anisotropic models. The largest 
current density values in both ROIs were observed in Fpz-Oz montage. Current density 
distributions in the eyes followed specific patterns according to the electrode locations, 
while the distributions in OCC only showed a trend for Fpz-Oz montage with high values 
towards the midline of the brain. High current density values in the left, right or both 
eyes nearby the electrodes were observed in the eye ROI. For example, in F3-RS 
montage, predicted current density magnitudes were overall larger in the right eye than 
in the left eye. Similar trends were observed for the left eye and placement F4-LS. Fpz-Oz 
and T7-T8 montages produced approximately equal amounts of current densities in both 
eyes.  
Median current density values in ROIs 
Figure 5.4a shows plots of median current density values in the eyes and occipital 
lobes (OCC) for isotropic and anisotropic models. All calculated median current density 
values in ROIs exceeded the minimum current density threshold to generate phosphenes 
(1 mA/m2) [160]. The median current densities in the eyes were up to three times as 
large as those found in OCC for all simulation cases. The Fpz-Oz montage produced the 
largest median current density in both ROIs for isotropic and anisotropic models. The 
smallest median current densities in the eyes and OCC were produced by T7-T8 and F4-
LS montage, respectively, for all models. Correlation plots between %Js and subject 
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ratings are shown in Figure 4.5b. The R2 value between subject ratings and %Js in the 
eyes was found larger than in the OCC for montage T7-T8. The R2 values were 
approximately the same in both ROIs for montage Fpz-Oz. There were not enough data 
to plot %J and subject rating for montage F3-RS and F4-LS. 
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Figure 5.3 Current density distributions predicted in the central axial slice of ROIs for 
each subject. Images showing predicted current density maps for isotropic (left) and 
anisotropic (right) models in A) the eyes and B) the occipital lobe (OCC) regions. Subject 
numbers are shown in the top right corner of each current density image. Green boxes 
around simulated data for Subjects 1 and 2 were evaluated with an input current of 1 mA. 
No F3-RS montage and anisotropic data were obtained for Subject 5, and Subject 1, 
respectively. 
 Percentages of median current density values (%J) in ROIs are shown in Table 
5.3. On average, the eye ROI contained 18-49% of input current density, while OCC only 
had 2-13% across all electrode configurations for isotropic and anisotropic models. 
Montages ranked from the highest to lowest averaged percentage values in the eye ROI 
were Fpz-Oz, F4-LS, F3-RS and T7-T8 for all models. In OCC, montage T7-T8 produced 
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larger percentages than F3-RS and F4-LS for both isotropic and anisotropic cases. As 
expected, both F3-RS and F4-LS had almost equal percentages in all simulation cases.  
Electric fields in the occipital cortex 
 Table 5.4 shows the magnitudes of predicted electric fields (EFs) in the occipital 
lobe (OCC) for each subject. Computed EFs in OCC for T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz montages 
(0.20 V/m-0.68 V/m) exceeded the minimum threshold for pyramidal neuron 
depolarization (ca. 0.20 V/m [132, 156]) for both isotropic and anisotropic simulation 
cases. The averaged EFs in F3-RS montage were 0.10 V/m and 0.09 V/m for isotropic 
and anisotropic models, and EFs in F4-LS were 0.11V/m for both models. 
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Figure 5.4 Predicted median current densities and correlation plots in ROIs. A) All 
median values are above the minimum threshold to induce phosphene (1 mA/m2) [160]. 
Green boxes are for subjects stimulated with 1 mA. B) Correlation plots and their 
coefficients of determination (R2 values) between %Js and subject ratings in T7-T8 and 
Fpz-Oz montage. 
J (%) in Eyes - ISOTROPIC J (%) in Eyes - ANISOTROPIC 
  F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz 
Subject 1 21 21             
Subject 2 20 21     19 18     
Subject 3 29 27     24 24     
Subject 4 29 29     20 19     
Subject 5   28       28     
Subject 6     17 55     17 52 
Subject 7     37 54     35 52 
Subject 8     22 55     22 55 
Subject 9     15 47     15 47 
Subject 10     12 41     13 41 
Subject 11     9 43     10 43 
Average 25 26 19 49 24 22 18 48 
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J (%) in OCC - ISOTROPIC J (%) in OCC- ANISOTROPIC 
  F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz 
Subject 1 2 2             
Subject 2 2 2     2 2     
Subject 3 3 4     2 3     
Subject 4 3 4     3 3     
Subject 5   3       3     
Subject 6     6 8     6 8 
Subject 7     6 16     6 15 
Subject 8     5 12     3 12 
Subject 9     10 11     6 12 
Subject 10     8 11     6 11 
Subject 11     13 17     7 14 
Average 3 3 8 13 2 3 6 12 
 
Table 5.3 Percentages of median current density in ROIs with respect to input current 
density for isotropic and anisotropic models. 
EF (V/m) in OCC - ISOTROPIC EF (V/m) in OCC- ANISOTROPIC 
  F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz F3-RS F4-LS T7-T8 Fpz-Oz 
Subject 1 0.06 0.05             
Subject 2 0.07 0.05     0.06 0.05     
Subject 3 0.13 0.14     0.09 0.12     
Subject 4 0.13 0.14     0.10 0.11     
Subject 5   0.15       0.11     
Subject 6     0.25 0.34     0.24 0.31 
Subject 7     0.25 0.63     0.23 0.61 
Subject 8     0.20 0.50     0.20 0.48 
Subject 9     0.38 0.46     0.36 0.50 
Subject 10     0.34 0.46     0.34 0.45 
Subject 11     0.52 0.68     0.45 0.56 
Average 0.10 0.11 0.32 0.51 0.09 0.11 0.30 0.48 
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Table 5.4 Electric field magnitudes in the occipital lobe (OCC) ROI for isotropic and 
anisotropic models. 
5.1.4 Discussion 
In this study, modeling predictions of phosphenes were performed in eleven head 
models derived from healthy tACS recipients. All participants reported occurrences of 
phosphenes regardless of electrode montages, tACS frequencies or input current 
strengths. Phosphene generation was expected since the stimulation current frequencies 
used in this experiment (10 and 20 Hz) were within the common tACS frequency range 
to induce phosphenes [151]. Calculated median current densities in each modeling case 
exceeded the minimum thresholds of phosphenes and thus confirmed the subject 
testimonies of phosphenes. Since the isotropic and anisotropic results exhibited similar 
trends, the following discussion applies to both isotropic and anisotropic models, unless 
specified otherwise.  
Current density distributions in ROIs 
As expected, the magnitudes of predicted current densities in ROIs were directly 
proportional to the electrode location. In the eye ROI, the accumulations of large current 
density found in either the left, right or both eyes were mostly from current flow from the 
skin compartments. For instance, montage Fpz-Oz, F3-RS, and F4-RS were all placed 
nearby the eyes. However, the isotropic and anisotropic median current densities in the 
eyes for Fpz-Oz montage were twice as large as for F3-RS and F4-LS montage, because 
Fpz delivered current to both eyes via scalp. In OCC, Fpz-Oz showed current 
accumulation near the inter-hemispheric fissure, which is the midline between the two 
hemispheres. No distinct patterns in current density distributions were found in OCC for 
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the rest of the montages, mostly because of the electrodes were located farther away from 
the cortex.  
The segmentation process for both ROIs involved manual work and thus may 
raise a concern regarding the validity of modeling results. The eye compartment was 
mostly filled with the aqueous vitreous that had the largest conductivity value in the 
model, and thus would dictate the majority of current density distribution in this 
compartment. If segmentation inaccuracies mostly affected the shapes of outside tissue 
boundary, predicted median current densities in the eye ROIs might not be largely 
affected. Current density magnitudes in OCC were smaller than the eyes because of 
tissue proximity to the electrodes and tissue conductivity assignment. Therefore, 
predicted values in OCC regions might be more sensitive to changes due to segmentation 
error. One way to test whether segmented inaccuracy may affect calculated current 
densities in ROIs is by performing dilation and erosion process of individual ROIs. 
Predicted current densities in the dilated and eroded ROIs can then be compared to the 
initial model to look for any discrepancies in median current densities. 
Modeling predictions and subject testimonies  
Results from the simulation study broadly agreed with subject ratings of 
phosphenes. The average ratings of phosphenes ranked from the highest to the lowest 
were montage Fpz-Oz, T7-T8, F3-RS, and F4-LS. Noted that montage F3-RS and F4-LS 
only had one rating each. Predicted median current densities in the eyes, ranked from 
the largest to smallest, were Fpz-Oz, F3-RS, F4-LS and T7-T8. In OCC, ranked median 
current densities from the largest to smallest were Fpz-Oz, T7-T8, F4-LS, and F3-RS. 
Therefore, Fpz-Oz montage had the highest ratings as well as the largest current 
percentages in both ROIs compared to the other three montages. Keep in mind that the 
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phosphene rating was completely subjective. For instance, the baseline level of 
phosphene sensitivity may vary among individuals.  
A special case showing a much higher rating in T7-T8 (5, average=3.5) was 
observed in Subject 7.  Interestingly, the predicted median current density in the eyes for 
the same case showed an unusual trend (37%, average=19% in the isotropic model; 35%, 
average=18% in the anisotropic model). However, the unusual trend observed in the eyes 
did not show in OCC (6%, average = 8% in the isotopic model; 6%, average 6% in the 
anisotropic model). Therefore, the intense experience in Subject 7 with T7-T8 montage 
might be related to the large current accumulations in the eyes and thus suggesting 
retinal phosphenes. 
A good correspondence was observed between subject ratings and %Js calculated 
in the eyes for T7-T8 montage suggesting retinal phosphenes in subjects stimulated with 
this montage. The R2 values found in both ROIs were approximately equal for Fpz-Oz 
montage and thus it was unclear if subjects stimulated with this montage experienced 
retinal or occipital phosphenes.  
The origins of phosphenes 
 Predicted EF values in OCC suggested that only montage T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz 
produced high enough EFs to depolarize the pyramidal cells in the visual cortex and thus 
only subjects stimulated using these montages were experiencing cortical phosphenes. 
Further, patterns of current flow in OCC for Fpz-Oz montage suggested that current 
might be traveling through CSF and entered in the anterior portion of the visual cortex. 
This cortical region, specifically on the medial wall, was associated with the peripheral 
parts of the visual field and could be related to phosphene perceptions in the far 
peripheral vision [157]. Therefore, this finding further supported the possibility of 
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cortical phosphenes for subjects stimulated using Fpz-Oz montage. On the other hand, a 
good correspondence was found between subject ratings and predicted current densities 
in the eyes for T7-T8 montage that indicated retinal phosphenes. This finding was 
further supported by Subject 7 who gave a much higher rating than the average for T7-T8 
stimulation and matched with the computed current density values in the eyes. 
Therefore, our modeling results strongly suggested that subjects stimulated with T7-T8 
configuration experienced retinal phosphenes.  
Previous studies have also suggested that electrical stimulation at electrode 
location nearby the eyes could elicit retinal phosphenes by current leakage via scalp to 
the eyes [133, 158]. Our modeling results confirmed that current density distributions 
found in the eyes was mostly from nearby scalp compartments. Therefore, phosphene 
generation in subjects stimulated with electrodes nearby the eyes (Fpz-Oz, F3-RS and 
F4-LS) could be originated in the retina. However, since the location of Fpz and Oz 
electrodes were nearby the eyes and visual cortex, respectively, it is difficult to isolate 
whether subjects stimulated with this montage experience retinal or cortical phosphenes.  
Differences in cell morphology and orientation of neurons found in the retina and 
the occipital cortex may contribute to the likelihood of neuronal activation that generates 
phosphenes. Neuronal density in an adult human visual cortex was estimated to be 
3.6x103 neurons/mm3 [162] with an average soma size of 4-16 µm [163]. Retinal ganglion 
cells have been associated with phosphene generation in the retina [154]. There were 
about 2.5x103 neurons/mm2 of retinal ganglion cells in humans with an average soma 
size of 4 - 24 µm [164]. Assuming an average cortical thickness of 4 mm [165], the visual 
cortex had a higher neuronal density than the retina. Therefore, based on provided cell 
morphology information, the neurons in the cortex are more likely to fire. Moreover, 
neuron orientation can also affect neuronal excitation and inhibition [15]. Stimulation 
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perpendicular to the retina was found to be more sensitive to induce retinal phosphenes 
because of the activation of retinal cells organized in the radial orientation [159]. 
Previous modeling study showed that the current flow entering the eyes from nearby tES 
electrodes were mostly perpendicular to the eyes [67]. On the other hand, another 
computational study revealed that the electrical fields from tES were primarily tangential 
to the cortical surface [166]. The pyramidal cell bodies (soma) that were the most 
sensitive to depolarization was in the inner layer of the cortex [156], and the 
somadendritic axis was found perpendicular to the cortical surface [166, 167]. Therefore, 
tES current is more likely to activate neurons in the retina than in the cortex suggesting 
the likelihood of retinal phosphenes. To test this hypothesis, future modeling studies can 
quantify the radial components of current density entering the eye compartments and 
tangential electric fields on the surface of the occipital cortex. 
5.2 Overall conclusion 
This chapter presents modeling investigation on phosphene perception as the 
common visible biological side effects in tACS. Calculated current densities were 
analyzed in two ROIs associated with possible origins of phosphenes: the eyes and the 
occipital lobe. As expected, all tACS recipients stimulated at 10 and 20 Hz reported 
phosphene perceptions. Subject ratings varied across electrode montages with Fpz-Oz 
montage being the highest. Predicted median current density values in ROIs exceeded 
the minimum current density thresholds of phosphenes. Therefore, modeling predictions 
agreed with reported phosphene occurrence in subjects, and thus validating the 
modeling results. Further, predicted current densities in the eyes using T7-T8 montage 
corresponded well to subject ratings for the same montage. The main findings from this 
study strongly suggested that subjects stimulated with T7-T8 configuration experienced 
retinal phosphenes. More data were required to further isolate the origins of phosphenes 
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for subjects stimulated with F3-RS and F4-LS. The origin of phosphenes was difficult to 
isolate for Fpz-Oz montage because both electrode location were nearby the eyes and the 
occipital cortex. The choices of electrode montage used in this study were limited to the 
available data in tACS recipients and mostly involving placements near the eyes (F3, F4, 
LS, RS and Fpz). Future tACS studies in conjunction with modeling need to explore 
different electrode montages, particularly with both electrodes close to the occipital 
cortex, to predict either retinal or cortical phosphene generation in subjects. 
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CHAPTER 6  
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
6.1 Summary of Findings 
The main findings presented in this dissertation address the need of validating 
current flow modeling of transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) in the human heads 
against in-vivo measurements. The three aims in this dissertation were primarily using 
data collected in the tES MREIT-current density imaging (CDI) in-vivo study to achieve 
the following:  
• In Chapter 3 (Aim 1), the FEM pipelines were verified by simulating different 
head model extension ranging from the apex to the C3 level of vertebrae, and 
testing two types of volume meshes (‘ block’ and ‘smooth’). 
• In Chapter 4 (Aim 2), verified pipelines were used to compute magnetic flux 
density (Bz) using head models derived from T1-weighted data collected during 
the in-vivo study. Comparisons were made between images of predicted and 
MREIT Bz to inform model validity and sensitivity.  Additionally, the head models 
were used to test inter-subject variability in predicted current densities found in 
the anterior superior temporal gyrus (ASTG).  
• Finally, in Chapter 5 (Aim 3), predicted current densities were isolated in the eyes 
and occipital lobes to predict phosphene generation. Modeling results were then 
compared to subject ratings of phosphenes. 
Details of findings in each specific aim are presented in the following subsections. 
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6.1.1 Aim 1: tES finite element modeling verification 
 Varying head model axial range from between the apex and C3 vertebra to 
including only apex to the superior cerebellum was found to decrease the total modeling 
time by up to half. A clear change in current density distribution was found for models 
without the inferior skull. This finding suggested that the head models to predict tES 
need to include at least the inferior skull or beyond. Predicted current densities produced 
by block and smooth pipelines were different by 10% for presumed target structures.  
This percentage difference increased up to 35% for brain structures that were located 
further away from the electrodes. Block modeling pipeline was executed up to two times 
faster than the smooth pipeline and thus might be useful for rapid modeling. There was 
no clear indication which pipeline produced more accurate results. This aim concluded 
that tES current flow modeling in target brain structures needs to include at least the 
inferior skull and can be executed with either block or smooth pipeline.  
6.1.2 Aim 2: modeling validation against MREIT-CDI in-vivo measurements 
  All Bz distributions showed expected patterns of current induced magnetic flux 
density following the right-hand rule convention of Ampere’s law. Broad agreements 
were found in magnetic flux and projected current density comparisons. A structural 
similarity analysis suggested that better correspondence in Bz patterns were found in T7-
T8 than Fpz-Oz montage. CoReHA reconstructions using simulated Bz produced 
conductivity images with distinct features of CSF, white and gray matter, while 
reconstructions using MREIT Bz showed no distinction between tissue types. The 
averaged DT-MREIT reconstructed white and gray matter conductivity values were 
larger while CSF values were lower than the typical values used for tES FEM studies. 
These discrepancies were expected because different sources of tissues, temperatures 
and frequencies were used to measure tissue conductivities, and thus in-vivo 
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conductivity measurements in humans suitable for tES studies are desirable. Decreasing 
modeled skin conductivity by one order of magnitude in combination with increasing 
bone conductivity by a factor of two was shown to improve Bz comparisons between 
predicted and MREIT results. The regression models performed in four subjects 
indicated that the variability in current density distributions in ASTG was largely 
sourced from within subjects. Therefore, broad physical features across subjects such as 
head sizes might not be the primary cause of inter-subject variability in tES studies. This 
aim demonstrated that MREIT-CDI could recover current density information in 
humans following tACS and thus establish MREIT-CDI as a validation tool for tES 
modeling studies.  
6.1.3 Aim 3: simulation predictions relating to biological effects of tES 
 Predicted current densities using head models from eleven tACS subjects 
exceeded the thresholds of phosphenes. Therefore, modeling predictions agreed with 
phosphene occurrences reported by the same tACS subjects. Good correspondence was 
found between subject ratings and median current densities in the eyes for T7-T8 
montage, suggesting subjects stimulated using this montage experienced retinal 
phosphenes. More data were required to conclude the origin of phosphenes for montage 
F3-RS and F4-LS. The origin of phosphenes for montage Fpz-Oz was difficult to isolate 
from the models because of the location of both electrodes that were nearby the eyes and 
occipital cortex. The modeled electrode configurations in this aim were limited to the 
provided imaging data and testimonies of tACS subjects. Most of these electrodes were 
located nearby the eyes. Therefore, future tACS clinical and modeling studies using 
montages with both electrodes located near the occipital cortex may be useful to 
determine the possibility of either retinal or cortical phosphene generation in subjects.  
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6.2 Future Directions 
FEM studies have been employed to predict current distributions following tES 
using realistic head models, but only a few of these models have been validated against 
experimental measurements. The study presented in this dissertation demonstrated that 
MREIT-CDI in-vivo measurements in human heads are capable of imaging current flow 
in the brain following tES. The first constructed images of current density and 
conductivity were mostly showing a single 3 mm axial slice.  The limited numbers of 
slices were primarily caused by restricted parameters in MREIT-CDI acquisitions. In 
addition, having the tES procedure completed inside the MR scanner can be beneficial to 
perform modeling predictions for visible tES biological side effects such as phosphenes. 
Ultimately, advances in future MREIT-CDI acquisitions can lead to a powerful tool for 
current flow in-vivo imaging in humans. Meanwhile, immediate improvements can be 
performed using the existing MREIT-CDI in-vivo protocols and FEM pipelines.  
Model validations can include other types of electrode montages that are 
commonly used in tES clinical studies. The in-vivo Bz data that were used in this study 
only included configuration T7-T8 and Fpz-Oz. These montages were beneficial to use in 
the early phase of the MREIT-CDI in-vivo study because the electrodes were 
approximately within the same range of z- coordinates (‘in-plane’), and thus the 
recovered Bz patterns according to current directions were easier to distinguish. The 
same methods to process Bz can now be applied to other montages that are ‘off-plane’, 
such as F3-RS and F4-LS. Off-plane montages require calculation of the ‘full’ current 
density distributions and will be useful for 3D volume reconstructions. Projected current 
density distributions from this study were only including the values in x and y 
components while assuming the values in z-components were negligible. However, the 
same methods [117] can be used to reconstruct the full current density by including the z-
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components. The full current density reconstruction can be verified using in-plane 
montages, then can be applied to off-plane montages. Additional MREIT-CDI 
experiments were recently completed using F3-RS and F4-LS montages. A uniform 
conductivity head model of 1 S/m (non-segmented) was constructed as an initial 
assessment for the off-plane montages.  Figure 6.1 shows a preliminary result where the 
general  Bz patterns are somewhat matching, but the MREIT Bz range is still larger than 
predicted Bz. Further study is required to compare these data. 
 
Figure 6.1 Preliminary results on off-plane electrode montages F3-RS and F4-LS. Shown 
here on the left are the 3D head model and photographs of the corresponding subject, 
and on the right are Bz images from simulation and MREIT data. 
Different methods of electrode placements may decrease subject discomfort and, 
in turns, reduce any movements that may distort imaged data. Excess of saline solutions 
may be absorbed in areas outside the electrodes, such as in the bandage used to hold the 
electrodes, and thus can spread current stimulation to other regions. The current 
spreading can cause unwanted side effects such as an increasing phosphene intensity 
perceived by subjects. Applying a controlled amount of saline solutions to wet the 
electrodes can be difficult. Therefore, using other types of electrolyte mediums such as 
conducting paste may be a better alternative to saline. Further, the conducting paste may 
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also provide a better impedance matching with the scalp and thus can reduce cutaneous 
sensations in subjects during stimulation. 
The FEM pipelines can be used to predict tES outcomes in a wider population 
such as in diseased and elderly populations. The head models involved in this study were 
derived from healthy young subjects. Ill and elderly populations may exhibit different 
brain properties, such as patients with brain tumors. The tumor morphology may affect 
the organizations of brain tissue compartments such as enlargements of the ventricles 
and consequently altering the conductivity distributions in the head models. Therefore, 
predicted current densities for these cases would be different.  Brain volumes may 
decrease with aging, and thus current flow modeling using head models from this 
population to study tES effects on aging might be useful. However, as previously stated, 
accurate tES predictions are dependent on appropriate values of in-vivo tissue 
conductivity in humans. Therefore, relative changes between the predicted results in 
different populations may be observed, but a validation study will be required to confirm 
modeling results.  
Future MREIT-CDI in-vivo measurements can include faster imaging sequences 
and fMRI modules. Current density and conductivity reconstructions were based on the 
acquired Bz data and thus were relying on the three acquired thick axial slices. 
Accelerated imaging acquisitions may provide a greater slice-coverage and thus recover 
more Bz slices. Further, faster imaging sequences may also be used to increase the 
number of averages and thus can increase SNR. Higher SNR will improve data 
resolutions and thus can provide more detailed Bz images. MREIT-CDI studies 
performed in conjunction with fMRI suites can explore possible tES mechanisms. 
Overall, the studies presented in this dissertation support that finite element 
modeling can be employed to predict current flow related to tES. The validation study 
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against in-vivo current flow imaging data indicated that further refinements of current 
flow modeling are needed, but the existing FEM studies are not that far off from 
experimental results. Computational modeling results also showed that current densities 
from tES electrodes could reach the presumed target brain structures, including deep 
brain structures such as the hippocampus. Therefore, tES may be an attractive candidate 
as a non0invasive therapy to treat disorders associated with deep brain structures such 
as Alzheimer’s disease. While the magnitudes of current dose found in these structures 
were less than 50% of the applied current, previous studies have shown that stimulation 
at this level can modulate neural activity in the cortex over a period of time [9, 156, 166, 
168]. Further, predicted current density distributions within the brain from the same 
electrode montage across subjects exhibit similar trends. Therefore, based on the main 
findings presented in this dissertation, the tES effects on brain structures are promising 
and have been demonstrated as reliable across subjects. 
 Non-invasive brain stimulation therapy attempts to modulate brain activity and 
enhance cortical functions, such as cognitive and motor functions. In theory, neuronal 
excitation or inhibition can be affected by exogenous electrical stimulation. However, the 
underlying neural mechanisms that lead to treatment efficacy sought by electrical 
stimulation therapies are not well understood and cannot be directly measured. For 
instance, most of tES clinical studies indirectly measure the intervention effects by using 
behavior-related tasks. Therefore, optimizing stimulation parameters such as current 
dose to improve tES efficacy becomes challenging. Knowledge of current distribution in 
the human head during tES can be one solution to approach this issue. Therefore, the 
validation of current flow modeling against the first in-vivo current flow images 
presented in this dissertation can be the first step towards improving clinical outcomes 
of tES and the field of neuromodulation.  
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